• review of 2-meter handhelds
• operation upgrade: part 8
• digital approach to odd splits: the ICOM IC-2AT
• VHF and UHF synthesizers
The IC-740 from ICOM contains all of the most asked-for features, in the most advanced solid-state HF base station on the amateur market, performing to the delight of the most discriminating operator.

Study the front panel controls of the ICOM IC-740. You will see that it has all of the functions to give maximum versatility to tailor the receiver and transmitter performance to each individual operator's requirements.

Features of the IC-740 receiver include variable width and continuously adjustable noise blanker, continuous, adjustable speed AGC, adjustable IF shift and variable passband tuning built in. In addition, an adjustable notch filter for maximum receiver performance, along with switchable receiver preamp, and a selection of SSB and CW filters. Squelch on SSB Receive and all mode capability, including optional FM mode. Split frequency operation with two built in VFOs for the serious DX'er.

The IC-740 allows maximum transmit flexibility with front panel adjustment of VOX gain and VOX delay along with ICOM's unique synthesized three speed tuning system and rock solid stability with electronic frequency lock.

Maximum versatility with 2 VFO's built in as standard, plus 9 memories of frequency selection, one per band, including the new WARC bands.

With 10 independent receiver and 6 transmitter front panel adjustments, the IC-740 operator has full control of his station's operating requirements.

See and operate the versatile and full featured IC-740 at your authorized ICOM dealer.

Options include:
- FM Module
- Marker Module
- Electronic Keyer
- 2 9MHz IF Filters for CW
- 3 455KHz Filters for CW
- Internal AC Power Supply

Accessories.
- SM5 Desk Microphone
- UP/DWN Microphone
- Linear Amplifier
- Autobandswitching Mobile Antenna
- Headphones
- External Speaker
- Memory Backup Supply
- Automatic Antenna Tuner

ICOM America, Inc., 2112-116th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98004 (206) 454-8155 / 3331 Towerview Drive, Suite 307, Dallas, TX 75204 (214) 620-2780.

All stated specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice or obligation. All ICOM radios significantly exceed FCC regulations limiting spurious emissions.
Introducing a new dimension...

COMPUTERIZED ANTENNA CONTROL
FROM PRO-SEARCH™

or Contesters,
X'ers, Handicapped
operators and General
purpose Ham
operators:
the Most Advanced
Antenna Control
available...
- The Only
Computerized Unit
- The Only Talking
Unit
- The Only Scanning
Unit
- The Only
Programmable Unit
- The Only Automatic
Braking Unit

Contesters:
Pro-Search seeks out a
re-programmed heading, plus
stores various common headings
and automatically scans
those rare multipliers,
keeping the operator hands-free
operation and more time for
contesting.

X'ers:
Pro-Search loads in short path
and long path headings and
with the touch of a button, the
system works between both
headings. Plus you have all of
the other features of the Pro-
search to aid you in catching
that rare DX station.

Handicapped Operators:
Pro-Search offers ease of
operation... control the entire
system with just one touch. A
sink loop... vocally calls out the
headings, allowing blind opera-
tors to accurately program and
read their headings.

General Purpose Operators:
Pro-Search has numerous
uses. re-set beam headings for
KES, VHF WORK, and many
others. Current headings can
be read, by displaying the
resist directions with LEDs.
Pro-Search also displays and
stores the last heading worked,
which can be recalled by the
uto-Locate system with the
touch of a button.

Pro-Search is
Adaptable To Many
Systems, Simple
To Install.

No modifications are
necessary.

Disconnect your
present antenna
control system and
connect ours.

Pro-Search is presently
used with HAM-M.
HAM-II, III, IV, and T√X
Other models will be
available to work with
the HDR-300, etc.

To Order:
1-800-325-4016
1-314-994-7872 (Missouri)

Or write:
Pro-Search Electronics
A Division of Wurduck and
Associates, Inc.
10411 Clayton Road
Suite 305
St. Louis, Missouri 63131

*Patent Pending

PRO-SEARCH
Reaching The World

PRO-SEARCH
Reaching The World
New Drake TR5 Transceiver
far above average!

With the new TR5
versatility and value are spelled D-R-A-K-E . . .

DYNAMIC RANGE
The dynamic range of the TRS is unexcelled by any transceiver in its class. The TR5's greater than 0 dBm third order intercept point (85 dB two-tone dynamic range) at 20 kHz spacing can be achieved only by the use of a passive diode-ring double balanced mixer. Drake was the first to bring this technology to the Amateur market with a high-level mixer in the TR7.

RELIABLE SERVICE
When you purchase a TR5, or any Drake product, you acquire a product of the latest production techniques, which provide reliable performance.
Yet with a product as sophisticated as one of today's transceivers, after-sales service is a must. Ask any Drake owner. Our Customer Service Department has a reputation second to none.

ACCESSORIES
Drake is the only Amateur Radio manufacturer who offers a full complement of accessories to satisfy almost every desire the HF Amateur may have. This wide selection allows any operator to assemble a station which meets his needs, and assures compatible interfacing and styling instead of a desk full of equipment with a variety of styling and poor operation as a system.

KILOWATT AMPLIFIER
Everyone wants to be heard! The accessory L7S and its 3-500Z (1200 watts PEP input) and a decent antenna will do the trick. This rugged self-contained amplifier / power supply will put the TRS on an even footing with the best of them.

ENGINEERING
The TRS and all Drake Transceivers, are backed by the best in engineering. The TR5 is the result of an extensive engineering effort, combining proven past techniques and ideas with new state of the art concepts.
As a result, the TRS will not be superceded by a new model every six months. It represents a true radio communications value that will provide many years of operating enjoyment.

See your Drake dealer or write for additional information.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY

Features, availability and prices subject to change without notice or obligation.
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Phone: (513) 866-2421 • Telex: 288-017
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By now it's no secret to the American public that government services are being drastically cut by the Reagan administration's efforts to control government spending. It is also well known among knowledgeable Amateurs that those cuts have severely affected our friends at the Federal Communications Commission. The effects of the FCC's belt-tightening efforts are growing to the point where it's now considered likely that Commission administration of the Amateur exam program will be drastically curtailed if not eliminated altogether by the year's end.

Fortunately, timely provisions for filling this void are contained in the Communications Act rewrite bill originally introduced by Senator Barry Goldwater, K7UGA, and presently under consideration in the House of Representatives as HR 5008. Under the provisions of this bill, the FCC would be permitted to delegate both monitoring and exam administration responsibilities to the Amateur Radio community; this could, in theory, solve the problem. However, in its present form, the House Communications Act rewrite bill includes language which would prohibit anyone working for an organization involved in the production or distribution of any Amateur gear or Amateur Radio training materials from preparing or contributing to any Amateur Radio examination program.

Although this amendment does make sense — any organization that publishes training materials would be perceived by prospective Amateurs as having the "inside track" if it also were administering the exams — the amendment would also prevent the one organization in the country capable of taking over and handling a program of this magnitude from taking part in it. Whether that amendment will survive in the Congress, or how such potential conflicts of interest can be surmounted if it doesn't, remains to be seen. In the meantime, let's consider the potential benefits of an examination program administered by Amateurs.

Back in the good old days of Amateur Radio, the FCC was able to staff its field offices with well-qualified technical people, many themselves licensed Amateurs. These were the people who gave you the exam, and when they said you'd passed you knew you'd earned your license! Today, although the FCC still has many highly qualified people on its staff, these people are much too valuable to be looking over the shoulders of would-be Amateurs sweating over their exams. Exams are administered by clerical help, which is why there's no longer a CW sending test (who'd listen?), and why the CW receiving test is fill-in-the-blank and written exams are "multiple guess." At the same time there are well-founded fears that the proliferation of so-called cheat books — exam study guides that are nothing more than lists of the exact questions and answers out of the FCC's current exams — are creating a generation of Amateur appliance operators with no real knowledge of radio or electronic theory.

If Amateurs are going to take over exam administration (and it seems certain that they are), we as Amateurs have a golden opportunity to restore integrity to a program that's been seriously eroded in recent years. We've got an opportunity to break away from the simplistic multiple choice exam and go in new and innovative directions in the testing of new Amateurs. We could bring back essay-type questions, reinstitute the CW sending test, and even go to an interview exam where an applicant would discuss specified exam topics with a panel, which would then decide whether the applicant was ready either to become an Amateur or to upgrade. There is truly no end to the possibilities!

It is a golden opportunity, and whether we're prepared for it or not we're going to have to be ready with something — and very soon. Let's discuss it with other Amateurs, particularly those involved in licensing classes, and ask our League directors what they are doing about it in Newington. Like it or not, we're soon going to be in the exam business. We'd better be prepared!

Joseph Schroeder, W9JUV
Save Money! - Call AES for Low KENWOOD Prices

The prices shown in this ad are suggested by the Manufacturer.
On most MAJOR items you can Save Money with a Big AES* Discount. Don't wait! - Call us TOLL FREE and get your price.

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY Inc.
4828 W. Fond du Lac Avenue; Milwaukee, WI 53216 - Phone (414) 442-4200

Call Toll Free: 1-800-558-0411

E-X-P-A-N-D-E-D WATS PHONE HOURS
Our Milwaukee Headquarters will answer the Nationwide WATS line 1-800-558-0411 until 8 pm ( Milwaukee time) Monday thru Thursday.
Please use WATS line for placing Orders
For other information, etc. please use Regular line.

USES: Mon, Tue, Wed & Fri 9-5:30; Thurs* 9-8; Sat 9-3
*Las Vegas & Florida stores. NOT open Thursday evenings.
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Woodpecker blanker

Dear HR:

"Blanking the Woodpecker, Part Two: A Practical Circuit" by David Nicholls, February, 1982, ham radio, is an excellent article. Nicholls writes in a clear manner, and it is exciting to see a high-performance blanker built around three CMOS chips.

The timing diagram (fig. 6) is confusing, however, in that it depicts waveforms (b) and (d) occurring prior to the signals from which they are derived, waveforms (a) and (c), respectively. I am enclosing a corrected timing diagram. It's really a minor error.

Robert K. Zimmerman, NP4B
Arecibo, Puerto Rico

IC2AT power supply

Dear HR:

I had decided to design a mobile power supply for my IC2AT handheld 2-meter transceiver. I started reading the article by Gil Weiss, WB3JJF, (February ham radio) and decided not to design the power supply. After looking into the article more thoroughly I discovered a mistake.

The last sentence in the first paragraph under construction says, "If a spike greater than 12 volts should occur, the zener will shunt the circuit to ground and blow the fuse." My analysis is that the circuit does not perform in that manner. I figure the circuit will have 12 volts at the V_out if the zener is fast enough to go into regulation when the spike occurs and before the spike disappears. It is very possible the fuse will not blow.

The author could use a crowbar circuit using an SCR and set it to a threshold point to short and blow the fuse if spikes should occur.

Henry R. Leggette, WB4MNW
Memphis, Tennessee

I am providing the following in response to Mr. Leggette's questions concerning the circuit performance of the fuse and zener diode relative to high voltage spike protection.

This arrangement has been in print in several ham radio publications in similar circuits for various HT applications and is recommended by at least one major manufacturer of mobile equipment. I have discussed and questioned the circuit with other hams, including electrical engineers, and have gotten a variety of responses. The zener will conduct and blow the fuse, but for a very short period of time the spike does appear at the regulator output and, in my opinion, could damage a rig. The problem here is that most hams, including myself, do not have the sophisticated test equipment necessary to analyze this type of circuit performance where short-time-duration measurements become critical.

My prototype unit contained the zener protection for insurance, as shown in the article, but I have built subsequent units without the diode and they have been functioning fine. Transient voltage spikes in mobile operation can be best avoided by (1) wiring the regulator or equipment directly to the car battery, which provides natural surge suppression, and (2) shutting down the equipment when starting the vehicle since this is when spikes usually occur. Additionally, with all of the mobile gear in operation the instances of voltage spike or surge damage appears to be quite rare.

Although crowbar circuits are normally associated with ac power supplies, it appears that an SCR circuit could be used here, but the same question arises regarding potential damage by the spike in the few nanoseconds required to trip the SCR.

Any light that can be shed on this topic by other readers would be appreciated.

Gil Weiss, WB3JJF
Bensalem, Pennsylvania

phantom-coil VXO

Dear HR:

In my article (page 66 of the January issue), I failed to see that one of my marbles was nicked until after it was out of the bag.

While the curves of fig. 1 are of the right general shape, both are too inaccurate to use for design purposes. Anyone reading the design example, page 68, must wonder where the numbers are coming from. Below is a copy of the correct graphs for fig. 1:

Corrected graph for fig. 1, page 67, of the January, 1982, issue.

Additionally, I've noticed that after a year of operation the oscillator would occasionally fail to start. The cure was to substitute the RCA 3N212 for Q1. This transistor has a much larger g_m, and should take care of the problem indefinitely.

Frank Noble, W3MT
Bethesda, Maryland
MFJ CW/SSB/Notch Filters

MFJ-722 ALL MODE audio filter for CW/SSB has tunable 70 dB notch, no ring 80 Hz CW bandwidth, steep SSB skirts (18 poles total), 2 watts for speaker plus more.

All mode versatility: razor sharp CW and steep-skirted SSB filtering with tunable notch eliminates QRM.

$69.95

Now super-selective filter. The new MFJ-722 "Optimizer" offers razor sharp, no ring CW filtering with switch-selectable bandwidths (80, 110, 150, 180 Hz centered on 750 Hz), steep-skirted SSB filtering, and a 300-3000 Hz tunable 70 dB notch filter with adjustable bandwidth.

The 8-pole (4 stage) active IC filter gives CW performance no tunable filter can match (80 Hz bandwidth gives -50 dB response one octave from center and up to 15 dB noise reduction). The 8 pole SSB audio bandwidth is optimized for reduced sideband splatter and less QRM (375 Hz highpass cutoff, plus selectable lowpass cutoffs at 2.5, 2.0 and 1.5 kHz, 36 dB/octave rolloff). Measures 6x2x6".

New Model MFJ-723, $49.95, is similar to the 722 but is for CW. Has a 60 dB notch tunable from 300 to 1200 Hz. Measures 4x2x6".

Other models: MFJ-721, $59.95. Like 722, less notch. MFJ-720, $39.95. Like 723, less notch.

Versatile, all models plug into the phone jack, provide 2 watts for speaker or can be used with headphones. All require 9-18 VDC or 110 VAC with optional adapter. MFJ-1312, $9.95. Order from MFJ and try it—no obligation. If not delighted, return it within 30 days for refund (less shipping). One year unconditional guarantee. Order today. Call toll free 800-647-1800. Charge VISA, MC or mail check, money order for amount indicated plus $4.00 each shipping and handling. Enjoy improved readability, order now.

CALL TOLL FREE ... 800-647-1800

Call 601-323-5869 in Miss., outside continental USA or for technical info., order/repair status.

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INCORPORATED
Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762

MFJ DUMMY LOADS

Tune up fast into 50 ohm resistive load. Extend life of finals.

Includes high quality transformer oil.

$34.95

New MFJ-250 VERSALOAD Kilowatt Dummy Load lets you tune up fast. Extends life of transmitter finals. Reduces on-the-air QRM.

Run 1 KW CW or 2 KW PEP for 10 minutes, 1/2 KW CW or 1 KW PEP for 30 minutes. Continuous duty with 200 watts CW or 400 watts PEP. Complete with derating curve.

Quality 50 ohm non-inductive resistor.

Oil cooled. Includes high quality, industrial grade transformer oil (contains no PCB).

Low VSWR to 400 MHz: Under 1.2:1, 0-30 MHz, 1.5:1, 30-300 MHz, 2:1, 300-400 MHz. Ideal for testing HF and VHF transmitters. SO-239 coax connector. Vented for safety. Removable vent cap. Has carrying handle. 7-1/2 in. high, 6-5/8 in. diameter.

MFJ "Dry" 300 W and 1 KW Dummy Loads.

$64.95

MFJ-262

$26.95

MFJ-260

Air cooled, non-inductive 50 ohm resistor in perforated metal housing with SO-239 connectors. Full load for 30 seconds, derating curves to 5 minutes. MFJ-260 (300 W), SWR: 1.1:1 to 30 MHz, 1.5:1 for 30-160 MHz. MFJ-262 (1 KW), SWR: 1.5:1 for 30 MHz, 3x3x13 inches.

MFJ HF SWR/Wattmeter

$29.95

MFJ-816

New MFJ-816 low cost HF SWR/Wattmeter for 1.6 to 30 MHz range. Teredial current pickup gives uniform sensitivity overall entire HF frequency. Read SWR, forward and reflected power in 2 ranges (30 and 300 watts) on two color scale. SO-239 coax connectors. 4-1/2x2-3/8x2-7/8 in.

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, return it within 30 days for refund (less shipping). One year unconditional guarantee. Order today. Call TOLL FREE 800-647-1800. Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order. Write for free catalog.

CALL TOLL FREE ... 800-647-1800

601-323-5869 in MS, outside continental USA.

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INCORPORATED
Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762

MFJ/Bencher Keyer Combo


MFJ-422 Combo

$99.95

The best of all CW worlds—a deluxe MFJ Keyer in a compact configuration that fits right on the Bencher Iambic paddle! You can buy the combination or just the keyer for your Bencher.


Ultra-reliable solid state keying: grid-block, cathode and solid state transmitters (-300 V, 10 mA max., -300 V, 100 mA max.). Fully shielded. Uses 9 volt battery or 110 VAC with optional adapter. MFJ-1912, $9.95.

Beautiful functional engineering. The keyer mounts on the paddle base to form a small (4 1/8 x 2 5/8 x 5 1/2") attractive combination that is a pleasure to look at and use.

MFJ-422X Keyer only

$69.95

The Bencher Paddle is a best seller. Fully adjustable gold-plated silver contacts, polished chrome, heavy steel base with non-skid feet.

Order from MFJ and try it—no obligation. If not delighted, return it within 30 days for refund (less shipping). One year unconditional guarantee. Order today. Call toll free 800-647-1800. Charge VISA, MC or mail check, money order for amount indicated plus $4.00 each shipping and handling. Enjoy CW. See dealer or call MFJ now.

CALL TOLL FREE ... 800-647-1800

Call 601-323-5869 in Miss., outside continental USA or for technical info., order/repair status.

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INCORPORATED
Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762
THE FCC HAS EXTENDED THE COMMENTARY CUTOFF DATE ON P.R. DOCKET 82-83 to August 16th. Docket 82-83 is the twin bill that proposes expanding U.S. 20-meter phone privileges to 14.150 MHz, and also requests input from Amateurs regarding phone expansion on other bands and incentives toward license upgrading. The ARRL had requested an extension to permit Amateurs time to read the full text of the proposal prior to filing comments. The text appears in the May issue of QST magazine, and the League asks that Amateurs read it and then convey their views to the ARRL Plans and Programs Committee, their Division Director and the FCC.

A CLAIM OF TEN CLEAR REPEATER AND EIGHTEEN SIMPLEX CHANNELS on 220 MHz, plus similar clear channels on 10, 6, 2, and 3/4 meters, is being made by a contingent of Mexican Amateurs attending two recent meetings of the 220 SMA of Southern California. According to their spokesperson, Amateur VHF/UHF repeater operation in Mexico has been directed by their government onto specific channel pairs as outlined in a reputedly formal agreement between Mexico, Canada, and the United States. The Mexicans claim they must move to these channel pairs shortly or face the confiscation of their repeater stations. Also, they state that the agreement calls for the channels to be kept totally void of U.S. operation for 150 miles from the border. WLR made an extensive check with the FCC and the State Department in Washington and the Canadian Department of Communications, in parallel with a similar investigation by the 220 SMA, and could find no evidence that such an agreement between any of the three governments has ever been negotiated. (The State Department did say that it was possible such an agreement was worked out by another Agency, and that they might not yet have been advised of any formal agreements either pending or reached.) The Mexicans, however, have provided 220 SMA with partial documentation from their government and all parties are expected to abide by it.

As to the eighteen simplex channels, the Mexican Amateurs claim that these are also included in the accord, along with similar allocations elsewhere in the VHF/UHF spectrum.

AMATEUR RADIO'S PARTICIPATION IN THE 1984 OLYMPIC GAMES will be organized by a committee operating under the auspices of the Los Angeles Area Council of Radio Clubs. The League's Southwest Division Director, Jay Holladay, WB6EJJ, announced formation of the committee, which is to be headed by Tom Rothwell, K62T, and will include W6ABW, W6BUIA, W6ZHE, W6ZEB, N2YQ, and Jay as members. The committee will oversee every aspect of Amateur Radio's involvement in and support of the '84 games. Amateurs from outside the Los Angeles area who are planning to attend the Olympics and who might want to take part in what now appears may become a massive communications effort are advised to contact Director Holladay. Due to the logistics of the Games and the large area to be covered, the help of a large number of Radio Amateurs will be needed.

THE TRANSMITTERS CAUSING INTERFERENCE in the 440-MHz region, referred to in the April issue of PRESTOP, have been tentatively identified as a type of navigational aid called Syledis. Syledis is a medium-range positioning system that operates between 420 and 450 MHz. Syledis is described as "an along-shore navigation system with the accuracy of the best radio-positioning systems."

A NEW RUSSIAN AMATEUR SATELLITE was put into orbit in May when two Cosmonauts pushed the 62-pound Tarka 2 through the airlock of their Soyut 7 spacecraft. Tass reported the communications satellite, believed to translate signals from 15 to 10 meters, was created with the help of "young scientists and Amateur Radio enthusiasts" from the U.S.S.R. and several of its allies. This is probably the first working satellite put into orbit from a manned spacecraft.

H.R. 5008 IS REPORTEDLY OUT OF THE HOUSE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE virtually intact. The House version of Senator Goldwater's FCC revision bill (S-929) permits the Commission to set minimum RFI susceptibility standards for consumer electronic products. After going through the Committee to the full House for approval, it must be reconciled with the Senate version before going to President Reagan for his signature. Strong opposition to this provision is expected from the powerful EIA lobby.

A SECRET AMATEUR RADIO STATION MAY BE OPERATING IN THE FALKLAND ISLANDS. Although the Argentine military ordered all ham gear turned over to them in April, Gary Jordan, W6GTK, listened to a QSO signing a VP8 prefix claiming to be from that area. We have been unable to confirm whether or not the station was legitimate.

ULRICH L. ROHDE, president of Rohde & Schwarz Sales Co., Inc. has announced his resignation effective June 30, 1982. He will pursue career goals in the fields of consulting and education. Dr. Rohde has been a frequent contributor to ham radio, and we wish him the best of luck.

A NEW HOUR-LONG AMATEUR RADIO TV PROGRAM is being aired every Sunday in New York City. Named "Network Two New York," the show is produced by Larry Horn, N2NY, and is carried live on cable channel D at 2:00 PM. Long range plans call for this program to be made available nationwide via satellite. Contact N2NY at 415 E. 80th St., New York City for more details.
We Will Not Be Undersold Call: 212-925-7000

Kitty Says: “Shop everywhere, but come to Barry for our unbelievable low prices. Outside NY State call: 1-800-221-2683.”

**You are reading this document naturally.**
versatile communications receiver

An up-converting design featuring a synthesized LO and digital readout

The trend in communications receivers in recent years has been toward up-converting superheterodynes with some sort of synthesized local oscillator and a digital readout. Several designs have been presented in the Amateur literature, and many units of commercial equipment are using the technique. The up-converting receiver can offer excellent performance but has been heretofore nearly impossible for the Amateur to build because of the difficulty in obtaining parts. In this design, great care has been taken to use parts that are available as catalogue items from manufacturers or from surplus sources. The design is adjustable to use parts that are available.

the up-converting technique

For those unfamiliar with the up-converting receiver, the name is derived from the fact that the first i-f is above the highest frequency tuned by the receiver. Thus, all input frequencies are converted up in frequency to the first i-f. For a receiver covering all of the high-frequency Amateur bands, this intermediate frequency is around 30 MHz or even higher. Since the image of a superheterodyne receiver is separated from the desired signal by twice the i-f, a high-fre-

By Albert D. Helfrick, K2BLA, RD 1, Box 87, Boonton, New Jersey 07005
Top view of the receiver. The large box to the left is the VFO assembly, while the smaller box with cover removed is the synthesizer. Power supply is at far right.

Underneath the receiver. The box in the center with the cover attached is the second mixer. The front-end module is to the far left and the i-f amplifier is at the far right (covers removed).

First, the frequency of the first i-f, being greater than 30 MHz, makes it impossible to achieve the narrow selectivity required for CW or SSB reception at the first i-f. Therefore, a second conversion is required to reduce the i-f to a frequency where narrow crystal or mechanical filters can be used. The up-converting high-frequency communications receiver almost always uses dual or triple conversion. Secondly, the local-oscillator frequency is also very high and requires some form of crystal-controlled stabilization, such as a frequency synthesizer. Thirdly, since a lowpass filter is used preceding the mixer, the range of input signals fed to the mixer is very great, which increases the chances of harmful second- and third-order intermodulation. No rf amplifier is used and a good quality mixer, such as a double balanced diode mixer, reduces the generation of mixer distortion products. The application of modern components and techniques can easily control the disadvantages of the up-converting receiver.

overall receiver scheme

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the up-converting receiver excluding the power supply. The signal from the antenna is first passed through the 30-MHz lowpass filter to remove the image frequencies, which in this case are above 150 MHz. The double-balanced mixer provides the first conversion, using the output of the synthesizer as the local oscillator. This is the only local oscillator that is variable, and all receiver tuning is done with the synthesizer. The output of the mixer feeds the first i-f amplifier without any selectivity. Since the entire band of input frequencies is present at the mixer and the first i-f amplifier, these two circuits will have more influence over the dynamic range of the receiver than any other section. The 75-MHz first i-f filter is immediately after the first i-f amplifier and feeds the second mixer. Since the bandwidth of a 75-MHz filter is on the order of 20 to 40 kHz, there is a chance of intermodulation being generated in the second mixer, although not nearly as great as in the first mixer. In addition, there is a possibility of having some gain from the antenna to the input of the second mixer. Therefore, for signals closer than about 20 kHz, the dynamic range of the receiver is dependent on the second mixer.

The i-f filters immediately follow the second mixer, and the frequency of the second local oscillator will be determined by the center frequency of the filters used. The majority of the receiver's gain is obtained at the second i-f and is divided into two sections. The i-f preamplifier provides about 10 dB or so of gain and does not have AGC action. The main purpose of
fig. 1. Block diagram of the up-convertng receiver excluding power supply and audio amplifier. Lowpass filter preceding the mixer removes image frequencies, which are above 150 MHz. Second mixer is a dual-gate FET circuit, which obtains its LO signal from a fifth-overtone crystal oscillator. Each of the three i-f amplifiers provides about 20 dB gain.

fig. 2. Synthesizer block diagram. First LO signal is partially synthesized and partially supplied by a conventional VFO. Ceramic filters are FM broadcast-receiver types and are readily available. The difference frequency between the VFO and crystal oscillator controls a phase-locked-loop LO, which operates between 75 and 105 MHz.
this stage is to match the impedance of the filters to 50 ohms to drive the cable that connects the i-f preamplifier to the main i-f amplifier. Three dual-gate FET i-f amplifiers are used for the majority of the i-f gain and gain-control action. A simple carrier-operated AGC system is used, while both a diode detector and a product detector are supplied for SSB/CW/RTTY or a-m detection. The BFO is a voltage-tuned crystal oscillator that is pulled far enough in frequency to cover both upper and lower sidebands. The actual frequency of the crystal will depend on the center frequency of the filters used. A low-power audio amplifier constructed from a single IC is all that is required to drive a small loudspeaker.

The stability, dial accuracy, tuning rate, and, to some extent, the dynamic range of a receiver is a function of the local oscillator signal. In this receiver, the first local oscillator signal is the controlling factor and is supplied from a frequency synthesizer as shown in the block diagram of fig. 2. The local oscillator signal is partially synthesized and partially supplied from a conventional VFO. I wanted to obtain the infinite resolution that only a variable oscillator can achieve, while obtaining the frequency accuracy and stability that only a phase-locked loop can achieve — all of this with readily available parts. The technique chosen was to heterodyne a crystal oscillator with a much lower frequency VFO and use the difference frequency to control a phase-locked-loop local oscillator between 75 and 105 MHz.

Referring to fig. 2, a VFO operating between 1.325 and 1.395 MHz is heterodyned with a crystal oscillator operating at 9.175 MHz. The difference frequency, which covers the range between 10.5 and 10.57 MHz, is filtered with ceramic filters and divided down to 500 kHz with standard TTL logic. It is important that the difference frequency be carefully filtered for low-noise performance. The ceramic filters are intended for use in fm broadcast receivers and are readily available.

The nominal center frequency of ceramic filters varies considerably when they are manufactured and are color coded into selected groups. The filter used in the synthesizer has a center frequency of 10.64 MHz and is coded with a black dot by most manufacturers of these filters. The passband of these filters is sufficiently wide to pass the desired 10.5-MHz signal but narrow enough to reject the undesired 7.85 MHz image. The 9.175-MHz crystal is divided down to 5 Hz for use as a time base for the frequency counter. The 500-kHz output from the digital divider is used as a reference for a phase-locked loop. A 75- to 105-MHz oscillator is phase locked in 500-kHz steps to this reference using standard pulse swallowing techniques. Since the frequency of the 500-kHz reference is slightly variable as controlled by the VFO, the frequency range between the even 500-kHz steps can be covered.

There is one significant disadvantage to this method of local oscillator generation; the tuning rate for the 500-kHz bands is different. For example, if the VFO allows the receiver to be tuned 500 kHz on the lowest-frequency band, (0-500 kHz) the range on the highest band would be 700 kHz. Since the actual fre-
quency is read by a frequency counter, the display would not be in error, but the tuning rate would change accordingly. This problem was simply solved by using a tuning rate slightly slower than optimum at the lowest frequency and just a bit fast at the highest range and using a very smooth tuning capacitor. With this arrangement, the tuning rate difference is hardly noticeable and certainly not objectionable. Because the phase-locked loop reference frequency is 500 kHz, and since the actual tuning is performed with a VFO, the loop is easy to design and gives excellent performance. Receiver stability depends on the stability of the VFO, which must be carefully designed. On the highest frequency band, the frequency drift of the VFO is multiplied by a factor of ten relative to the received frequency; but because the VFO operates at only 1.3 MHz, it is not difficult to reduce the frequency drift to an acceptable level.

the circuit

Implementing the block diagram into a working receiver was done with great care to produce a receiver that could be constructed by the Amateur with parts available everywhere. The schematic, fig. 3, shows the majority of the receiver. The power supply and audio amplifier are diagrammed in fig. 4. A detailed schematic of the selectivity filters is shown in fig. 5, and the frequency counter in fig. 6.

Front-end components. The input signal from the antenna is first passed through a seven-pole lowpass filter with a cut-off frequency of about 30 MHz. Toroid inductors are used to provide a high ultimate rejection to signals outside of the passband. Also, variable capacitors are used to tune the filter to exactly the proper passband shape. The first mixer, which immediately follows the lowpass filter, is a standard-level prepackaged mixer. In this receiver the mixer port called "I-F" is used for the input rf signal. This is because the lowest frequency at which the receiver is capable of operating is about 10 kHz, and the rf port on most mixers cannot operate at this low frequency. The remaining two ports, the LO and rf ports, operate above 75 MHz and do not suffer from this problem. The output of the mixer feeds the 75-MHz i-f amplifier, a grounded-gate amplifier without tuning on the input, which provides a good termination for the balanced mixer. The output of the first i-f amplifier is matched to the 75-MHz monolithic crystal filter. The overall gain from the antenna to the output of the 75-MHz filter is between zero and 3 dB.

Second mixer and i-f selectivity section. Since there is essentially no overall gain from the antenna to the input of the second mixer, I decided that the second mixer should have some gain, and the dual-gate FET circuit shown in fig. 3 was chosen. A simple fifth-overtone crystal oscillator was used for the LO for the second conversion from 75 MHz to 10.0 MHz. About 15 dB of gain is available from the mixer before the signal is fed into the i-f filters.

Switching of the i-f filters is done with relays for
several good reasons. First, the relays allow for simple front-panel switch connections. The selectivity switch has only three wires that carry only dc. Second, it simplifies the layout of the receiver, because the selectivity switch can be mounted anywhere relative to the filters. And, finally, the shielded sealed relays allow for a very high ultimate attenuation by reducing the amount of feedthrough around the filters. PIN diodes would be a modern substitute, but a good supply of sealed relays were available to me. The choice of the second i-f was also dictated by what was available. The unusual 10.0-MHz i-f was chosen to make use of a set of filters for that frequency. Nine MHz or 10.7 MHz would be more common frequencies and may be used by changing the second LO crystal to 64.3 MHz for a 10.7-MHz i-f or 66 MHz for a 9-MHz.

The blocks X1, X2, and X3 in fig. 3 represent the filters and circuitry to match them to 50 ohms. Fig. 5 shows the matching circuitry for the 10.0-MHz monolithic filters I used. The 10-MHz filters will not be readily available, but standard 10.7-MHz filters use a very similar matching network. Most filter manufacturers provide a test circuit to match their filters to 50 ohms for evaluation, and these circuits will work in the receiver. The 500-Hz filter, also shown in fig. 5, is constructed from four fundamental-mode crystals. These crystals are calibrated for series mode and should have a series resistance less than 30 ohms, which is typical for most good-quality crystals. The output of the i-f filter is terminated with a grounded-gate FET preamplifier, which feeds the main i-f amplifier through a 50-ohm line. The overall gain from the antenna to the output of the second mixer module is about 20 dB.

I-f amplifier demodulator. The majority of the receiver gain is obtained at 10.0 MHz in the i-f amplifier module through three dual-gate FET amplifiers. Each stage provides about 20 dB of gain and at least 30 dB of AGC cutback per stage. The output of each amplifier is tuned to reduce the noise level of the i-f system. The AGC system is a carrier-operated type using a transistor as a detector, and also provides additional gain in the AGC loop. The AGC hold capacitor, C46 is discharged rapidly through the collector of the AGC transistor and charged slowly through the 270k resis-
tor connected to the power supply. The rf gain control determines the maximum gain of the receiver but does not disable the AGC action. A buffer amplifier isolates the S-meter load from the AGC line.

The BFO for the product detector is a voltage-tuned crystal oscillator. A frequency variation of about 1.5 kHz either side of the nominal 10.0 MHz is achievable with the two paralleled varactors as shown. The audio output from either the product detector or the diode detector is selected by a relay, the coil of which is connected to the BFO power supply so that the audio is automatically switched from the diode detector to the product detector whenever the BFO is energized. Again, the availability of sealed relays was the driving force behind this arrangement.

Frequency counter. The actual received frequency of the receiver is the local oscillator frequency minus 75 MHz. Originally, a single chip counter was used to count and display only the last three digits of the frequency. A major problem with this counter was interference due to multiplexing of the readout digits. Noise was heard in the receiver on the lower frequencies. Since the receiver is capable of operating down to 10 kHz, the lower 100 kHz or so was practically useless.

A second counter was constructed, shown in fig. 6, without multiplexing the display. In addition, the entire frequency is displayed to the last kHz. U1, U2, and U3 (fig. 6) are binary-coded decimal counters making up the five-decade range required. U1 and U3 are conventional dual BCD counters, while U2 is a presettable counter. As in any conventional counter the input frequency is gated, and the resulting count is strobed into the displays. However, the counter is not reset to zero but to 0500, which effectively subtracts 5 MHz from the count. The additional 70 MHz is subtracted by wiring and inverting the data connections to the tens-of-MHz readout decoder input. Five sections of a hex inverter are used as a dual one-shot to provide the reset and strobe signals.

Synthesizer. Even though great efforts were taken to simplify the synthesizer, it is probably the most complex part of the receiver. Basically two separate units make up the synthesizer: the VFO module and the synthesizer module. Referring to fig. 3, the VFO is a standard Colpitts circuit operating from 1.325 to 1.395 MHz. The stability of the oscillator is ensured by using polystyrene and mica capacitors and providing a separate zener-regulated supply voltage. No buffer amplifiers are used since the VFO feeds the high input impedance of a dual-gate FET mixer circuit.

The second gate of the dual-gate FET mixer is fed from a 9.175-MHz Pierce oscillator. The drain of the mixer is terminated with 330 ohms and feeds a ceramic filter. A buffer amplifier feeds a second ceramic filter, which drives a TTL divide-by-21 circuit. The output of the divide by 21 is 500 kHz to 503 kHz for the synthesizer. In addition, the 9.175-MHz crystal oscillator frequency is divided by 1.835 x 10⁶ to provide a 5-Hz reference for the frequency counter.

The synthesizer module contains the programmable divider, the VCO and the phase detector for the local oscillator. The VCO is a Vackar circuit that drives a buffer amplifier, which in turn drives two parallel amplifiers. One amplifier feeds the mixer and the other feeds two ECL counters. One ECL counter is a part of a divide-by-100 circuit for the frequency counter, while the other ECL counter is the dual module prescaler for the programmable divider. The mode counter is programmed by the 500-kHz bandswitch, which is a BCD-encoded switch and presets the inputs to the 74LS168 counter directly. The 5-MHz bandswitch programs the main counter through a priority encoder. In addition, the 5-MHz switch switches a fixed capacitor into the VCO at frequencies below 10 MHz.

construction

The receiver is constructed behind a standard 7-inch (18-cm) rack panel and is divided into seven modules. The following segments are built into shielded boxes: front end, second mixer, i-f amplifier, synthesizer, counter and VFO. The seventh module, the power supply, is built into a separate chassis to remove as much heat from the receiver as possible.

A 3 x 7 x 17 inch (7.6 x 18 x 43 cm) chassis is fastened to the rack panel by using the hardware from the front panel controls, and the shielded subassemblies are mounted to the top and inside of the chassis. Most of the front-panel controls pass only dc, so it is possible to place the switches anywhere that’s convenient and run the wires any distance to the appropriate subassembly. It is important that all of the circuits be properly shielded. Feedthrough capacitors were used for power and low-frequency signal lines, and rf connectors and coaxial cables were used for all other signal lines. This is especially important for the digital subsystems, the counter, synthesizer and VFO.

Double-sided PC board stock was used for making all the rf circuits, while the digital circuits were constructed on universal DIP plugboard.

Front end. The front end module is constructed in a 5-1/2 x 3-1/8 x 1-1/4 inch (14 x 8 x 3 cm) box and contains the front-end lowpass filter, first mixer, first i-f amplifier, and the first i-f filter. The toroid inductors are fastened to the PC board with silicone.
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and the filter is arranged in a straight line to minimize the amount of feedthrough at VHF. The double-balanced mixer can be practically any standard mixer available with a 7-dBm local oscillator requirement and is soldered directly to the PC board with its pins up. The first i-f amplifier is constructed close to the mixer and the 75-MHz filter.

**Second mixer module.** The second mixer is constructed in a 6 × 3-1/2 × 2 inch (15 × 9 × 5 cm) aluminum box. Enclosed in this box is the second mixer and local oscillator, all of the i-f filters, their switching and the i-f preamplifier. Shields are inserted between the filters to prevent feedthrough. Six relays do the job of switching the i-f filters and great care was taken not to allow the wires that connect the relay coils from passing near the input and output of the filters. This would allow signals to be passed along the wire and destroy the ultimate attenuation of the filter. One advantage of using the relay is that no switch shaft need pass from the front to the rear of the filter to provide this leakage path.

Tuned circuits at the second i-f are required. These were constructed from standard 10.7-MHz i-f coils with external capacitors. Since the i-f used in my receiver was 10.0 MHz, external capacitors were required to resonate the i-f transformers. If the i-f is 10.7 MHz, the standard i-f transformers will work well without any modification. If the second i-f is 9.0 MHz, the i-f transformers will have to be further padded with external capacitors. Some sort of shielded inductor is required for the tuned circuit to prevent instabilities and signal leakage. These tuned circuits are used at the output of the second mixer, in the two monolithic filter matching networks, and the output of the i-f preamplifier.

**I-f amplifier module.** The i-f amplifier box is 5-1/2 × 3-1/8 × 1-1/4 inches (14 × 8 × 3 cm) and contains the three i-f amplifiers, BFO, and product detector. The same i-f transformers used throughout the receiver are used as interstage coupling in the i-f amplifier. In addition, shielding between the i-f stages is required to prevent oscillations. Most important, the shielding between the BFO and the i-f amplifier must be complete, otherwise energy from the BFO will enter the i-f amplifier and cause undesirable cutbacks in the AGC system.

The AGC is a carrier-operated system that is used on both a-m and SSB/CW and can be degraded by BFO leakage. In my receiver, it was possible by experimenting with shield locations to reduce the BFO leakage to a point where the S-meter will hardly move when switching the receiver from a-m to SSB. If the cutback is slight the degradation will go unnoticed, but if the cutback is several S-units, the receiver will not be able to copy weak signals.

The BFO uses a crystal oscillator that is tuned with a varactor diode. The BFO frequency as a function of the shaft rotation of the potentiometer is not linear, and only part of the rotation is used to set the BFO frequency as can be seen from the photograph of the front panel.

**VFO module.** The VFO module is housed in a 5 × 7 × 3-inch (13 × 18 × 7.6-cm) aluminum box and is mounted on top of the chassis with the tuning shaft protruding from the front panel. The capacitor used will determine the design of the actual VFO circuit. The capacitor used on my receiver was obtained surplus and had an attached motor drive. The total number of turns from end to end was 50, which explains the necessity for the motor. The size and position of the VFO box, as well as the design of the VFO, will be determined by the capacitor. The 9.175-MHz crystal oscillator, mixer, 10.5-MHz amplifier, divide-by-21 circuit and the time-base divider for the frequency counter are all contained in the VFO module. It is important not to allow any of the signals to leak from the box as they will cause spurious responses. All connections to the box are made through either feedthrough capacitors or coaxial cables.

**Synthesizer and frequency counter.** A 6 × 3-1/2 × 2-inch (15 × 9 × 5-cm) aluminum box encloses the synthesizer, which contains the programmable divider and phase detector for the first local oscillator; the VFO; and the divide-by-100 prescaler for the frequency counter. The number of connections into and out of the module is large, and they should be bypassed whenever possible to prevent radiation of spurious signals.

The rf output for the local oscillator is made through a 50-ohm cable, and the 500-kHz reference connection from the VFO box is made with shielded cable. The band switches, which are actually a part of the synthesizer, are mounted on the front panel.

The frequency counter is constructed in a 5-1/2 × 3-1/8 × 1-1/4-inch (14 × 8 × 3-cm) aluminum box and is mounted on the front panel with the readouts exposed through a cutout. In my receiver, the first two LED readouts (the MHz and tens of MHz) are red, while the remaining three readouts are yellow. This makes the dial easy to read and improves the esthetics.

**Power supply and chassis.** The power supply is mounted in a separate box away from the rest of the receiver to remove the largest source of heat and prevent instability. The regulators are mounted within the chassis to reduce ground loops. The audio amplifier is also mounted within the chassis, but away from the VFO. All the connections to the front panel controls are either dc signals or audio frequency,
which allows complete flexibility in the front panel layout and wiring. In fact, many of the functions of the receiver can be remotely programmed. A special scale was created for the S-meter. Instead of the conventional S-units and dB above S9, the signal strength meter was calibrated in microvolts. The meter was disassembled and the original meter markings sanded smooth with fine aluminum oxide paper. The face was painted a flat black, and new calibrations were applied using dry transfer letters. The recalibrated meter was then sprayed with a coat of clear lacquer. The front panel is painted white with all of the trim in black.

receiver alignment

The receiver should be aligned with a sweep generator and an oscilloscope. It is possible, however, to get a reasonable alignment with a CW signal generator and a voltmeter.

The first section to adjust is the input lowpass filter. The sweep generator output should be applied to the receiver’s antenna jack and an rf detector placed at the output of the filter in lieu of the balanced mixer. Tune the filter so that it is as flat as possible with minimum loss. Additional alignment of the front-end subsystem is done after the synthesizer is operational.

The second mixer and local oscillator are aligned by feeding a 75-MHz sweep signal to the input while applying the rf detector to the output connector. Adjust the 65-MHz oscillator by tuning the slug while monitoring the gate voltage. Tune for maximum gate voltage while checking that the oscillator starts each time power is applied. Once the oscillator is operating, select the broadest i-f filter and tune T1 and T2 for maximum signal output. Then, tune the filter matching networks for the least passband ripple on each filter.

Many sweep generators will not have enough stability to sweep the filters accurately. If this is the case, the filters may be aligned using a CW generator manually swept across the filter frequency. Depending on the filters used, the gain of the second mixer module should be about 10 dB.

The i-f amplifier/detector module is aligned next using the sweep generator. No rf detector is required for the alignment of this stage, as the a-m detector may be used. The AGC is disabled by shorting TP1 to ground, and the i-f amplifier is tuned to the same center frequency as the i-f filters. A signal of only a few microvolts should be visible on the oscilloscope, so be sure to keep the level of the sweep generator low.

The frequency synthesizer may be aligned without the use of the sweep generator. Connect the synthesizer to the proper output of the VFO box and place both band switches to the 29.5-MHz band. The phase-locked loop should be locked, which is evident by monitoring the control voltage at point TP2. Adjust L13 for a control voltage of 14 volts. Place the band switch to zero MHz, and adjust C74 for a control voltage reading of 2 volts. Be sure that the synthesizer phase-locked loop locks on all bands from zero to 29.5 MHz. Also, turn the main tuning control and band switches to 30.0 MHz to be certain that the loop locks at the maximum frequency.

The remaining alignment of the front end will require the synthesizer to be connected to the first mixer. Apply an input sweep generator frequency anywhere from a few MHz to 30 MHz, and set the receiver band switches to the corresponding setting. Place the rf detector at the output of the front-end box, and adjust C11 and C14 for a symmetrical and flat response of the 75-MHz filter. The gain from the input to the output of the front-end box should be about 0 dB.

This completes the alignment of the receiver, and once all of the modules have been interconnected, the receiver should function.

If the receiver has been carefully constructed, there should be a minimum of birds. Most notable is the 500 kHz VFO output, the crystal oscillator in the VFO box at 9.175 MHz, and the BFO at 10.00 MHz. Other spurious signals may appear, depending on the effectiveness of the shielding and filtering. Strong spurious signals not mentioned should be investigated to determine their source.

modifications and additions

Several modifications may be made to the receiver to enhance and improve its operation while retaining the basic form of the unit. Improvement in dynamic range can be obtained by replacing the standard-level double-balanced first mixer with a high-level unit, providing an increase in local-oscillator level. One very promising modification would be the substitution of an active balanced mixer such as the recently introduced SP-6440 from Plessey semiconductors. This chip has a third-order intercept of +30 dBm, which is hard to beat, even with a high-level diode mixer. It is also possible with the active mixer to obtain about 10 dB gain as opposed to the usual 6 dB loss, which results in an additional 16 dB gain. Using any sort of higher-level mixer, and certainly using an active mixer, would require that the second mixer be improved. At the very least, the second mixer could be changed to a double-balanced diode mixer, but this would seriously degrade the over-all gain of the receiver. If the active mixer is used in the front end, the additional gain of the front-end mixer can make up for the loss from substituting a diode mixer in the second mixer slot. The most elegant so-
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LUTION WOULD USE THE DOUBLE-BALANCED ACTIVE MIXER IN BOTH LOCATIONS AND ELIMINATE THE FIRST I-F AMPLIFIER.


SOME ACCESSORIES HAVE EITHER BEEN DEVELOPED OR ARE PLANNED TO BE DEVELOPED FOR THE RECEIVER THAT ARE NOT NECESSARILY MODIFICATIONS TO THE BASIC RECEIVER BUT ALLOW FOR ADDITIONAL OPERATING MODES AND CONVENIENCES. A FREQUENCY-LOCK CIRCUIT WILL BE ADDED TO THE VFO TO PROVIDE EXTREME FREQUENCY STABILITY. THE FREQUENCY-LOCK CIRCUIT WILL ALLOW THE RECEIVER TO BE PHASE LOCKED TO A CRYSTAL ON ANY FREQUENCY TUNED BY THE VFO. THE FREQUENCY-LOCK CIRCUIT WILL BE ENERGIZED BY PRESSING A LOCK PUSH SWITCH MOUNTED NEAR THE TUNING CONTROL AND DISABLED BY PRESSING AN UNLOCK SWITCH. THE ELECTRONICS FOR THE LOCK CIRCUIT WILL BE INSTALLED INSIDE OF THE RECEIVER CABINET AND CONSISTS OF ABOUT SEVEN INTEGRATED CIRCUITS.

AN ANTENNA TUNER/PREAMPLIFIER FOR USE IN THE 100-KHZ TO 500-KHZ RANGE HAS BEEN BUILT TO IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF THE RECEIVER WITH SHARP REACTIVE ANTENNAS ON THE LOWER-FREQUENCY BANDS. THE 50-ohm INPUT OF THE RECEIVER MAKES IT DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN ADEQUATE SIGNAL STRENGTH BELOW 500 KHZ, BUT THE TUNER PROVIDES A METHOD OF TUNING OUT THE REACTANCE AND MATCHING THE ANTENNA TO THE RECEIVER'S 50-ohm INPUT.

When it comes to AMATEUR RADIO QSL’s . . .

it’s the ONLY BOOK!
US or Foreign Listings

1982 callbooks

Here they are! The latest editions. World-famous Radio Amateur Callbooks, the most respected and complete listing of radio amateurs. Lists calls, license classes, address information. Loaded with special features such as call changes, prefixes of the world, standard time charts, worldwide QSL bureaus, and more. The U.S. Edition features over 400,000 listings, with over 70,000 changes from last year. The Foreign Edition has over 370,000 listings, over 60,000 changes. Place your order for the new 1982 Radio Amateur Callbooks, available now.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Callbook</th>
<th>$18.95</th>
<th>$3.05</th>
<th>$22.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Callbook</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td>$3.05</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order both books at the same time for $39.95 including shipping.

WHY SETTLE FOR HALF THE BAND?
Enjoy super-gain, low VSWR, and FULL COVERAGE, 144 through 148 MHz, with less weight and windload. Dual-driven elements, balanced feed for a better match and clean pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth: 144-148 MHz</th>
<th>Gain: 15.5 dBd</th>
<th>VSWR: 1.2:1 &amp; less</th>
<th>Beamwidth: 28°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

CIRCULAR POLARIZED For the Phase IIIB satellite and terrestrial DX, ATV, and FM. Minimizes multipath and flutter fading. Rugged symmetrical construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth: 420-450 MHz</th>
<th>Gain: 12 dBdc</th>
<th>VSWR: 1.5:1 &amp; less</th>
<th>F/B: 20 dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balun: 2KW, 4:1 (2)</th>
<th>Windload: .5 sq ft</th>
<th>Weight: 9 lbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boom: 88°/11°</th>
<th>420-450-18C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

IDEAL for point-to-point and repeater control. Rear-mounted, vertically polarized, compact. Continuous coverage, 420-470 MHz. Direct coax feed suitable for most installations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth: 420-470 MHz</th>
<th>Gain: 8dBi</th>
<th>VSWR: 1.2:1 &amp; less</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boom: 2'/11&quot; O.D.</th>
<th>Beamwidth: 60°</th>
<th>Weight: 1.2 lbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SEE YOUR KLM DEALER:
KLM Electronics, Inc. P.O. Box 816, Morgan Hill, CA 95037 (408) 779-7363

Pegasus on blue field, red lettering. 3" wide x 3" high. Great on Jackets and caps.

ORDER TODAY!

RADIO AMATEUR callbook INC.
Dept. 1703 F
925 Sherwood Drive
Lake Bluff, IL 60044, USA
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Commodore home computers

SAVE $20!

COMMODORE VIC-20 personal computer
The VIC-20 offers more dollar for dollar performance than any other computer. Use it for playing video games, financial planning, word processing and even help students with schoolwork. It features 5K memory (expandable to 32K), 4 programmable function keys, high-resolution graphics capability and 8 screen character colors generated directly from the keyboard. Connects to any TV.

$39 OFF!

COMMODORE VIC-1515 graphic printer
Prints 80 columns wide, 30 characters/second. Prints all characters including letters, numbers and graphics. Accepts sprocketed 8" roll paper.

$59 OFF!

COMMODORE VIC-1540 single disc drive
Adds high capacity storage and retrieval of data on standard 5½" floppy discs. Up to 170K storage capacity per disc possible. Connects directly to the VIC-20.

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR COMMODORE COMPUTER

RECREATIONAL GAME CARTRIDGES
VIC Avenger: Space action for arcade enthusiasts. Item No. COMVIC1901 ........................................... 29.95
Super Solit: Colorful slot machine game works like the real thing. Item No. COMVIC1904 ........................................... 29.95
Super Alien: You're trapped in a maze filled with hostile aliens. Item No. COMVIC1906 ........................................... 29.95
Jupiter Lander: Pilot a spaceship through the crevices of a strange planet. Item No. COMVIC1907 ........................................... 29.95
Draw Poker: Casino-style poker. Item No. COMVIC1908 ........................................... 29.95
Midnight Drive/Road Race: Authentic night driving situation. Item No. COMVIC1909 ........................................... 29.95
Recreation Program Pack A: Includes Car Chase, Blackjack, Blue Meanies from Space, Biorhythm, Spacemath and Slither/Super Slither. Item No. COMVIC190A ........................................... 59.95
Home Calculation Program Pack A: Includes Personal Finance I & II, word processor, expense calender, Loan & Mortgage Calculator and Home Inventory tapes. Item No. COMVIC1907A ........................................... 59.95

---

Long's Electronics

MAIL ORDERS: P.O.BOX 11347 BIRMINGHAM, AL 35202 • STREET ADDRESS: 3131 4TH AVENUE SOUTH BIRMINGHAM AL 35233

Tell 'em you saw it in HAM RADIO!
KENWOOD TS-830S all solid-state HF transceiver
Covers 160-10m and features a built-in 150 kHz-30 MHz general coverage receiver. Input rated 250W SSB/CW/FSK, 800W AM. Features built-in automatic antenna tuner, CW full break-in, dual digital VFO's, 8 memory channels, SSB IF slope tuning and IF notch filter. 120/220/240V AC operation.

1619.00 List Price 1799.00 I.N. KENTS930S
Add shipping & handling

KENWOOD TS-830S $95 OFF!
SSB/CW transceiver
Covers LSB, USB and CW on 160-10m including the 10, 18 and 24 MHz bands. Features wide receiver dynamic range, variable bandwidth tuning, notch filter, IF shift, noise blanker, built-in digital display and RIT and XIT. 6146B final runs 200W PEP (SSB), 180W DC (CW), all bands. 120V AC.

854.95 List Price 949.95 I.N. KENTS830S
Add 6.43 shipping & handling

KENWOOD TR-7850 SAVE $80!
2m mobile FM transceiver
Covers 143-900-148.995 MHz with 15 multifunction memory channels. Features 40W output with Hi/LOW selector, internal battery back-up for memory, priority alert, built-in autopatch encoder, autoscans of memories and entire band and UP/DOWN manual scan.

369.95 List Price 449.95 I.N. KENTR7850
Add 2.52 shipping & handling

KENWOOD TR-7730 FM mobile transceiver with MC-46 mic
Features 5 memories for simplex or repeater mode operation, 23W RF output with Hi/LOW power switch, memory scan plus automatic band scan, UP/DOWN manual scan with supplied microphone and extended frequency coverage (143.900-148.995 MHz). Weighs only 3.3 lbs.

314.10 List Price 349.00 I.N. KENTR7730
Add 2.14 shipping & handling

Call Toll Free 1-800·633·3410
IN ALABAMA CALL 1-800-292-8668 9 AM TIL 5:30 PM CST, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
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The use of digital frequency synthesis is now common in commercially made transceivers for use on the VHF and UHF bands. This article discusses some aspects of the design of programmable counters for use in VHF and UHF synthesizers. It is illustrated by reference to the family of frequency synthesizers manufactured by Plessey Semiconductors, Ltd., and concludes with a description of a BASIC computer program that may be used to design frequency synthesizer dividers for use at VHF and UHF.

A basic frequency synthesizer is shown in fig. 1. It consists of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), a programmable divider, a phase detector, a low-pass filter (LPF) and a stable reference-frequency source. The design of the VCO is the most critical part of the design process, closely followed by the design of the LPF. Attention must also be paid to isolating the VCO, by buffer amplifiers or otherwise, from both the output port and the input to the divider. These problems, however, are outside the scope of this article.

The action of the synthesizer is quite simple: the output from the VCO (which is the output signal of the synthesizer) is divided by \( n \) in the programmable divider and compared with the reference signal in the phase comparator. The output of the phase comparator controls the frequency of the VCO. The system is thus a phase-locked loop (PLL) acting to maintain the divider output in phase with the reference input. The VCO frequency is stabilized at \( n \) times the reference frequency (that is, \( F_{\text{out}} = nF_{\text{ref}} \) where \( n \) is the division ratio of the programmable divider.

It is evident that if we alter \( n \) by unity, the output of the VCO will change by \( F_{\text{ref}} \). Thus we may use such a synthesizer to generate a number of channel frequencies that are all multiples of the reference frequency. In VHF and UHF synthesizers, channel spacings of 5 to 50 kHz are normally required — synthesizers with channel spacings down to 1 Hz or less may be built, but these would normally use multiloop techniques and are beyond the scope of this article.

output-frequency considerations

The use of integrated circuits is fundamental to the design of this type of synthesizer. The VCO, the phase comparator and the LPF may all be built using discrete components, but using discrete components for a complex circuit such as a programmable divider would entail quite unacceptable penalties of size, cost, reliability, and power consumption. However, the use of integrated circuits at once presents us with a problem: integrated circuit programmable dividers use CMOS, NMOS, or TTL technology and are unable to operate at frequencies higher than 25 MHz (or per-
haps a little more in the case of Schottky TTL). This is not nearly high enough for use in VHF or UHF synthesizers.

Fig. 2 offers a solution to the problem. A fixed VHF or UHF prescaler, with a division ratio of \( m \), is inserted between the VCO and the programmable divider. This indeed reduces the output frequency to one that the programmable divider can accept, but it introduces a number of new problems. It is, however, widely used since fixed dividers using ECL technology are available with input frequencies of up to 1.8 GHz.

Two of the minor problems of this approach are power consumption (ECL is generally a high-power process) and interfacing. The major, and intractable, one is the effect on \( F_{\text{ref}} \). As is obvious, the introduction of fixed prescaling changes the synthesizer law to \( F_{\text{out}} = mnF_{\text{ref}} \). If the same channel spacing is needed, the reference frequency must be reduced by a factor of \( m \) (which will generally lie between 10 and 256). This complicates the design of the LPF, makes the time required for the synthesizer to lock greater by a factor of \( m \), and, unless extreme care is taken in the VCO design, markedly worsens the noise and reference sideband levels in the synthesizer output.

**mixer synthesizer**

In applications where this degradation of performance is unacceptable, the use of a mixer synthesizer is often considered. This technique is shown in fig. 3. The VCO output is mixed with a signal of frequency \( F_M \) and the difference frequency \( (F_{\text{out}} - F_M) \) is applied to the programmable divider through an LPF.

Such a system has a number of advantages: \( F_M \) may be switched to give i-f and repeater shifts, the power consumption is not usually very high, and it is easily understood. However, it has disadvantages as well: the overall system stability depends on two oscillators with outputs of \( F_{\text{ref}} \) and \( F_M \), the noise level in both the second oscillator and the mixer is critical for system performance (the noise in the reference oscillator is less important because \( F_{\text{ref}} \) is usually divided from the reference oscillator through a long divider chain), and the system is more complex. Nevertheless, many synthesized transceivers use this technique even though a better one exists: multimodulus prescaling.

**multimodulus prescalers**

The simplest form of multimodulus prescaler is the two-modulus prescaler (sometimes called a “swallow counter”) illustrated in fig. 4. The system works as follows: when the system starts counting, the two programmable counters are reset to zero. The pre-
scaler divides the VCO output by \((m + 1)\) and its output pulses increment both programmable counters. When the counter reaches \(a\) the prescaler modulus is changed to \(m\) and the \(a\) counter stops at this point; \(a(m + 1)\) cycles of the input frequency have been counted. The \(n\) counter continues to count the prescaler output until its count reaches \(n\) when it passes a pulse to the phase comparator, both counters are reset, the prescaler reverts to \((m + 1)\) ratio and the cycle restarts. In the second half of the cycle the system counts \((n - a)m\) cycles of the input frequency. Thus a full cycle of the counter delivers one output pulse for each \(a(m + 1) + m(n - a)\) input cycles. A little algebra reduces this expression to \(nm + a\), so the division ratio is \(nm + a\).

The whole system thus acts as a VHF or UHF programmable counter, although the fully programmable counter need only work at a few MHz, allowing the use of CMOS, NMOS, or TTL. Also, although two programmable counters are required each is less complex than the one in fig. 2, so in fact the overall complexity of the system in fig. 4 is only slightly greater than that in fig. 2 and it has all the advantages of VHF or UHF programmable counting.

There are, of course, some drawbacks. The division ratios of a two-modulus prescaler will normally be between 10/11:1 and 100/101:1, and it is evident that ratios of over 20/21:1 will be required at VHF if the input to the programmable counter is to be at a low enough frequency for the use of CMOS or NMOS.

For an \(m/m + 1:1\) prescaler the \(a\) counter must be programmable over a range of \(m\). The \(n\) counter must always divide by a larger number than the \(a\) counter. So for full programmability the total system division ratio must be equal to, or greater than, \(m^2\). This sets a lower frequency limit to the use of such synthesizers. For example, with 25-kHz channel spacing and a 40/41 prescaler, the minimum division ratio is \(40^2 = 1600\) and thus the minimum frequency is 40 MHz. Generally the programmable counter sets limits that are higher than these theoretical minima.

If wider tuning is required, four-modulus prescaling may be used. A typical system is shown in fig. 5. Here the prescaler has four moduli: \(m/m + 1/m + k/m + k + 1\), which are set by \(+1\) and \(+k\) control lines. There are three programmable counters, and the conditions that limit the ratios are:

1. \(a\) must count over a range of \(k\).
2. \(x\) must count over a range of \(m + k + 1\).
3. \(n\) must count not less than the minimum value of \(a\) or \(k\).

For a 55/56/63/64 prescaler this sets a division ratio limit of 512, which allows 25-kHz channel synthesis to go up from 12.8 MHz. Again, in practical systems, the programmable counter will generally set higher minima. The overall division of this system is \(mn + kx + a\), where \(n\) is the count in the \(n\) counter, \(x\) is the count in the \(x\) counter, and \(a\) is the count in the \(a\) counter.

Integrated circuit two- and four-modulus VHF and UHF counters have been available for some time, as have general purpose CMOS and TTL programmable counters. Only recently have dedicated LSI circuits become available that can interface directly with two- and four-modulus prescalers. The next part of this article describes some integrated circuits designed by Plessey Semiconductors, Ltd., for use in VHF and

---

**Figures:**

- Fig. 4. Synthesizer using a two-modulus prescaler. The prescaler divides the VCO output by \((m + 1)\) or \(m\) and its output pulses increment both counters.
- Fig. 5. Synthesizer using a four-modulus prescaler for wider tuning ranges.
UHF synthesizers using the techniques described above.

From fig. 4 it will be seen that a two-modulus prescaler has input and output ports and a control line that is used to alter the division ratio. The input may be balanced or unbalanced (two-line or one-line), but the output and the control will normally work at CMOS/TTL levels. Similarly the four-modulus prescaler shown in fig. 5 is almost identical in general structure except that it has two control lines instead of one.

Plessey prescalers

Plessey Semiconductors makes a number of two- and four-modulus prescalers, which are listed in table 1. Those of particular interest to the frequency synthesizer designer are the SP8793, SP8906, and SP8901. These will be described in detail.

The SP 8793 is a two-modulus divider with ratios of 40/41. It has CMOS/TTL control and output interfaces and an ac-coupled input with an input impedance of around 500 ohms. It requires 100 mV peak-to-peak input to operate correctly. One of its most useful features is its low power consumption: only 4 mA at 5V (20 mW). It may also be operated from an unregulated supply, 6.8 to 12V, using its own internal regulator. Its upper frequency limit is 200 MHz.

The SP8906 is a four-modulus divider with ratios of 239/240/255/256 and an upper frequency limit of 512 MHz. Again, it has CMOS/TTL interfaces for control and output and an ac-couple input. The SP8906 is not a low-power circuit, requiring some 80 mA at 5V (400 mW). The SP 8901 is an SP8906 with a built-in divide-by-two prescaler capable of working with inputs up to 1 GHz. It also has a consumption of 400 mW. The prescaler, being fixed, causes the channel spacing to be twice the reference frequency, but this is a small penalty to pay for a two-chip synthesizer capable of working at up to 1 GHz.

At frequencies over 1 GHz, separate prescalers or mixing techniques must be used. Use of the Plessey Semiconductors SP8619 with an SP8906 allows the design of synthesizers that work up to 1.8 GHz. The SP8619 is a divide-by-four prescaler that will operate up to 1.8 GHz and can drive an SP8906. Synthesizers using this combination have, of course, a channel spacing of four times reference frequency.

The highest output frequency from an SP8906 or SP8901 is 512/239 MHz = 2.142 MHz. Such a frequency will be within the capabilities of CMOS or TTL logic families. TTL uses a large amount of power and has largely been replaced at frequencies below 4-6 MHz by CMOS, which has a leakage current, when not switching, of a few microamperes. When switching at a frequency of several MHz, however, the current consumption of CMOS rises and studies have shown that a programmable counter working with an input frequency of 2 MHz will use less power if built using NMOS than if built with CMOS. It will also be far smaller.

CMOS uses both P-channel and N-channel MOS devices (hence CMOS or complementary MOS) and therefore requires three or four diffusions during manufacture. Its system of active loads also results in CMOS logic occupying much larger areas of silicon chip than a similar circuit in NMOS or PMOS. These processes have an additional advantage of requiring only one diffusion step during manufacture. This combination of smaller silicon areas and fewer diffusion steps makes NMOS circuits smaller and less expensive than CMOS ones performing the same function. In the limit it means that more complex circuits may be built with NMOS than with CMOS. Plessey has therefore chosen to use NMOS for its NJ8811 and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>device</th>
<th>moduli</th>
<th>frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>control input</th>
<th>output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP8720</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8992</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8740</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8741</td>
<td>6/7</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8691</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8743</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8906</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8947</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8643</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8685</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8680</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
<td>TTL/ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8785</td>
<td>20/22</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8786</td>
<td>20/22</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>ECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8793</td>
<td>40/41</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>TTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8792</td>
<td>80/81</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>TTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8906</td>
<td>239/240/255/256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>TTL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8901</td>
<td>478/480/510/512</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>TTL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NJ8812 synthesizer circuits, which are illustrated in figs. 6 and 7 respectively.

The circuits contain all the logic circuits of a frequency synthesizer with the exception of the VHF/UHF multimodulus counter and the channel programming logic. Otherwise they are complete: programmable dividers, reference divider and phase comparator on a single chip. They also contain a data buffer to enable them to be used with a four-bit data highway for programming. This means that, while they will generally be programmed by means of a ROM and a channel switch, they are compatible with microprocessor-based programming systems as well.

**fig. 6.** The Plessey NJ8811 synthesizer circuit. All logic is included except for the UHF/VHF multimodulus counter and channel programming circuits.

**fig. 7.** The Plessey NJ8812 synthesizer, which is almost identical to the NJ8811 but is designed to be used with the SP8793 as its prescaler in low-power synthesizers at frequencies up to 200 MHz. The combination of NJ8812 and SP8793 has an average power of some 50-60 mW, which makes it ideal for use in hand-portable radios where battery life is important.

**computer program**

A BASIC program is available that may be used to design VHF and UHF synthesizers using the integrated circuits described in the article.* The program is in two parts: the first requests the frequency limits, channel spacing, injection mode and other details of the required synthesizer and determines which circuits should be used and how they should be connected. It also considers the choice of reference frequency and reference division ratio with a view to minimizing reference harmonics in the working band. The second half of the program requests details of the individual channels required and provides ROM programming information for them.

The program was written for a Commodore PET 2001-8 desktop computer, although it will no doubt run in any BASIC machine with minor modifications. The extremely compact form used for the program, combined with the lack of REM statements, is due to memory limitations of the machine involved. The program runs with fewer than 300 bytes of the memory unused. If a large machine were available, no doubt the program could be edited to be more easily understood; but in its present form it works well and is a very useful aid in the design of frequency synthesizers in the VHF and UHF range.

**programming systems as well**

The NJ8811 is designed to interface, in the type of synthesizer shown in fig. 5, with the SP8906 or the SP8901. Using the first pair (SP8906 + NJ8811), a synthesizer may be designed to operate in the range of 40-512 MHz. The programmable reference divider, which uses four state input lines to allow the programming of sixteen reference divider ratios with only two program control lines, allows the choice of sixteen channel spacings from a single, standard, 4.8-MHz reference input. (In the interest of stability the reference oscillator is not included on the chip.) These channel spacings include 30, 25, 20, 15, 12.5, 10, 7.5, 6.25, 5, 3.75, 3.125, and 2.5 kHz. When the NJ8811 is used with the SP8901 both channel spacings and frequency ranges are doubled.

The NJ8812 is almost identical to the NJ8811 but is designed to be used with the SP8793 as its prescaler in low-power synthesizers at frequencies up to 200 MHz. The NJ8811 and NJ8812 draw only 8 mA at 5V. The combination of NJ8812 and SP8793 has an average power of some 50-60 mW, which makes it ideal for use in hand-portable radios where battery life is important.

*Copies of the program may be obtained from *Ham Radio* upon receipt of a stamped, self-addressed business size envelope.

*Ham Radio*
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SPECIAL OFFER!
SUPER SAVINGS SALE ENDS OCTOBER 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2300 MHz DOWN CONVERTER</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSEMBLED</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12v POWER SUPPLY ASSEMBLED</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Stationary or variable) SELECTIVE PRE-AMP</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERVERTER</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Crystal Board and PA) CIGAR ANTENNA</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 FT. DISH ANTENNA (KD-44 25 DB OVERALL GAIN)</td>
<td>$47.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIFTMOD</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH GAIN TRANSISTOR</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDEO STABILIZER</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KIT SPECIAL #1
Down Converter, Power Supply, Cigar Antenna $49.95

KIT SPECIAL #2
Down Converter, Power Supply, 4 Ft. Antenna $79.95

For information or ordering
(817) 860-1641
MC, VISA, Phone or Mail Orders Accepted.
Hours, 8:30-4:30 CDST; Mon.-Fri.

UNIVERSAL COMMUNICATIONS
P.O. Box 339
Arlington, TX 76004-0339

BRITT'S 2-WAY RADIO
Dan Britt
K4URK

Dan's got Yaesu!
From HF to VHF — you name it, Yaesu makes it, Dan has it.
Full line of accessories in stock

AYAESU

Britt's 2-Way Radio
2508 Atlanta St.
Smyrna, GA 30080
Belmont Hills Shopping Center

(404) 432-8006

Drake's New Digital Multimeter with Advanced Auto Ranging Features.

Simple and easy to operate. The Drake DM2350 Digital Multimeter automatically measures your selected functions in up to 5 ranges, at the touch of a button. Drake's Digital Multimeter will not overload circuits and D.C. accuracy is 0.8% of reading ± 0.2% of full scale. A continuity test sounds a signal when circuit resistance is less than 20 ohms. The liquid crystal display and three step protection feature with auto-zeroing, polarity indication and over-range warning signal make it ideal for servicemen or hobbyists.
The Drake Digital Multimeter is sold complete with batteries (battery life is greater than 300 hrs.), probes, 20 amp current shunt, spare fuse, and soft carrying case for only $35.95.

Add $2.50 shipping and handling per order. Send check with order and provide street address for UPS shipment. Ohio residents add Sales Tax.

In Ohio, or for Credit-Card buyers may call toll free
In Ohio or for Credit-Card buyers may call toll free

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 Richard Street, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342
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tandem pi networks

Analysis of 3000:50 ohm matching networks with emphasis on second-harmonic attenuation

In an earlier article the input impedance characteristics versus frequency for commonly used pi and pi-L networks were shown and discussed. It was shown that the pi-L is considerably sharper than one would expect from the design Q (normally taken as 10), so that a design Q of 8 or even 7 results in an acceptable design.

Further study has now been made of the current response of several representative pi, pi-L, and tandem pi networks, with particular reference to the second-harmonic attenuation. (Current response is the magnitude and phase angle of the ratio of output current into a 50-ohm resistive load to an assumed input current to the network.) As in the earlier article this has been done using a program written for the HP-34C programmable calculator. The following discussion centers mainly on the 3000:50-ohm matching networks of various Qs and configurations.

second-harmonic considerations

For a design Q of 10, the conventional shunt-capacitor pi network (−300 ohms input, 321.6 ohms series inductance, and −60.5 ohms output) has a second harmonic response of −33.4 dB. In other words, with 1 kW at the fundamental, there can still be about 0.47 watt radiated at the second harmonic. This assumes, of course, a) that there is appreciable harmonic content in the original wave, which would only be the case with class-C amplifiers driven hard for high efficiency and a low conduction angle, and b) that the load at the second harmonic remains a pure resistance of 50 ohms. With modern linear, the situation is not that bleak, and unless a multiband antenna is used, it is rare that the second-harmonic impedance would remain at 50 ohms resistive.

With the pi-L, again with a design of Q of 10 and shunt capacitors, the second-harmonic response improves to −47.3 dB. Dropping the Q to 8 reduces the response to −45.9 dB. This is more than adequate even for a class-C amplifier, since 40 dB represents an attenuation of 10,000.

network input elements

One is tempted, then, to use a pi-L network with shunt inductance at the input, and with series capacitance for the first series element. The reason is that the shunt-feed rf chokes used in high-power amplifiers are often trouble producers. They may burn out with a flashover, the pancake types crawl together due to the magnetic forces involved, and there are numerous unwanted responses in most rf chokes that can give rise to parasitics. Using series feed (inductance for the input reactance of the matching network), one not only gets away from the rf choke by feeding plate voltage directly to the coil, but the series dc blocking capacitor is eliminated as well, because the series capacitor in the network can stand off the dc. (The usual bypass at the power-supply end of the input coil is, of course, still required — and now more than ever).

For a design Q of 10, the 3000:50 ohms inductance-input pi-L would have values $X_1 = 300$, $X_2 = -194$, $X_3 = -63.8$, and $X_4 = 129.9$ ohms. But the

By R.W. Johnson, W6MUR, 2820 Grant Street, Concord, California 94520
second-harmonic attenuation of this network is only 32.9 dB — slightly less than the conventional pi. Compared with the shunt-capacitance pi-L, it is really disappointing: 32.9 dB versus 47.3 dB.

the tandem pi configuration

So this leads to the consideration of a tandem-pi network. Another program was developed for the HP-34C (for a copy, send an SASE to Ham Radio, Greenville, NH 03048), to yield the reactance values for the tandem pi, based on the assumptions of a) equals Qs and b) equal transformation ratios for each pi section. Table 1 gives the values for two inductance-input tandem-pi designs for design Qs of 5 and 6 and five different, but typical input resistances all matching to 50 ohms. Design Qs of 5 and 6 were found acceptable in terms of effective Q (measured by the frequency difference between frequencies for 70.7 percent of the maximum current ratio) and also in terms of second-harmonic attenuation.

Taking the 3000:50 ohm tandem pi as typical, the current response curves (magnitude and phase) are shown in fig. 1. The second-harmonic attenuation is -40.2 dB and -42.5 dB, respectively, for the two Q values, and the effective Q is 9.8 and 12.66. The curve for a capacitor-input pi-L, Q = 6, is shown for comparison.

Note from Table 1 that the variation in the fairly low shunt reactances, and even in the second inductance, is not great over the range of input resistances. Thus only the input inductance, X1, and the first series capacitor, X2, would have to be made variable over any appreciable range for a given band; the others could either be fixed at some average value or be trimmed by a relatively small variable across them.

Thus if one has a roller coil as large as 28 microhenries (80 meters) for X1, and a 15-220 pF high-voltage variable for X3, the remainder of the network can probably be fixed for any given band. The voltage across X3 would be only about 650 volts rms for a 1-kW linear, and across X1 it would be about 250 volts rms.

So by the addition of essentially one more component (X3) over the pi-L, an acceptable harmonic attenuation and effective Q can be obtained using shunt inductance at the input of the tandem-pi matching network. This, then, saves one high-voltage blocking capacitor and the usual shunt-feed rf choke. The penalty, of course, is a variable inductance for the input coil, and a coil that is at high-voltage dc potential. Whether this trade-off is acceptable depends on the user.

reference


Ham Radio
owners survey:
2-meter handhelds

The most popular 2-meter handies are evaluated by the readers of *ham radio* magazine

Two-meter handheld radios have become very popular. Aside from their obvious value for emergency and public-service work, there is great appeal to the idea of being able to communicate over wide distances with a portable little radio small enough to clip onto your belt. Wherever you go, whether it's into the woods on a camping trip or out on the lake for a day of fishing or just down to the store for a quart of milk, instant communications is always at hand.

Portable radios, of course, have been around for many years. The difference is that now, with the combination of IC microminiaturization, frequency synthesizers, and a network of repeater stations, handheld portables can offer reliable communications over wide areas. Working into a good repeater, a handheld 2-meter transceiver can put you in touch with Amateurs virtually anywhere within an area of thousands of square miles. Today's handhelds are lightweight, small, and — best of all — inexpensive when compared with most Amateur transceivers.

The purpose of this reader survey was to find out what the Amateurs who own them think of each of the seven most popular synthesized 2-meter handhelds. Perhaps the opinions of other Amateurs will help you decide which 2-meter handheld is the one for you. The seven radios reported on were the Santec HT-1200, the Tempo S-1 and S-5, the Icom IC-2AT and 2A, the Yaesu FT-207, and the Kenwood TR-2400. Here are the results.

By Martin Hanft, KA1ZM, Managing Editor, *ham radio* magazine

Editor's Note: Several of these handheld rigs have been superseded by later models. We feel that the information presented here is still very useful, however, both to hams thinking of buying a used rig as well as to those who want information on the basic radios, which remain essentially unchanged by most minor modifications.
Santec HT-1200

The HT-1200 is a fully synthesized, 3.5-watt rig with scan and search features plus ten memories. It has a sixteen-key keyboard and LED frequency readout. Fifty-nine usable reports were received on the Santec HT-1200.

Of the owners of the HT-1200 who responded to this questionnaire, fifteen percent were Technicians, twenty-nine percent were Generals, forty-one percent were Advanced-class, and fifteen percent Extras. Ninety-five percent had purchased the radio new. Sixty-five percent bought their radio from a dealer, while only twenty percent bought from a mail-order company. About eleven percent bought their rigs from an 800-number. Ninety-three percent of those who responded, when asked if they would buy from the same source again, said that they would.

When asked whether this was their primary or backup 2-meter fm rig, fifty-two percent indicated that it is their backup rig.

When asked, What is the best feature of this rig?, fifty-one percent mentioned the frequency-scanning ability of the radio. A close runner-up in the percentages, with forty-three percent, was the pre-programmed memory. Thirty-six percent mentioned the high/low power feature of the radio, and fourteen percent made mention of the sixteen-key keyboard. Other aspects of the radio that received praise were its versatility, small size, and out-of-band capability.

Note that many respondents listed more than one "best feature."

When asked to list the worst feature of the HT-1200, twenty-seven percent replied that the battery life is too short, and that the batteries must be changed or recharged too often. This was to prove to be a complaint common among the users of all the handhelds reviewed. Of course, some rigs will draw more current than others, and with some handhelds changing battery packs is more of a chore than it is with some others. But owners of all the most popular handhelds seem to feel that the batteries drain too fast. Another problem common to all the handhelds is that the nickel-cadmium batteries don’t give much warning before they become discharged and fail. This is a problem inherent to Ni-Cd batteries.

Twenty percent of the HT-1200 owners faulted the radio for having an LED frequency readout that is virtually impossible to read in bright sunlight. Several also mentioned the added battery drain associated with the use of LEDs (as opposed to liquid-crystal displays).

The third most common complaint mentioned by owners of the HT-1200 (ten percent) was the lack of a belt clip. Other "worst" features mentioned by smaller percentages were inadequate instruction book, lack of an external dc input, and difficulties getting used to the operation of the radio.

To the question, Have you had any problems?, fifty-three percent answered no. Of those who did report having had problems, the most common com-
Santec HT-1200

General
Power consumption: RX 90 mA (45 mA squelched);
TX 900 mA (high), 500 mA (low)
Dimensions: 68 x 170 x 47 mm (2.7 x 6.7 x 1.9 inches)
Weight: 700 g (1.5 lbs.)
Memory channels: ten
Odd splits: yes
Readout: LED
Scanning: yes

Transmitter
Power output: 3.5 watts/1 watt

Receiver
Sensitivity: 0.35 mV for 12 dB SINAD
Selectivity: ±7.5 kHz at 6 dB down; ±15 kHz at 60 dB down
Audio output: not specified

Features
Four modes of automatic scan and search, up/down variable scan steps, keyboard entry of frequencies, 16-button Touchtone pad, flexible antenna, Ni-Cd pack, charger, earphone, strap

Options
Case, speaker/mike, mobile charger, desk charger, sub-tone unit, remote speaker, battery packs

To the final, and most important, question, Would you buy this rig again?, eighty-nine percent replied yes.

Tempo S-1/S-5

The Tempo S-5 differs from the S-1 in that it produces five watts power (or 1 watt when switched to low power). Both models come with twelve-key Touchtone pad and telescoping quarter-wave whip. One hundred and fifteen usable reports were received on the Tempo S-1/S-5. Twenty percent of those responding were Technicians, thirty-two percent were Generals, forty percent were Advanced-class, and eight percent were Extras.

Among the owners of the S-1/S-5, seventy-eight percent had bought the radio new, with sixty-four percent buying their rig from a dealer, thirteen percent from a mail-order house, fifteen percent from another individual, and about five percent buying from 800-numbers. Ninety percent of those responding said that they would buy from the same source again. Fifty-two percent said that this radio is not their primary 2-meter fm rig, but rather is a backup radio.

When asked to list the best feature of the Tempo S-1/S-5, twenty-eight percent responded by mentioning the small size of the radio. Twenty-three percent mentioned ease of operation, and sixteen percent mentioned the radio’s durability. Also ranking

Tempo S-1/S-5

General
Power consumption: RX 120 mA (17 mA squelched);
TX 400 mA (S-5)
Dimensions: 62 x 165 x 40 mm (2.5 x 6.5 x 1.6 inches)
Weight: 482 g (1.1 lbs.)
Memory channels: none
Odd splits: no
Readout: thumbwheel
Scanning: no

Transmitter
Power output: 2 watts (S-1); 1 or 5 watts (S-5)

Receiver
Sensitivity: better than 0.5 microvolts nominal for 20 dB
Selectivity: ±6 kHz bandwidth at least 6 dB down;
±12 kHz bandwidth at least 60 dB down
Audio output: at least 750 milliwatts on internal speaker
with less than 10% distortion

Features
Telescoping whip antenna, plug-in charger, earphone, Ni-Cd pack

Options
Leather holster, 16-button Touchtone® pad, helical antennas, amplifiers, cigarette lighter charger, tone encoders

plaint (mentioned by fourteen percent) was trouble with the audio quality. A variety of other problems showed up in the survey, each mentioned by fewer than four percent of the respondents. These included a few instances of battery-pack problems, some trouble with dial lights, birdies, blown final, and hum.

Twenty-six percent of the owners of the HT-1200 reported that some servicing had been done on their radios, and, among those who had had service work performed, seventy-three percent said that the service was satisfactory. Eighty-eight percent said that they had been able to obtain all the accessories and parts they needed, and eighty-five percent said that they had been satisfied with those accessories.

The accessory most popular with owners of the HT-1200 was the leather case (73 percent). Fifty-seven percent reported buying an additional (whip) antenna, and fifty-two percent purchased a speaker/mike. Forty-three percent bought desk or mobile chargers as accessories, and twenty percent bought additional battery packs. Another popular accessory was the belt clip.

Question 17 asked respondents to rate the radio, scored from one to ten, on the basis of Ease of Operation, Reliability, Durability, Instruction Book, Factory/Dealer Service, Quality of Workmanship, Performance, Maintenance, Parts Availability, Accessories, Price, and Flexibility. The results are tabulated in fig. 1.
high were the synthesizer (fifteen percent), the light weight of the radio (fourteen percent), and the radio's dependability (twelve percent).

When asked to list the worst feature of the radio, thirty percent of those responding mentioned the external-antenna jack connection, which does not use a BNC-type connector and thus can be inconvenient when connecting an external antenna. The second most frequently mentioned "worst" feature of the radio was difficulty in changing batteries and the lack of a separate battery pack. Other "worst" features included, once again, the fact that the batteries don't last long enough (twenty percent), dirt collecting in the frequency-control wheels (nine percent), and the plastic case not being of heavy enough construction (seven percent).

To the question, Have you had any problems?, forty-eight percent replied no. Among those who did report problems the most common sources of trouble were blown finals (eight percent), wiring intermit-tents (eight percent), and failed chips (four percent).

Twenty-nine percent of those responding said that they had had some service work performed on the radio, and among those who had, ninety-three said that the work was satisfactory.

As to accessories for the S-1/S-5, the most common accessory purchased was a rubber-duck-type antenna, which was bought as an accessory by forty-five percent of those who bought the S-1/S-5. The second most common accessory was the leather case (twenty-five percent), followed by the speaker/mike (fifteen percent), a charger (fourteen percent), a 12-volt adapter (fourteen percent), and a belt clip (thirteen percent). To the question, Have you been able to obtain all the accessories and parts you need?, ninety percent answered yes. Eighty-five percent said that they were satisfied with the accessories they had bought.

For a numerical scoring of how the S-1/S-5 was rated by our readers, see fig. 2.

To the question, Would you buy this same rig again?, seventy-four percent of our respondents answered yes.

**ICOM IC-2A/2AT**

The ICOM IC-2A and 2AT (Touchtone® version) has a high (1.5 watts)/low (0.15 watt) power feature and comes with a "rubber duck" antenna. Two hundred and thirty-four usable responses were received from our readers, of whom twenty-two percent were Technicians, eighteen percent Generals, thirty-eight percent Advanced-class, and twenty-two percent Extras.

Ninety-eight percent of the owners of the 2A/2AT had bought the radio new. Sixty-two percent purchased the radio from a dealer, and twenty percent bought the radio from mail order. Only twelve percent purchased the rig from an 800-number. Ninety-five percent said that they would buy from the same source again.
When asked whether the rig is their primary or backup 2-meter fm radio, the responses were roughly evenly split, with fifty-two percent using the radio as a backup 2-meter rig.

**ICOM 2A/2AT**

**General**
- Power consumption: RX 130 mA (20 mA squelched); TX 550 mA (high), 220 mA (low)
- Dimensions: 65 x 165.5 x 35 mm (2.6 x 6.5 x 1.4 inches)
- Weight: 490 g (1.1 lbs.)
- Memory channels: none
- Odd splits: no
- Readout: thumbwheel
- Scanning: no

**Transmitter**
- Power output: 1.5 watts/0.15 watt

**Receiver**
- Sensitivity: less than 0.5 µV for 20 dB noise quieting
- more than 26 dB S/N + D/N + D at 1 microvolt
- Selectivity: ±7.5 kHz at 6 dB down; ±15 kHz at 60 dB down
- Audio output: more than 300 mW

**Features**
- Flexible antenna, Ni-Cd pack, wall charger, earphone, wrist strap, belt clip

**Options**
- Cigarette lighter cord, base stand charger, speaker/mike, case, dc regulator, battery packs and cases

In response to the question, What is the rig's best feature?, the most common response was small size, which was mentioned by fifty-four percent of those responding. Thirty-one percent mentioned the quick-change battery packs, which make it possible to insert fresh batteries without taking the radio apart. Fourteen percent mentioned ease of operation, and eleven percent mentioned price as a best feature. The quality of the receiver was mentioned by ten percent, and audio quality and reliability were each mentioned by about eight percent.

When asked, What is the rig's worst feature?, our respondents mentioned switch positions on the back of the radio most often (twenty percent), and the fact that the switches are too close together. Seventeen percent said that the batteries drain too fast, and eleven percent mentioned that the audio output is too low to be heard well in noisy environments. About eight percent mentioned difficulty in getting accessories, and an equal number said that there is no room for PL in the 2AT. (Recently, Communications Specialists, 426 West Taft Avenue, Orange, CA 92667 has come out with a programmable, sub-audible tone encoder that fits inside the 2AT and sells for about $30.00.) A small number of respondents mentioned intermod and difficulty in reading the numbers on the frequency wheels.

To the question, Have you had any problems?
sixty-six percent said no. About six percent mentioned problems with intermittents, and another five percent mentioned wiring problems or shorts. There were a few instances of blown finals, Touchtone pad difficulties, charging problems, and bad capacitors, but the percentages were each well below five percent.

Sixteen percent of those responding said that some service work had been done on their radio, with sixty-six percent of that service work done by the manufacturer, twenty-six percent by the dealer, and the remainder by other sources. Eighty-nine percent of those who had service work performed were satisfied with the work done.

The accessory most popular among owners of the Icom 2A/2AT was the speaker/mike, which was purchased by fifty-two percent of those responding. Nearly as many, fifty-one percent, purchased extra battery packs. Thirty-seven percent bought a charger, and twenty-eight percent a dc power adapter and dc regulator. Eight percent purchased a case, and seven percent a quarter-wave antenna.

Sixteen percent of those responding said that some service work had been done on their radio, with sixty-six percent of that service work done by the manufacturer, twenty-six percent by the dealer, and the remainder by other sources. Eighty-nine percent of those who had service work performed were satisfied with the work done.

The accessory most popular among owners of the Icom 2A/2AT was the speaker/mike, which was purchased by fifty-two percent of those responding. Nearly as many, fifty-one percent, purchased extra battery packs. Thirty-seven percent bought a charger, and twenty-eight percent a dc power adapter and dc regulator. Eight percent purchased a case, and seven percent a quarter-wave antenna.

See fig. 3 for a numerical scoring on the Icom 2A/2AT.

Finally, when asked, Would you buy this same rig again?, an impressive ninety-six percent replied yes.

**Yaesu FT-207**

The Yaesu FT-207 is a 2.5-watt, fully synthesized radio that features LED digital display, memory, and scanning capability. One hundred and twenty-six reports were received on the FT-207. Of those responding, twelve percent were Technicians, thirty-one percent Generals, forty percent Advanced-class, and seventeen percent Extras.

Ninety-four percent of those who reported on the FT-207 had bought their radios new. Fifty percent bought them from a dealer, twelve percent by mail order, twenty-five percent from an 800-number, and the remainder from other sources. When asked if they would buy from the same source again, eighty-nine percent said that they would.

To the question, Is this your primary or backup 2-meter fm rig?, the split was an even 50-50.

When asked to list the best feature of the Yaesu FT-207, thirty-four percent mentioned the frequency-selection ability and the scanning feature of the radio. Twelve percent voted for ease of operation, and another twelve percent mentioned the switchable power feature of the radio. About ten percent mentioned the four memories, and seven percent the small size of the radio.

When asked to list the worst feature of the radio, forty-six percent replied that the worst feature is difficulty reading the LED display when the radio is in direct sunlight. Forty-four percent said that the batteries do not last long enough. Seven percent of those reporting said that the keyboard is too small, and
smaller percentages (less than five percent each) complained of the inability to resume scanning and problems with battery contacts.

To the question, Have you had any problems?, fifty-two percent responded no. The most commonly mentioned problems were hum on the transmitted signal and difficulties with the memory function, mentioned by seven and six percent respectively. Five percent reported microprocessor problems, and although there were a variety of other difficulties mentioned, no other single difficulty was reported by more than four percent.

Thirty-three percent of the FT-207 owners reported that some servicing had been done on their radio, and seventy-one percent of those who had had service work done said that the work was satisfactory.

Ninety-six percent had been able to obtain all the accessories that they needed, and ninety percent said that they were satisfied with those accessories. The most popular accessory was the charger and mobile converter, purchased by thirty-nine percent of those responding, followed closely by the speaker/mike with thirty-seven percent. Thirty-three percent bought an extra battery pack, and thirty-two percent a quarter-wave or five-eighths antenna. Other popular accessories included a case (fifteen percent) and amplifier (seven percent).

Fig. 4 shows the result of the tabulation of the answers to question 17, which asked owners to score the radio in twelve categories of performance.

To the question, Would you buy this rig again?, seventy-five percent answered yes.

### Kenwood TR-2400

The Kenwood 2400 is a scanning radio that has ten-channel memory, LCD digital readout, and rf output of 1.5 watts. One hundred and thirty-four usable reports were received on the TR-2400. Twenty-one percent of the owners responding were Technicians, fourteen percent were Generals, forty-seven percent were Advanced-class, and eighteen percent were Extras.

Ninety-two percent of the TR-2400 owners reported that they had bought their radios new. Fifty-five percent of those responding had bought the radio from a dealer, eighteen percent by mail order, seventeen percent from an 800-number, and six percent from another ham. Ninety-three percent said that they would buy from the same source again.

The TR-2400 was the primary 2-meter fm rig for forty-six percent of those responding, a backup rig for fifty-four percent.

To the question, What is the rig's best feature?, thirty-five percent of those responding said that it is the ease of frequency selection and the ten memories. Twenty-two percent mentioned the scanning ability of the radio, and the synthesized circuitry was mentioned by twenty percent. The ± 600 kHz reverse switch and the LCD readout each received mention.

### Kenwood TR-2400

**General**

- **Power consumption:** RX 28 mA; TX 500 mA (Note: Back-up memory, power OFF 2 mA)
- **Dimensions:** 71 x 192 x 47 mm (2-13/16 x 7-9/16 x 1-7/8 inches)
- **Weight:** 740 g (1.62 lbs.)
- **Memory channels:** ten
- **Odd splits:** yes
- **Readout:** LCD with lamp
- **Scanning:** yes

**Transmitter**

- **Power output:** 1.5 watts

**Receiver**

- **Sensitivity:** Less than 0.2 µV for 12 dB SINAD
- **Selectivity:** ± 12 kHz at 6 dB down; ± 24 kHz at 60 dB down
- **Audio output:** more than 200 mW

**Features**

- LCD arrow indicators, up/down manual scan, automatic memory scan, RX/TX reverse switch, two lock switches, flexible antenna, Ni-Cd battery pack, ac charger, hand strap, earphone

**Options**

- Quick-charge base stand, quick charger, case, battery pack, belt hood, speaker mike
by about fifteen percent of the owners of the TR-2400. The radio's general reliability, ability to make odd frequency splits, and the fact that it does not require many accessories were all mentioned by roughly ten percent of those responding.

In response to the question, What is the rig's worst feature?, seventeen percent said that the worst feature is the short battery life. Fifteen percent said that the scanning rate is too slow, and fourteen percent mentioned difficulty in changing batteries. About ten percent of those responding said that the worst feature is the lack of a high/low power switch, and about eight percent said that the radio is too big. Eight percent also faulted the radio for its lack of an S-meter. Six percent said that the radio is too heavy.

When asked what problems they had had with the TR-2400, forty-three percent of those responding said none. Ten percent mentioned bad solder connections, and eight percent mentioned noise in the audio. There were a few instances of charging difficulties, intermittents and loose screws, but none of these was mentioned by more than five percent of those replying.

Forty-one percent reported that some service work had been done on their radios, with eighty-four percent of those who had work done reporting that the service had been satisfactory. Ninety-one percent of the owners of the TR-2400 said that they had been able to get all of the accessories they needed, and ninety percent said that they were satisfied with the accessories they purchased.

The most popular accessory with owners of the TR-2400 was the speaker/mike, purchased by thirty-eight percent of those responding. Thirty-five percent reported buying the quick charger. Twenty-eight percent bought the leather case, and twenty percent bought additional battery packs. Other popular accessories included the base stand (eighteen percent) and an external whip antenna (sixteen percent).

Responses to question 17, which rates the radio in each of twelve categories of performance, are shown in fig. 5.

To the question, Would you buy this rig again?, eighty-three percent said yes.

It's hoped that this review of some of the most popular 2-meter synthesized handhelds will help you to decide which radio is the right one for you. All are different, and all have their advantages and disadvantages. All of these radios, however, are marvels of advanced technology and miniaturization. They're handy for emergency communications use, field use, or as a backup for the base station. And most of all, they're a lot of fun to use.

In an upcoming issue, *ham radio* will be asking its readers to send in their opinions of, and experiences with, linear amps. Be on the watch for it.

*ham radio*
Just before a 160-meter contest the other day, I was listening to determine how good (or bad) DX conditions were. It was early evening and there wasn't much activity around the DX portion of the band. While tuning around 1800 kHz, I suddenly ran across a signal just outside the band edge. I thought it was a ham skirting too close to the edge, but the signal sounded odd and resembled a one-sided conversation. Upon close examination, it turned out to be a frequency-modulated carrier with one side of a telephone circuit on it!

More tuning around revealed several similar fm signals that popped on and off in the 1700 to 1800 kHz range. One such signal, quite loud, sounded like a teen-ager having a long conversation about girl friends, homework, and borrowing "the old man's car" for a hot date. During one long-winded conversation (of which I could only hear one side) the address of the speaker was given. It turned out to be a home about three miles away!

What were these mysterious telephone calls? I logged eight or nine of them between 1700 kHz and 1810 kHz. Some voices were weak; others were very strong. Obviously, they were all within a few miles of my antenna. Inquiries among my ham friends revealed nothing. No one other than myself had noticed the mysterious transmissions and no one knew where they came from or the reason for them. What was going on?

In the next few days I talked at random to other 160-meter operators. They had not noticed the signals, but they quickly found some when I told them to look just outside the low edge of the band. Once or twice, a signal was found just on the band edge, or slightly inside the band.

The mystery was quickly solved when I found an electronics magazine which gave a complete run-down on a relatively new device: the cordless telephone (fig. 1). This is a device which connects to the phone line and provides a remote two-way terminal for the user. Various models provide pushbutton dialing, a memory bank for several dozen phone numbers, number redialing, mute switch, and other attractive bells and whistles.

The particular cordless phone that I'd heard is a design that has a base station that transmits an fm signal in the frequency range of 1.6 MHz to 1.8 MHz and receives in the range of 29 MHz and/or 49.8 MHz to 49.9 MHz. The most commonly used frequencies are 1.665 MHz and 29.255 MHz. Alternatively, a channel in the 49-MHz range is commonly used in the United States instead of the 29-MHz channel.

Experience has shown that these units are audible over a several-mile range on the so-called 160-meter channel. The advertised operating range is said to be 100 to 200 meters and this is probably so, because of the limitations of the 49-MHz link and the small receiving antenna used for the low-frequency link. One manufacturer states, "Our model has an effective operating range of less than 100 meters, and is considered an indoor model. The market will not increase until we can push up the operating range to one to 10 kilometers." Another manufacturer is developing a model with an operating range of 1,000 meters for production in 1982.
Radio Shack in the United States." The manufacturer breaks down sales of cordless telephones as 50 percent to the U.S., 40 percent to Italy, the U.K., and France, and 10 percent to South Africa. And finally, a Taiwan company says that U.S. buyers have asked them to expand production to handle orders of 150,000 units per month. A large proportion of the units produced will be of the "cordless" variety.

It is obvious that, with a good receiving antenna, an Amateur can hear these devices over a distance of a few miles. And on the other hand, will legitimate 160-meter Amateur operation cause interference to these devices?

As of today the number of cordless telephones entering the U.S. is but a trickle. What will happen in the next few years when the trickle becomes a flood? Will tomorrow's phones continue to use the "160-meter" channel? Or will they be switched to the UHF region? And what will happen when a kilowatt ham rig opens up on 160 meters? How many cordless telephones will it wipe out?

The cordless telephone falls under FCC jurisdiction as described in Part 15, Subpart D, of the Rules and Regulations. Paragraph 15.152 states that if a low-power communication device causes interference to another service, it must cease operation until the interference is eliminated. Fine words, but what can be done when the country is flooded with cordless telephones? There will undoubtedly be more to this story and it will be interesting to see in what portion of the radio spectrum these space-age devices will eventually find a home. The future of the cordless phone looks bright. Its relationship with other services in the radio spectrum, particularly the Amateur Service, is still an open question.

the 10-MHz Amateur (?) band

Listening to the so-called 30-meter Amateur band during the first few months of 1982 has been a frustrating experience. Amateur activity worldwide in the band has been quite low. For the first, heady days after January 1, quite a few stations were active on the band, notably English and Australian Amateurs. But, as the days dragged on, and U.S. hams were prohibited from using the band, interest lagged and now the band is sparsely occupied.

The star performer seems to be C6ABA on Abaco Island in the Bahamas. Gordon has been on the air almost daily, working every 10-MHz Amateur he can hear. Another outstanding signal that showed up in early February was DL2GGYV5 in Venezuela. Many's the time his sharp CW signal has pinned the meter on my receiver. The two American beacon signals, KK2XJM (K4MB) and KK2XGH (N4DR), are on almost daily, and it is rumored that another, experimental, station may be on the band by the time this appears in print.

All in all, about seventy Amateur calls have been logged on the band, covering about twenty-five countries. A few "bootleggers" have been noted, but these pop on and off quickly and don't seem to be a problem. A few DX-minded 30-meter operators call "CQ 20" and listen for re-
plies near 14,075 kHz. And many times the 30-meter ham will call CQ time after time with no reply.

While U.S. Amateurs are barred from the band, some activity does go on in this frequency span from the other services. Radio Moscow has an English-speaking station on 10,120 kHz, and there are a few RTTY stations sputtering away at various hours. In addition, there are some Mexican point-to-point SSB stations near the top end of the band that appear now and then.

By far the most interesting occupants of the 30-meter band are the “spook” stations. These signals, signing no calls, or signing fictitious calls, were plentiful early in the year. One or two on SSB read off five-digit number lists, one list being in German! Most of the spooks are on CW, sending lists of five-digit number blocks. One or two spooks, very loud ones, send code groups in Cyrillic characters — possibly Russian stations.

An intriguing group of spooks inhabit the high end of the assignment. They converse among themselves, and any self-respecting Radio Amateur would blush at the poor operating techniques these stations exhibit. Here’s hoping they are not “ours”!

Working at about 10 WPM, these spooks make a lumbering effort to contact each other. The signals are a good S7 with little fading, so the stations can’t be far away, nor are they far from each other. But they call and call, send QSA?, and generally stumble about, generally not even establishing good contact. Finally, they give up and close down, or move elsewhere. One evening somebody (an Amateur?) moved on the frequency and broke the two spooks and asked QSA? This really disrupted things, and the poor spooks had a terrible time getting their act together. So far as I know, this particular net spends plenty of time calling, but very little time transmitting any meaningful information. Perhaps they should try the long-distance telephone! (They disappeared from the band about mid-March.)

So there you are. The yet-to-be-used 30-meter Amateur band is a wasteland. Here’s hoping it will soon be put to use by the Amateur Service! And that probably won’t happen until the State Department and the FCC get their act together and release the frequencies. Don’t give up hope yet.

the 40-10 meter antenna revisited

Some time ago, I published the details of a Japanese antenna designed by JA3CZV for operation on 7 and 21 MHz (fig. 2). The original design was said to provide good performance on the two bands. Essentially, it is a 40-meter dipole with one portion loaded to provide a 15-meter section isolated from the antenna tip by the coil. Mike, K6URI, tried this antenna and came up with a new set of dimensions that seem to provide improved performance. As shown in the illustration, this antenna provides an SWR below 1.9-to-1 over a 150-kHz range on 7 MHz. At resonance, the SWR is very close to unity. The resonant frequency is adjusted by changing the tip section, which can run from 2 ft. 7 in. (79 cm) to 3 ft. 3 in. (1 m). This adjustment depends upon the size of the antenna insulator used and the proximity of the antenna to nearby objects.

On 15 meters, the SWR runs below 1.8-to-1 over the range of 21,050 to 21,400 kHz, with the SWR at the resonant frequency very close to unity.

the new Radio Handbook

I’m pleased to tell you that the new, twenty-second edition of the Radio Handbook has been published by Howard W. Sams Co., Inc., 4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis, Indiana 46268. It is available through the Ham Radio Bookstore and many distributors worldwide. This 1200-page, hardbound handbook covers communications from A to Z. The new edition includes up-to-date information on transmitting and receiving equipment and antennas of all types, and it is written in language you can understand. I think it is a great handbook! (I should. I’m the editor!) I hope you enjoy reading the new Radio Handbook as much as I enjoyed compiling it.

references


Ham Radio
Introducing a direct line to a 60 MHz Tektronix scope built for your bench!

From the world's most respected name in oscilloscopes: a new scope, plus a new direct order number, that finally makes it practical to put Tektronix quality on your bench...at work or home.

Among professional engineers and technicians there is no substitute for the performance and reliability of Tektronix oscilloscopes.

Now, for the first time, Tektronix is offering an advanced scope at an unprecedented low price—and has a direct order line that lets you get your order processed today!

The scope: the 2213. Its radical new design brings you Tektronix quality for well below what you would pay for lesser-name scopes.

The 2213's practical design includes 65% fewer mechanical parts, fewer circuit boards, electrical connectors and cabling. Result: a lower price for you plus far greater reliability.

Yet performance is pure Tektronix: there's 60 MHz bandwidth for digital and high-speed analog circuits. The sensitivity for low signal measurements. The sweep speeds for fast logic families. A complete trigger system for digital, analog or video waveforms. And new high-performance Tektronix probes are included!

2213 PERFORMANCE DATA

Bandwidth: Two channels, dc—60 MHz from 10 V/div to 20 mV/div. (50 MHz from 2 mV/div to 10 mV/div).

Sweep speeds: Sweeps from 0.5 s to 50 ns (to 5 ns/div with X10 mag).

Sensitivity: Scale factors from 100 V/div (10X probe) to 2 mV/div (1X probe). Accuracy to ±3%. Ac or dc coupling.

Delayed sweep measurements: Standard sweep, intensified after delay, and delayed.

(Need dual time-base performance and timing accuracy to ±1.5%? Ask about our 2215 priced at $1400.)

Complete trigger system: Modes include TV field, normal, vertical mode, and automatic; internal, external, and line sources; variable holdoff.

Probes: High performance, positive attachment, 10-14 pF and 60 MHz at the probe tip.

The price: Just $1100 complete*. Order direct from Tektronix National Marketing Center. Phones are staffed by technical people to answer your questions about the 2213. Your direct order includes a 15-day return policy and full Tektronix warranty.

Now it's easier than ever to get your hands on a Tek scope!

ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-547-1845

Ask for Department A2029

(Alaska and Hawaii: 1-503-627-5402 collect.) Lines are open from 8 am EST to 5 pm PST.

Tektronix

*Price F.O.B. Beaverton, OR

Copyright ©1982 Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved.
UNADILLA/REYCO
HAM products that go the Dx.

Round after round of transmission, durable all-weather UNADILLA/REYCO baluns, traps and kits will take you the distance. Unadilla/Reyco will suppress feedline radiation and maximize antenna efficiency better than any competitive HAM line.

The Big Signal W2AU Balun gives you the right connection between any antenna and transmitter. The W2AU Balun can withstand 600 lbs. of pull, has a built-in lightning arrester and can handle full legal power. For more than 20 years, it's been the choice of HAMS, Armed Forces and commercial communication around the world.

The W2AU/W2VS 5-band Antenna Kit includes everything for low SWR on 40 and 80 meters, and resonants on 10, 15 and 20. The quality crafted components in this kit are time tested by HAMS around the world.

Other Unadilla/Reyco products include low pass filters, quad parts, insulators and endslulators. Call for our free catalog and the name of your nearest dealer. Hamfest managers: we cooperate. Remember: Unadilla/Reyco will take you the distance.

UNADILLA/REYCO
Division of Microwave Filter Co., Inc.
6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse, NY 13057
Toll Free 1-800-448-1666 TWX 710-541-0493
NY/HI/AK/Canada (collect) 1-315-437-3953

FOREIGN HAMS
LONDON: AMCOMM 01 804 1166/VICTORIA: Scalar 725

UNADILLA/REYCO
A Division of Microwave Filter Co., Inc.

POWER-LINE FILTERS

These filters protect any sensitive electronic equipment from power line transient damage and radio frequency interference. Both models offer surge suppression for power line “spikes”. RF interference is suppressed using both inductive and capacitive components. Ideal for computers, test equipment, or TV.

LF2 - A duplex outlet, 120V, 8 amps $39.95
LF6 - Three separately filtered duplex outlets, 120V, total fused capacity 15 amps, power switch and indicator lamp $69.95
Add $2.50 shipping and handling per order. Send check with order and provide street address for UPS shipment. Ohio residents add Sales Tax. Charge card buyers may call toll-free: 1-800-543-5612

R.L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 Richard Street, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342
INSTITUTIONAL AND DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

ORR BOOKS

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
by Bill Orr, W6SAI

RP-BA Softbound $5.95

SIMPLE LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS
by Bill Orr, W6SAI
Learn how to build simple, economical wire antennas. Apartment dwellers take note! Fool your landlord and your neighbors with some of the “invisible” antennas found here. Well diagramed. 192 pages. ©1972.

RP-WA Softbound $6.95

THE RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK
by William I. Orr, W6SAI and Stuart Cowan, W2LX
Contains lots of well illustrated construction projects for vertical, long wire, and HF/VHF beam antennas. There is an honest judgment of antenna gain figures, information on the best and worst antenna locations and heights, a long look at the quad vs. the yagi antenna, information on baluns and how to use them, and new information on the popular Sloper and Delta Loop antennas. The text is based on proven data plus practical, on-the-air experience. The Radio Amateur Antenna Handbook will make a valuable and often consulted reference. 190 pages. ©1978.

RP-AH Softbound $6.95

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS
by Bill Orr, W6SAI
The cubical quad antenna is considered by many to be the best DX antenna because of its simple, lightweight design and high performance. You'll find quad designs for every element, from the single element to the multi-element monster quad, plus a new, higher gain expanded quad (X-Q) design. There's a wealth of supplementary data on construction, feeding, tuning, and mounting quad antennas. 112 pages. ©1977.

RP-CQ Softbound $5.95

Please add $1.00 to cover shipping and handling.

HAM RADIO'S BOOKSTORE
GREENVILLE, NH 03048

Tell 'em you saw it in HAM RADIO!
ANNOUNCING THE NEW

Kenwood

TS930S

$179 CALL FOR QUOTE

- 160-10 Meters, with 150kHz - 30 MHz General Coverage Receiver, quadruple conversion, digital PLL synthesized circuit
- All Solid State.
- Power input rated at 250W PEP on SSB, 250W DC on CW, 140W DC on FSK, and 80W DC on AM
- Automatic Antenna Tuner, Built-In.
- CW Full Break-In.
- Dual Digital VFO's
- Eight Memory Channels.
- Dual Mode Noise Blanker ("Pulse" or "Woodpecker")
- SSB IF Slope Tuning.
- One Year Warranty.

DON'S CORNER

This is the first installment of an all new Don's Corner. I'm going to review, from my side of the fence, the good and bad of the radios I sell. I want to tell you about the radios and how they function, service ease of operation and resale values. I'll also include plenty of helpful hints and tips to make your radios work better for you. I may not make my self too popular but – I want you to get the radio you want. I don't want you to buy based solely upon my recommendation or how our ads portray the radios I sell. So here goes –

- The Rockwell Collins KWM-380 – an expensive radio but true to Collins’ standards. It won’t be superseded by a new unit next month.
- Yaesu FT-ONE – Close to the KWM-380 but not enough out yet to get feedback.
- Kenwood TS-930 – Should be available by the time this ad is run. Auto antenna tuner is an interesting new feature.
- Icom IC-720A – An excellent buy. Very Popular

More next month (Remember – You’re only as good as your next big purchase at Madison!) (Note: All items shipped fresh stock, factory sealed cartons, no seconds, no demos. Personal Guarantee on all items sold. Can be returned unscratched & boxed within 2 weeks for refund.)

See you next month!

NEW

ICOM

IC740
TOTALLY NEW! Not a replacement for IC720A or 730 CALL!

Collins KWM 380
LIST $3849.00
Madison’s Price Call

Belden Mini RG-8 Foam (9258) - 19¢/ft.

CALL FOR QUOTES

713-658-0268

CALL- OFF Page 92
R-600

“Now hear this”...digital display, easy tuning

The R-600 is an affordably priced, high performance general coverage communications receiver covering 150 kHz to 30 MHz in 30 bands. Use of PLL synthesized circuitry provides maximum ease of operation.

R-600 FEATURES:
- 150 kHz to 30 MHz continuous coverage. AM, SSB, or CW.
- 30 bands, each 1 MHz wide, for easier tuning.
- Five digit frequency display, with 1 kHz resolution.
- 6 kHz IF filter for AM wide, and 2.7 kHz filter for SSB, CW and AM (narrow).
- Up-conversion PLL circuit, for improved sensitivity, selectivity, and stability.
- Communications type noise blanker eliminates "pulse-type" noise.
- RF Attenuator allows 20 dB attenuation of strong signals.
- Tone control. Front mounted speaker.
- "S" meter, with 1 to 5 SINO "S" scale, plus standard scale.
- Coaxial and wire antenna terminals.
- 100, 120, 220, and 240 VAC, 50-60 Hz. Selector switch on rear panel.
- Optional 13.8 VDC operation, using DCK-1 cable kit.
- Other features include carrying handle, headphone jack, and record jack.

Optional accessories for R-600 and R-1000:
- DCK-1 DC Cable kit. SP-100 External Speaker.
- HS-6, HS-5, HS-4 Headphones.
- HC-10 Digital World Clock.

R-1000

High performance, easy tuning, digital display

The R-1000 high performance communications receiver covers 200 kHz to 30 MHz in 30 bands. An up-conversion PLL synthesized circuit provides improved sensitivity, selectivity, and stability.

R-1000 FEATURES:
- Covers 200 kHz to 30 MHz.
- 30 bands, each 1 MHz wide.
- Five-digit frequency display with 1-kHz resolution and analog dial with precise gear dial mechanism.
- Built-in 12-hour quartz digital clock/timer.
- RF step attenuator.
- Three IF filters for optimum AM, SSB, CW.
- Effective noise blanker. Tone control.
- Built-in 4-inch speaker. Dimmer switch.
- Wire and coax antenna terminals.
- Voltage selector for 100, 120, 220, and 240 VAC. Operates on 13.8 VDC with optional DCK-1 kit.

R-1000

High performance, easy tuning, digital display

The R-1000 high performance communications receiver covers 200 kHz to 30 MHz in 30 bands. An up-conversion PLL synthesized circuit provides improved sensitivity, selectivity, and stability.

R-1000 FEATURES:
- Covers 200 kHz to 30 MHz.
- 30 bands, each 1 MHz wide.
- Five-digit frequency display with 1-kHz resolution and analog dial with precise gear dial mechanism.
- Built-in 12-hour quartz digital clock/timer.
- RF step attenuator.
- Three IF filters for optimum AM, SSB, CW.
- Effective noise blanker. Tone control.
- Built-in 4-inch speaker. Dimmer switch.
- Wire and coax antenna terminals.
- Voltage selector for 100, 120, 220, and 240 VAC. Operates on 13.8 VDC with optional DCK-1 kit.

TS-530S

“Cents-ational”...IF shift, digital display, narrow-wide filter switch

The TS-530S SSB/CW transceiver covers 160-10 meters using the latest, most advanced circuit technology, yet at an affordable price.

TS-530S FEATURES:
- 160-10 meters, LSB, USB, CW, all amateur frequencies, including new 10, 18, and 24 MHz bands. Receives WWV on 10 MHz.
- Built-in digital display (six digits), fluorescent tube, with analog dial.
- IF shift tunes out interfering signals.
- Narrow wide filter selector switch for CW and/or SSB.
- Built-in speech processor, for increased talk power.
- Wide receiver dynamic range, with greater immunity to overload.
- Two 6146B’s in final, allows 220W PEP/180 W DC input on all bands.
- Advanced single-conversion PLL, for better stability, improved spurious characteristics.
- Adjustable noise-blankers, with front panel threshold control.
- RIT/XIT front panel control allows independent fine-tuning of receive or transmit frequencies.

Optional accessories:
- SP-230 external speaker with selectable audio filters.
- VFO-240 remote analog VFO.
- VFO-230 remote digital VFO.
- AT-230 antenna tuner/SWRR/power meter.
- MC-50 desk microphone.
- KB-1 deluxe VFO knob.
- YK-88C (500 Hz) or YK-88CN (270 Hz) CW filter.
- YK-885N (1.8 kHz) narrow SSB filter.

TS-660

The TS-660 “QUAD BANDER” covers 6, 10, 12, 15 meters.
- FM, SSB (USB), CW, and AM
- Dual digital VFO’s
- Digital display
- IF shift built-in
- 5 memories with memory scan
- UP/DOWN microphone
- All-mode squelch
- Noise blanker
- CW semi break-in/sidetone
- 10 W on SSB, CW, FM; 4 W on AM.

Optional accessories:
- PS-20 power supply
- VOX-4 speech processor/VOX
- SP-120 External speaker
- MB-100 Mobile mount
- YK-88C, YK-88CN CW filters
- YK-88A AM filter.
CONVENIENT TOP CONTROLS

The TR-2500 is a compact 2 meter FM handheld transceiver featuring an LCD readout, 10 memories, lithium battery memory back-up, memory scan, programmable automatic band scan, Hi/Lo power switch and built-in sub-tone encoder.

TR-2500 FEATURES:
- Extremely compact and light weight 66 (2-5/8) W x 168 (6-5/8) H x 40 (1-5/8) D mm (inches), 540 g (1.2 lbs) with NiCd pack.
- LCD digital frequency readout.
- Ten memories include “MO” memory for non-standard split repeaters.
- Lithium battery memory back-up, built-in, (est. 5 year life).
- Memory scan.
- Programmable automatic band scan allows upper and lower frequency limits and scan steps of 5 kHz and larger (5, 10, 15, 20, 30 kHz… etc) to be programmed.

UP/DOWN manual scan. Repeater reverse operation. 2.5 W or 300 mW RF output. (Hi/LOW power switch).
- Built-in tunable (with variable resistor) sub-tone encoder.
- Built-In 16-key autopatch.
- Slide-lock battery pack.
- Keyboard frequency selection. Covers 145.900 to 148.995 MHz in 5 kHz steps.
- Optional power source, MS-1 mobile or ST-2 AC charger.
- Power supply allows operation while charging. (Automatic drop-in connections)
- High impact plastic case.
- Battery status indicator.
- Two lock switches for keyboard and transmit.

Standard accessories:
- Flexible rubberized antenna with BNC connector.
- 400 mAh heavy-duty Ni-Cd battery pack.
- AC Charger.

Optional accessories:
- VB-2530 25 W RF Power amp, BNC-BNC cables, and mounting bracket, supplied.
- MS-1 13.8 VDC mobile stand/charger/power supply.

TRIO-KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS
1111 West Walnut, Compton, California 90220

TR-9130
All mode (FM/SSB/CW) 25 watts, plus...!!!

The TR-9130 is a powerful, yet compact, 25 watt FM/USB/LSB/CW transceiver, featuring six memories, memory scan, memory back-up capability, automatic band scan, all-mode squelch, and CW semi break-in. Available with a 16-key autopatch UP/DOWN microphone (MC-46), or a basic UP/DOWN microphone.

TR-9130 FEATURES:
- 25 Watts RF output on all modes, (FM/SSB/CW).
- FM/USB/LSB/CW all mode. The mode switch, with the digital step (DS) switch, determines the size (100 Hz, 1 kHz, 5 kHz, 10 kHz) of the tuning step.
- Six memories. On FM, memories 1-5 for simplex or ±600 kHz offset, using OFFSET switch. Memory 6 for non-standard offset. All six memories may be simplex, any mode.
- Memory scan. Scans memories in which data is stored.
- Internal battery memory back-up, using 9 V Ni-Cd battery. (not KENWOOD supplied). Memories are retained approx. 24 hours. Repeater reverse operation. 2.5 W or 300 mW RF output. (Hi/LOW power switch).
- Built-In 16-key autopatch.
- Slide-lock battery pack.
- Keyboard frequency selection. Covers 145.900 to 148.995 MHz in 5 kHz steps.
- Optional power source, MS-1 mobile or ST-2 AC charger.
- Power supply allows operation while charging. (Automatic drop-in connections)
- High impact plastic case.
- Battery status indicator.
- Two lock switches for keyboard and transmit.

Standard accessories:
- Flexible rubberized antenna with BNC connector.
- 400 mAh heavy-duty Ni-Cd battery pack.
- AC Charger.

Optional accessories:
- KPS-7 DC power supply for TR-9130 base station operation.
- ST-2 Base station power supply and quiet charger (approx 1 hr).
- TU-1 Programmable “DIP switch” (ICTCSS) encoder.
- SMC-25 Speaker microphone.
- LH-2 Deluxe leather case.
- PB-25 Extra Ni-Cd battery pack, 400 mAh, heavy-duty.
- BT-1 Battery case for AA manganese or alkaline cells.
- BH-2 Belt hook.
- WS-1 Wrist strap.

Optional accessories:
- SP-40 compact mobile speaker. Only 2-1/16 W x 2-1/2 H x 2-1/8 D (inches). Handles 3 watts of audio.
- TK-1 AC adapter for memory back-up (not shown).

Squelch circuit. All modes (FM/SSB/CW).
- Repeater reverse switch.
- Tone switch.
- CW semi break-in circuit with sidetone.
- Digital display with green LED’s.
- Compact size and lightweight.
- Covers 143.9 to 148.9999 MHz.
- Hi/LOW power switch. 25 or 5 watts on FM or CW.
- Transmit offset switch.
- High performance noise blanker.
- RF gain control. RIT circuit.
Be A Better Listener.

Take command of your scanner or short wave receiver with help from MONITORING TIMES.

Tune In:
Drug Smugglers Police Action NASA Crews Pirate Broadcasts Air-To-Ground Ship-To-Shore ...And More!

Published bi-monthly, the TIMES brings you up-to-date, authoritative articles on listening intrigue throughout the radio spectrum.

For a FREE sample issue, please write:

MONITORING TIMES
140 Dog Branch Road
Brastown, N.C. 28902

THE PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TONE ENCODER

An ultra high quality encoder for professional application. Absolute reliability and function makes the difference. There’s a Pipo encoder for every system and application. Totally serviceable, easy to operate and install. Call or write for free catalog and information! (213) 852-1515 or P.O. Box 3435, Hollywood, CA 90028.

WTVF
Nashville, Tennessee
Audio/video maintenance engineer needed to join expanding engineering staff. Engineering maintenance experience in a commercial television station and a general class license is required. Send resume to: Bill Nunley, WTVF, 474 James Robertson Parkway, Nashville, Tennessee 37219.

If you need QUARTZ CRYSTALS
— one or hundreds —
YOU NEED JAN

- high stability
- prompt service
- cost savings
- General Communication
- Industry
- Marine VHF
- Scanners
- Amateur Bands
- CB Standard
- CB Special
- Microprocessor

Call or Write
JAN CRYSTALS
P.O. Box 06017
Pittsford, FL 32906-0617
All Phones (813) 936-2297

SURGE SHUNT

protects
solid state communications equipment from damage caused by high-voltage transients entering the antenna system

These transients usually are caused by atmospheric static discharges or nearby lightning strikes.
The new Model 1549 Surge Shunt can be used with both receivers and transceivers having up to 200 watts output.
Convenient UHF type coaxial connections are supplied.
The arrester “pill” element has a long life, but can be economically replaced if necessary.

Credit-Card buyers may call toll free 1-800-543-5612
In Ohio, or for information call: 1-513-866-2421
R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 Richard Street, Mansfield, Ohio 44903

Tell ‘em you saw it in HAM RADIO!
Yes, the CT2100 has the features you want — and built-in, too! The CT2100 has been designed by the RTTY people at HAL for optimum operator convenience. No “hidden” keyboard controls to remember — it’s all on the front panel, arranged for serious operators. Why settle for a compromise or imitation when you can have the CT2100? Compare feature for feature; you’ll find that the CT2100 offers the most performance and flexibility for your dollar.

- Send or receive ASCII, Baudot, or Morse code
- RTTY and Morse demodulators are built-in
- RTTY speeds of 45, 50, 74, 100, 110, 300, 600, and 1200 baud – ASCII or Baudot
- Four RTTY modems: “high tones”, “low tones”, “103 Modem tones”, and “202 Modem tones”
- Three shifts for high and low tones (170, 425, and 850 Hz)
- Crystal-synthesized transmit tones
- Send and receive Morse code at 1 to 100 wpm
- Characters displayed on 24 line screen
- Choose either 36 or 72 characters per line
- 2 pages of 72 character lines or 4 pages of 36 character lines
- Split-screen for pretyping transmit text
- Audio, current loop, or RS232 data I/O
- Printers available for hard-copy of all 3 codes
- On-screen RTTY tuning bar plus LED indicators
- ALL ASCII control characters; half or full duplex
- Brag-tape storage of 8-256 character messages in MSG2100 EPROM option
- Two programmable HERE IS messages

Write or call for more details. See the CT2100, KB2100, Printer, and Video Monitor at your favorite HAL dealer.

HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
BOX 365
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801  217-367-7373
The ultimate team... the new Drake "Twins"

The TR7A and R7A offer performance and versatility for those who demand the ultimate!

**TR7A Transceiver**
- **CONTINUOUS FREQUENCY COVERAGE** — 1.5 to 30 MHz full receive coverage. The optional AUX7 provides 0 to 1.5 MHz receive plus transmit coverage of 1.8 to 30 MHz, for future Amateur bands, MARS, Embassy, Government or Commercial frequencies (proper authorization required).
- **Full Passband Tuning (PBT)** enhances use of high rejection B-pole crystal filters.
- New! Both 2.3 kHz ssb and 500 Hz cw crystal filters, and 9 kHz a-m selectivity are standard, plus provisions for two additional filters. These B-pole crystal filters in conjunction with careful mechanical/electrical design result in realizable ultimate rejection in excess of 100 dB.
- New! The very effective NB7 Noise Blanker is now standard.
- New! Built in lightning protection avoids damage to solid-state components from lightning induced transients.
- New! Mic audio available on rear panel to facilitate phone patch connection.
- **State-of-the-art design** combining solid-state PA, up-conversion, high-level double balanced 1st mixer and frequency synthesis provided a no tune-up, broadband, high dynamic range transceiver.

**R7A Receiver**
- **CONTINUOUS NO COMPROMISE 0 to 30 MHz frequency coverage.**
- Full passband tuning (PBT).
- New! NB7A Noise Blanker supplied as standard.
- **State-of-the-Art features of the TR7A, plus added flexibility with a low noise 10 dB rf amplifier.**
- New! Standard ultimate selectivity choices include the supplied 2.3 kHz ssb and 500 Hz cw crystal filters, and 9 kHz a-m selectivity. Capability for three accessory crystal filters plus the two supplied, including 300 Hz, 1.8 kHz, 4 kHz, and 6 kHz. The 4 kHz filter, when used with the R7A's Synchro-Phase a-m detector, provides a-m reception with greater frequency response within a narrower bandwidth than conventional a-m detection, and sideband selection to minimize interference potential.
- **Front panel pushbutton control of rf preamp.** a-m/ssb detector. speaker ON/OFF switch. i-f notch filter. reference-derived calibrator signal. three agc release times (plus AGC OFF), integral 150 MHz frequency counter/digital readout for external use. and Receiver Incremental Tuning (RIT).

The "Twins" System

- **FREQUENCY FLEXIBILITY.** The TR7A/R7A combination offers the operator, particularly the DX'er or Contestor, frequency control agility not available in any other system. The "Twins" offer the only system capable of no-compromise DSR (Dual Simultaneous Receive). Most transceivers allow some external receiver control, but the "Twins" provide instant transfer of transmit frequency control to the R7A VFO. The operator can listen to either or both receiver's audio, and instantly determine his transmitting frequency by appropriate use of the TR7A's RCT control (Receiver Controlled Transmit). DSR is implemented by mixing the two audio signals in the R7A.
- **ALTERNATE ANTENNA CAPABILITY.** The R7A's Antenna Power Splitter enhances the DSR feature by allowing the use of an additional antenna (ALTERNATE) besides the MAIN antenna connected to the TR7A (the transmitting antenna). All possible splits between the two antennas and the two system receivers are possible.

**COMING SOON:** New RV75 Synthesized VFO
Compatible with TRS and 7-Line Xcvrs/Rcvrs
- Frequency Synthesized for crystal-controlled stability. VRTO (Variable Rate Tuning Oscillator) adjusts tuning rate as function of tuning speed.
- Resolution to 10 Hz. Three programmable fixed frequencies for MARS, etc.

Specifications, availability and prices subject to change without notice or obligation.

See your Drake dealer or write for additional information.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY • 540 Richard Street, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 • Phone (513) 866-2421 • Telex 288-017
IC-2KL
160 - 15 meter solid state linear amplifier. For use with the IC-701, IC-720A, or IC-730, 500 watt CW out. Includes matching power supply.

IC-720A
ICOM's top of the line - 9 band HF transceiver, general coverage receiver -0.1 MHz to 30MHz, VDC operation (compatible with PS15 power supply). 2 VFO's builtin.

TOP OF THE LINE!  ICOM  NUMBER ONE!
The Oldest and Largest Stocking Authorized Dealer in South Carolina!

Our service facilities are the finest in the South along with our FCC Licensed Technicians. Our highly qualified sales personnel will be very happy to take your orders or help you solve your communications problems.

G.I.S.M.O. • 1039 LATHAM DRIVE • ROCK HILL, S. C. 29730
Call Us TOLL FREE For All Your Radio & Computer Needs
800-845-6183
Service Department - 803-366-7158

SATURN V
STATE-OF-THE-ART

The Saturn-V receiver is a high quality receiver that enables you to receive many ranges of local microwave signals. It is normally used within line of sight of a transmitting tower in a 50 mile range and is simply attached to your TV antenna mast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>$165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-11</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-up</td>
<td>$105.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JDL Industries
4568 Auburn Blvd., Suite 208
Sacramento, California 95841  (916) 454-2190

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN QUARTZ CRYSTALS

International's leadership in crystal design and production is synonymous with quality quartz crystals from 70 KHz to 160 MHz. Accurately controlled calibration and a long list of tests are made on the finished crystal prior to shipment.

That is why we guarantee International crystals against defects, material and workmanship for an unlimited time when used in equipment for which they were specifically made.

Orders may be placed by Phone: 405-236-3741,

Write for information.

INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
The eighth part
in a continuing series
to help you
upgrade your ticket

Previous articles of this series have explained in simple terms the fundamentals of linear devices in electrical circuits, active devices of several types (diode devices, triode devices, etc.), and a few simple radiotelegraph (CW) transmitters. In this article we will look at a variety of forms that radiotelegraph receivers might take.

A CW transmitter generates a radio frequency (rf) ac, usually amplifies it, controls it in such a way that it will transmit dots and dashes of rf energy (with a key), feeds the rf ac to an antenna, and radiates the rf energy into the atmosphere.

Basic detector circuits

What can be done at a receiving point to make a radiated CW signal audible to a listener? Well, first we need a receiving antenna. With an antenna wire up in the air, any rf waves passing across it will induce an rf ac of their frequency into it. But what will make this received signal audible? How about a pair of earphones between antenna and ground, as in fig. 1a? No good. The only frequencies we can hear are between about 16 Hz and 20 kHz, but the lowest ham band frequency is 1.8 MHz. So, even with 1.8 MHz ac flowing in the earphones, the earphone’s metal diaphragms cannot vibrate that fast, and we couldn’t
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hear it if they did. The earphones (or a loudspeaker) will need an ac of a frequency less than 20 kHz or a dc that is varying at a rate of less than 20 kHz for them to produce a sound wave that we can hear.

OK, let's try a diode in series with the earphones and antenna, as in fig. 1b. This gives us a rectified ac, or 1,800,000 pulses per second of dc flowing through the phones (assuming a 1.8-MHz signal being received). Can we hear these pulses? No, but this dc should be able to either pull in the earphone diaphragms a little or allow them to swing outward a little, depending on the polarity of the dc developed by the rectification. If the transmitted signal is being keyed, at the receiving point the earphone diaphragms might swing in and stay there until the signal stops, at which time they will swing back out again. We might hear this as weak clicks if the received signal is CW, but few of us could decipher what the clicks were saying. We need something that will produce some kind of a tone during the time the signal is being received, and none when the signal ceases. (This circuit would demodulate modulated signals.) Let's try heterodyning, or translating the 1.8 MHz ac down to some audio or audible frequency (af) that we can hear with the circuit shown in fig. 1c.

Now we are getting into the nitty gritty of a radio receiver. The antenna circuit consists of the antenna, the primary coil of the rf transformer, and ground. The secondary coil is tuned to the desired radio wave's frequency, 1.8 MHz in our case. When the tuned circuit is resonant to this frequency a maximum value of any received signal of this frequency will be fed to the upper gate of the dual-gate MOSFET mixer. (Both gates will affect the drain current, or ID, flowing down through the earphones.) Below the mixer is a good old Hartley JFET oscillator that can be tuned across 1.8 MHz. Some of its rf ac is fed to the lower MOSFET gate. What is going to happen now? Well, if the input signal is 1,800,000 Hz and the Hartley is tuned to 1,801,000 Hz, then both of these frequencies will be affecting the ID. As a result, the ID has the following frequency components in it: 1.8 MHz, 1.801 MHz, 3.601 MHz (sum), and 0.001 MHz, which is 1000 Hz (difference frequency).

What effect will these four frequencies have on the earphones? Since the earphones cannot respond to the three radio frequencies, they can respond only to the 1000 Hz, which is a pleasant af tone for a listener (it should be heard as a pure sine wave tone). Actually C3 is selected to act as an rf bypass or filter capacitor to prevent the three rf signals from getting to the earphones, but will have almost no effect on the lower audio frequency component. It might have a value between 0.0005 and 0.002 μF. What values might L1, L2, C1, and C2 have? You can figure this out from the resonant formulas given in Part 2 of this series. Consider the variable capacitors as having 100 pF at maximum, and compute the necessary inductance needed to resonate at the low frequency end of the 1.8-MHz band (1.8 to 2 MHz). (Sure sounds simple. Try it. Go ahead, we dare you!) If you determine this, then how much would the variable capacitor have to be reduced to tune to the 2-MHz bandedge?

Suppose the Hartley circuit is tuned to 1,799,000 Hz instead of 1.801 MHz. What do you think the earphones would respond with now? Since the received signal is still on 1.8 MHz it would beat against 1.799 MHz and produce a 1 kHz signal again. Right? What if the Hartley is tuned to 1.8005 MHz? Does 500 Hz agree with your computations? Again, this is a very pleasant tone to listen to. You will probably always tune your receiver to CW tones ranging from about 400 to 1000 Hz, unless you are trying to get away from QRM (interfering signals). Suppose the Hartley is also tuned to 1.8 MHz. What would you hear now? The answer is nothing, because the two signals are now zero beat. This means the beat difference is zero Hz, which cannot be heard, of course. Actually, as you tune across a CW signal it will first be heard as a high pitched whistle (3 to 10 kHz, depending on the
af filters in your receiver). As you continue to tune the tone descends lower and lower until a zero beat is reached. Past zero beat the tone will appear again and increase in frequency as you continue to tune until it is no longer audible. With this simple heterodyne, or beat detector, the tones on both sides of zero beat will be equal in amplitude. You could tune to either side of zero beat and copy a CW signal equally well.

We have used a dual-gate MOSFET as the mixer because it is one of the best, but you could also use the BJT mixer of fig. 4 of Part 7, or a triode, or a pentode, or even a diode. So there are a lot of possibilities, but we have space to cover only a few of the basic ideas. If you worked the problems given two paragraphs above, did you come up with an L value of about 75 μH? And a reduction of C to about 80 pF? If you did not, how about trying them now?

a TRF receiver

The first really successful sensitive detector for CW signals was a simple triode VT Armstrong oscillator with earphones in the plate circuit. With an antenna coupled to the LC circuit and with the circuit in oscillation, beat tones could be heard in the earphones. However, when it was in oscillation it actually transmitted signals, sometimes for many miles.

Unfortunately, the simple detectors never produce a very loud signal in earphones or in a loudspeaker. What is needed is some amplification. If an rf amplifier is added between the antenna and the detector it does three things. (1) It amplifies any signal to which it is tuned. (2) It adds another tuned circuit which makes the receiver more selective. This means it can select one signal better out of several on nearby frequencies. (3) It prevents oscillations of an oscillating detector from being coupled into the antenna and radiating an unwanted signal.

An rf amplifier allows much weaker signals to be brought up to earphone volume, but the signals are still just at earphone volume. What is needed further is an audio frequency amplifier or two to make the detected signal strong enough to operate a loudspeaker. A block diagram of a possible tuned-radio-frequency (TRF) amplifier receiver is shown in fig. 2. If an autodyne (self-heterodyning) detector, such as the oscillating Armstrong, is used, then the local oscillator circuit shown dashed would not be necessary. The first variable resistor indicates an rf volume or gain control to prevent strong received signals from overdriving the detector. The second variable resistor is an af gain control to regulate how much signal is fed to the loudspeaker.

If the TRF is an all-semiconductor receiver, the rf amplifier might be a JFET or a MOSFET. The detector will be a dual-gate mixer or a JFET Armstrong oscillator with some means of controlling oscillation strength, and there will probably be two BJT stages of af amplification. If the TRF is an all VT receiver, the rf amplifier would be a pentode, the detector either a triode Armstrong oscillator circuit, or a pentagrid converter (mixer tube) with a triode or pentode Hartley local oscillator, followed by a triode first rf amplifier and a beam power tetrode as the af PA.

a CW superheterodyne

TRF receivers were the popular Amateur receivers of the early thirties. They are still a fairly good form of receiver for use in the LF, the MF, and in parts of the high-frequency spectrum. If the bands are not too crowded they can be used quite successfully up to at least 7 MHz. Above this they may not be sensitive enough and may be too broad to be very useful. What is needed is a receiver that has the same bandwidth (selectivity) and gain (sensitivity) on all of the Amateur bands. A double-heterodyne or superheterodyne (superhet) system answers these requirements.

A block diagram of a simple CW superheterodyne is shown in fig. 3. Can you see that if the 450-kHz i-f amplifier(s), second detector and BFO were left out you would have a TRF receiver? In a superheterodyne, signals from the antenna are amplified by the rf amplifier as in the TRF. But the signal into the first detector or mixer is heterodyned by a local oscillator and translated to a medium (MF), or intermediate frequency (i-f), of 450 kHz in this particular receiver (different frequencies are used as the i-f in different superhets). From here on the circuitry is similar to that of the TRF again. The 450-kHz i-f is fed to a 450-kHz mixer detector so that the second local oscillator, which in this application is called a beat-frequency oscillator (BFO), can produce an audio beat tone on CW signals, which can then be amplified as in the TRF.

The arrows through the high-frequency rf amplifier, the high-frequency mixer, and the high-frequency local oscillator symbols indicate that these three stages must be tuned for optimum operation. The dashes between arrows indicate that the tuning de-
Fig. 3. Block diagram of a superheterodyne for CW.

vices are all ganged (tuning capacitors are on a common shaft, for example). The 450-kHz i-f stages and the second detector are all fixed-tuned to 450 kHz and left that way. The beat-frequency oscillator might be tunable from about 447 kHz across 450 kHz to about 453 kHz in many superhets, and may be fixed tuned or switchable in others. The af amplifiers are untuned of course, although a low-pass or bandpass filter may be added before or after the af gain control to limit received signals to a maximum af of perhaps 500 Hz for CW (3 kHz for phone).

The big advantage of the superhet over the TRF is the i-f amplifier(s). Actually, there are usually two or more i-f amplifiers, all tuned to the same frequency, 450 kHz in our case. At 450 kHz the tuned i-f transformers can be engineered to provide a passband (bandwidth) of as little as 10 kHz, perhaps. The more tuned transformers (one in each i-f stage) the steeper the skirts of the passband developed. Since each of the i-f stages is an amplifier, a superhet will have much more gain or sensitivity than is possible with a TRF. Furthermore, the rf and first detector can be quite broad but the relatively narrow bandpass response of all of the i-f transformers sets the selectivity of the receiver to about 10 kHz regardless of which ham band is being received.

If a narrower passband is desired, a crystal bandpass filter may be added between the first detector and the first i-f, at the point marked X. If such a filter has a passband of 500 Hz, that will determine the maximum bandwidth of the receiver. Such a narrow passband is excellent for CW reception. The 10-kHz bandpass might be usable for a-m signals, but is really nearly twice as wide as the recommended 6-kHz limit for Amateur a-m transmissions. For SSB signals a bandwidth of 2.8 kHz is desirable.

If the input signal is translated to a 50-kHz i-f, amplifier bandpass can be decreased from 10 kHz to perhaps 3 kHz. Unfortunately this develops another difficulty called "images." If the received signal is at 7.1 MHz and a 50-kHz i-f strip is used, the local oscillator could be at either 7.15 MHz or at 7.05 MHz. At 7 MHz it is difficult to produce high gain rf amplifiers with 6-dB-down passbands much under 100 kHz. As a result, if the LO is at 7.15 MHz it will beat against the 7.1-MHz signal and produce a 50-kHz i-f as it should. But another Amateur transmitting on 7.05 MHz would also feed through the broad rf amplifier and mixer tuned circuits with only a little attenuation (reduction) and show up in the i-f channel also, be detected, and develop strong output signals in the loudspeaker. So, you would hear two loud signals at the same time. The undesired signal is always twice the i-f, or twice 50 kHz in this case, from the desired signal (7.1 MHz). It is called an image frequency signal, or just an image.

Let's go back to using 450 kHz as the i-f. If the desired station is on 7.1 MHz, then the LO frequency might be 7.1 + 0.45 MHz, or 7.55 MHz. Now, the image signal would be twice 0.45 MHz, or 0.9 MHz across the desired signal, or at 6.65 MHz. If there were a strong signal at 6.65 MHz (not an Amateur signal in this case), it might also be able to squeeze a little of its signal through the rf and mixer tuned circuits and develop a weak image in the i-f strip and in the second detector.

If an i-f strip is developed at 2.5 MHz or higher it will usually place any image frequency so far away (twice 2.5 is 5 MHz) that the front end (rf and mixer) LC circuits of the superhet will prevent almost any image signal from getting into the i-f strip and second detector. However, a 2.5-MHz i-f has a very broad passband, perhaps 30 to 40 kHz. It is possible to use a double conversion superhet, first using a 2.5 MHz i-f strip to eliminate images, then translating this signal down to a 50-kHz i-f strip and second detector to develop a narrow (3-kHz) passband.

Rather than fool around with double conversion and two different i-f strips, modern receivers may use a single 9-MHz i-f strip (which by itself would be very broad), but insert a narrow-band 4- to 8-pole (section) crystal filter just before the first i-f stage. Only signals which are accepted by the crystal filter with its narrow passband can reach the i-f amplifiers and
be fed to the second detector, regardless of how broad the i-f passband may be. The high frequency of the i-f prevents images, and the crystal filter ensures narrow bandwidth. By switching in different crystal filters the passband of the receiver can be changed from perhaps 200 Hz for CW, to 2.8 kHz for SSB, to 6 kHz for a-m, to 15 kHz for fm, and so on.

the beat-frequency oscillator

The operation of the BFO of a superheterodyne can determine how well signals will be received. Its duty is to beat against, or heterodyne, signals coming through the i-f strip to the second detector. The graph of fig. 4 shows a possible 2-kHz passband of a 450-kHz i-f strip of a superhet. Signals translated to exactly 450 kHz will pass through the i-f strip with maximum amplitude. Those 1 kHz to either side will be weaker by 6 dB (half the voltage). Signals 2 kHz from the center of the i-f passband will be very weak. It can be said that the passband response or bandwidth is 2 kHz at 6-dB down, or that the 6-dB passband is 2 kHz wide. At 60 dB down (one thousandth the voltage) it might be 20 kHz wide.

If the BFO is tuned to exactly 450 kHz, any CW signal tuned by the receiver front end to come in on the center frequency of the 450 kHz i-f strip would be at zero beat and nothing would be heard of it except possibly some clicks. If the front end were tuned 1 kHz higher or lower, the incoming signal in the i-f strip would be at either the 449 or the 451 kHz points, and the signal would be heard as a 1-kHz tone, but 6 dB weaker than it could be. To produce the loudest 1-kHz tone from the signal, the BFO should be tuned to 451 (or 449) kHz. Now, as the receiver front end is tuned so that the received i-f signal moves across the i-f strip from 449 to 451 kHz, the audible beat tone would change from a medium strong 2000 Hz signal to a strong 1000 Hz signal, and down to a zero beat. As the front end continues to tune past zero beat, the response of the beat tone frequency rapidly decreases on the other side of zero beat (shown by the rapid drop-off of the curve) and would be many dB weaker than the tones produced when the signal was between 449 and 451 kHz. If the skirts of the i-f filter were steep enough, the beat signals on the high side of 451 kHz might not be heard at all. This is called single signal reception. It prevents hearing each CW signal twice when tuning across them. You would hear them twice if the BFO were in the middle of the i-f filter frequency, and also twice with simple regenerative detectors, or with TRF receivers.

receiver noise

The job of a receiver is to select some desired signal out of the millions of signals passing across its antenna, to amplify and detect just that one signal, and deliver it to a loudspeaker or earphones. Along with this signal there will be both external (picked up by the antenna) and internal (in the receiver) noises. The external noises, from lightning crashes (QRN), power leaks, opening and closing of electrical contacts nearby, and so forth are brought into the receiver by the antenna. If you disconnect the antenna and connect a resistor having an impedance the same as the rated impedance of the receiver input (50 ohms, for example), any noise you hear when you turn up the receiver gain controls must be generated in the receiver, mostly in the first rf amplifier and possibly some from the mixer. These are the most significant noises of a receiver because all other amplifier stages amplify them. Such internal noise is generated by random electron motions in the input stage resistors or in the first and perhaps the second active devices themselves. With an antenna on the receiver the relation of the received signal power to the noise power of the receiver is called the signal-to-noise ratio, or S/N.

The noise figure (NF) of a receiver is the ratio of the input S/N at the antenna input to the output S/N from the loudspeaker, or \( NF = \frac{S_i/N_i}{S_o/N_o} \). In general, the narrower the bandwidth of a receiver the less noise that will be amplified, and the better the S/N and NF.

On the high-frequency Amateur bands, the external noises brought in by the antenna may completely mask the internal noises developed by the receiver itself, and will determine how weak a signal can be received adequately. On the VHF through microwave bands, there is usually little manmade and external noise and the internal noises generated at the input stages of the receiver determine how weak a signal can be picked up and made to produce readable output signals.

undesirable effects

Under high-gain operation of your receiver, a
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strong nearby station 10 to perhaps 50 kHz away from the signal to which you are listening may cause desensitization of your receiver. Such signals are accepted by the broad front end and may produce a change in amplifier bias values, resulting in a lower received signal volume. Reduction of the rf gain control, or decoupling the antenna somewhat, will usually prevent or decrease such desensitization.

You may sometime be listening to a CW station on perhaps 7030 kHz. Up band at 7040 and 7048 kHz there are two other strong local stations in two separate CW QSOs with other stations. When they are both on the air at the same time their two signals push through the rf amplifier and into the mixer of your receiver and produce a beat at their difference frequency of 8 kHz down from 7040, or at 7032 kHz, which you hear as an audible tone. (You will also be able to hear them if you tune to about 7056 kHz.) Again, reduction of the rf gain will usually stop this type of interference. Remember, it is the fault of your receiver, not the fault of either of the two stations, which is producing interference for you.

the S-meter

Most Amateur receivers have an S-meter operating off the last i-f stage or the second detector stage to indicate the strength of received signals. The S-units are often calibrated in 6 dB steps (twice the voltage). An S4 signal should be 12 dB weaker (1/4 the input voltage) than an S6 signal. These meters may be fairly accurate on one band but rarely are correct on all of the Amateur bands. They do indicate in relative terms which signals are stronger and which are weaker. S-meters are calibrated in S-units from S0 to S9. An S9 signal would be 6 x 9, or 54 dB above the threshold of the noise generated internally in the receiver. A receiver should have the ability to adequately reproduce a received signal at least 40 to perhaps 50 dB over S9. It is said that such a receiver has a dynamic range of 96 or 106 dB.

Often, manmade noises will register as a steady S2 or S3 signal, making all signals weaker than this unreadable. In a very quiet location signals can often be copied which do not move the S-meter needle at all. The question then is, What kind of a signal report do I give these signals? Theoretically, an S0 should mean no signal strength at all.

Signal reports given by Amateurs are known as RST reports. The R stands for readability, from 1 to 5, with 5 being perfectly readable. The S stands for strength, from 0 to 9, with 9 being very strong. The T stands for tone, from 1 to 9, with 9 being a very pure tone. If there is some ripple in the power supply it may produce some hum modulation and would result in a T8 signal. Greater hum would be a T7. A T6 would be a slightly raspy tone. A T5 would be a very raspy tone, and so on. A 599 report is the best you can give. However, a 599C indicates chirpy keying. A 579 is an easily read relatively strong signal. A 499 indicates either there is interference, fading, or you cannot read the other operator because of poor keying. A 439 indicates most information is being copied but a rather weak signal. A 569 would have to indicate an extremely weak signal with no noise level, but 100 percent copyable.

You should always consider S-meter reports as approximations. In any case, it is not unusual for a signal to vary or fade up and down by five S-units in a few seconds. You can give either the peak S-meter reading as the report, or an average reading, but tell the other operator which report you are using. Most operators would prefer to hear the peak readings. They look much better in their log books.

FCC test topics

The following Novice test topics are discussed in this article, but should be understood by Technician/General and Advanced applicants also:

- vacuum tube applications and symbols
- quartz crystal applications
- block diagram of the stages of a simple receiver capable of A1 reception
- zero-beating a received signal
- RST signal reporting system

The following Technical/General class FCC test topics are discussed in this article, but should be understood by Advanced class license applicants also:

- transformer applications and symbols
- frequency translation, mixing
- bandwidth
- decibels

The following Advanced-class FCC test topics are discussed in this article, but should be understood by Extra class license applicants also:

- detectors, mixer stages
- oscillators, applications
- receiver desensitizing
- signal-to-noise ratio
- rf and i-f amplifier stages

For additional information on these subjects you can refer to Electronic Communication, or to Amateur Radio Theory and Practice, by Robert L. Shrader, W6BNB, McGraw-Hill Book Company, available through Ham Radio's Bookstore.
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DISCOVER THE NEW DENTRON LINE OF VALUE ENGINEERED PRODUCTS.

Every Dentron unit is the result of an intensive engineering effort focused on your specific needs. You get the gear you want, with the features you want, the performance you want, at a price you'll love. Value engineering...It means you don't have to pay for more than you want, or settle for less than you need.

GALION Linear Amplifier: 1200 PEP watts input on SSB; 1000 watts input on CW; 160-80-40-30-20-17-15 Meter amateur boards; modifications for 12 and 10 meter amateur bands and associated MARS frequencies; rugged reliable 3-500Z grounded grid triode; high volume forced air cooling; 2 speed blower; full function metering; internal in-out switching. 3-500Z tube included. 15½" W x 7½" H x 15¼" D; 47 lbs.

CM-U TUNED INPUT ACCESSORY: Tuned input accessory for amateur band amplifiers which have no tuned input stage. The circuitry is symmetrical on all bands. No tuning necessary. 4" W x 2½" H x 4½" D; 3 lbs.

GLA-1000B Linear Amplifier: 80-15m w/some MARS; 1200w PEP SSB; 700w CW; (d) D-50A's w/tuned input for Solid-State rigs; 125w drive; 11½" W x 5-3/8" H x 11½" D; 30 lbs.

GLA-1000B Linear Amplifier: 160-80-40-30-20-17-15 Meter amateur bands; 12 and 10 meters for export only; 2000 watts PEP SSB; 1000 watts CW, RTTY, SSTV, AM; 100% in Amateur Service; 2-Type 3-500Z ElMAC Power Grid Trlodes. 3-500Z tubes included. 15½" W x 7½" H x 15½" D; 49 lbs.

MLX Mini Transceiver: 25 Watt PEP SSB/CW Transceiver for any one Amateur Band, 160 to 6 Meters. Digital Readout, 12 Volt Operation. NI-CAD Portapack available. 5½" W x 2½" H x 7" D; 4 lbs.
NEW HORIZONS

STATION ONE CW Radio Station: A complete 3-band, 25 watt, CW transceiver and accessories station for new and experienced hams. This kit comes complete with transceiver, code key, 3 band dipole, headset, logbook, ARRL License Manual, radio and code course on cassette. 5"W x 4½"H x 5"D; 7 lbs.

GLT-1000 Antenna Tuner: 1.8-30 MHz continuous; Tunes wire, coax, balanced line; 1.2 KW PEP; 1 KW CW input; 11"W x 4½"H x 12"D; 18 lbs.

GLT-2500 2KW Antenna Tuner: 1.8-30 MHz continuous; Tunes coax, wires and balanced line; Wattmeter accuracy ± 10% of full scale; 14"W x 5½"H x 14"D; 28 lbs.

MLA-2500 C Linear Amplifier: A full 2 KW PEP, 1 KW CW amplifier; Uses two type 8122 output tubes with a total plate dissipation of 800 watts; The new MLA-2500 C is up to date with full coverage of all amateur bands, including the new W.A.R.C. 30, 17, and 12 meter bands, and 160 meters. 14"W x 5½"H x 14"D; 49 lbs.

Ur. Monitor Tuner: 1.8-30 MHz, 300W, balun; for coax, wire and balanced line. Basic or mobile bracket incl., 6"W x 3"H x 8"D; 4 lbs.

NDT-300 Tuner: 1.6-30 MHz, built in directional wattmeter with dual meters; wide matching range, built-in 4:1 balance, 14"W x 2"H x 14"D; 8 lbs.

MLX-2500 transceiver: (NDT Tuner Optional) 160-80-60-30-20-15-10 Meter amateur bands; USB, LSB, CW; 500 watts PEP SSB, 400 watts CW; 0.5uV for 10 db SIN; 120/240VAC 50/60 Hz Supply built in; All Silicon Solid State Receiver; 2-6M6 tubes in transmitter output; 14½"W x 5½"H x 14"D; 29 lbs.

MLA-2500 VHF 2 Meter Amplifier: 50-54 MHz, 142-150 MHz; 1800 Watts PEP, 1000 watts FM or C.W., 875 watts A.M. Linear; 8122 Ceramic/Metal Tetrodes; 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz; 14"W x 5½"H x 14"D; 49 lbs.

Clipperton T Antenna Tuner: 2 KW Tuner; 1.8-30 MHz Continuous; Tunes coax, wires or balanced line; 14½"W x 6"H x 14½"D; 22 lbs.

Clipperton T Antenna Tuner: 2 KW Tuner; 1.8-30 MHz Continuous; Tunes coax, wires or balanced line; 14½"W x 6"H x 14½"D; 22 lbs.

Clipperton T Antenna Tuner: 2 KW Tuner; 1.8-30 MHz Continuous; Tunes coax, wires or balanced line; 14½"W x 6"H x 14½"D; 22 lbs.

Clipperton T Antenna Tuner: 2 KW Tuner; 1.8-30 MHz Continuous; Tunes coax, wires or balanced line; 14½"W x 6"H x 14½"D; 22 lbs.
New channels may be added through the use of diode arrays.

A digital approach to odd splits for the ICOM IC-2A(T)

The IC-2A(T) is a basic handheld 2-meter transceiver. Its features include both simplex and duplex modes with the standard ±600 kHz split, and in the 2AT a Touch Tone™ pad is included. Simplicity adds to ruggedness, and the unit takes care of 99 percent of the needs of most people.

But what about the need in certain locations to operate in a duplex mode that is neither ±600 kHz? How about those that have a need to operate MARS or CAP repeaters?

There are three basic requirements that must be met when modifying any handheld. First, whatever is added must be able to fit into the few crevices left when the unit is buttoned up without anything being smashed or bent grotesquely. Therefore mod "X" must be as small as possible.

Secondly, the modification must do only what it's supposed to do and no more. It must not interfere with the normal operation of the rig in any way not intended. This also means it should not unnecessarily restrict access for maintenance. Some apparently believe that once their mod is installed and working, the unit will never break.

Last, and most important, the mod must be simple. There is not much room to work in, and the risk of construction errors must be minimized.

This discussion covers the details involving the ICOM unit; however, the principle is easily adapted to other types if they use static BCD frequency entry.

Theory of operation

A detailed block diagram of the PLL is shown in fig. 1. Controlling the frequency of the VCO is the divide-by-N chip IC1. Its inputs are generated by simple BCD thumbwheel switches, and the design of the PLL allows the value shown on the switches to equal the received frequency in megahertz. Of special interest is the switching arrangement for the PLL local oscillator. During receive the output of one crystal is used to mix with the VCO output, and the resulting intermediate frequency is fed to IC1. The result is that the VCO locks onto the receiver's first injection frequency divided by two. During transmit another crystal is switched to take the place of the first. This causes the PLL i-f to change frequency and the phase detector, upon detecting the change, sends an error voltage to the VCO, causing it to make up the difference caused by changing crystals. Shifting the VCO in this way allows the PLL to control the carrier frequency directly.

Changing crystals also offers a handy way to de-
rive the standard offsets from fixed thumbwheel switches without the added expense of CMOS adder circuits, since only two offsets are necessary. However, if an extra odd offset or two are needed, adding more crystals with their associated components is not the answer. Aside from being impractical, it is unnecessary since all that is required is to change the inputs of IC1 appropriately each time you want the VCO to change frequency.

Practically speaking, if the separation between a repeater’s input and output frequencies is not 600 kHz, then chances are pretty high that the pair is not related to any other pair, making it unique. Thus you can wire the transmit frequency into the transceiver with a diode array leaving only the problem of switching.

IC1 has internal pull-down resistors on its inputs leaving any unconnected at a low or ground potential. If all the lines from the various arrays are OR-tied to each input, as shown in fig. 2, the transmit 5 volts and receive 5 volts can be used for switching any array at any time. (The thumbwheel switches can be treated as just another array.)

The number of new channels that can be added is limited by the size of the diodes, the skill of the technician and the means of switching available. I used an 8-pin dual inline package having four SPST switches. These can be used for other purposes besides switching diode arrays. Control of subaudible tone frequencies is just one possibility.

One of the switches will have to be used to control the 5-kHz digit on transmit, leaving the original switch to control 5 kHz in receive if the transmit and receive frequencies differ in the kilohertz digit, since the smallest step the PLL can synthesize is 10 kHz.
without a change in the PLL local-oscillator frequency.

Fig. 3 shows the chart to convert the desired frequency into binary-coded decimal and a sketch representing the pins of IC1.

**construction**

Construction can be simple. However, adding more than one channel will require installation of an additional set of switches, which means putting a hole in the case. Such a project should be left to those who have, at minimum, a set of hand tools, clamps and a decent drill press. I used a miniature milling machine, an item to which not everybody has access; but with a steady drill press and a carefully made jig, holes of complex shape can be easily machined to close tolerances if the material to be used is soft.

Disassemble the transceiver by removing the four screws holding the battery plate using a No. 1 Phillips-head screwdriver. Then, using a No. 0 Phillips, remove the screws holding the case halves together. Remove the rear half and set it aside. Use caution when pulling the front since the microphone and speaker wires are attached and if the Touch Tone TM pad is installed, further restriction is caused by the flex cable plugged into the main board. Carefully remove the plug and lay the front case half beside the chassis. Remove the two screws holding the chassis together with a No. 1 Phillips and unfold the chassis.

Locate IC1 on the PLL board. (The PLL board is the one without the big hole.) Desolder and carefully remove the flex board from its position over IC1. Remove the now unconnected pins from around IC1, one at a time, by clamping the free end and heating the foil side joint and pulling it through gently from the component side. After removal of the pins, be sure the plated-through holes are free of solder and debris.

Next insert silicon diodes, such as 1N4148s, cathode-side down into the holes left by the pins. Solder the diodes as close to the board as possible. Next, thread the anode leads into the flex cable holes that will be over each diode when the cable is properly reinstalled. Each diode takes the place of one of the removed pins. Push the cable end firmly over IC1 and solder the leads after making sure that none are crossed. Bridge both gaps on the cable traces with solder.

Locate the thumbwheel frequency selector switches at the other end of the flex cable. The flex cable is reinforced by a thin phenolic board that is used as a stiff backing material for the soldered connections between the foil traces and the switch terminals. To this board is attached a green wire and either a brown or blue jumper. Cut or desolder the wire and remove it leaving nothing loose to accidentally short out.

If power were applied now the rig would operate normally in a range of 141.000 MHz to 149.995 MHz.

The thumbwheel switches have been wired to allow several diode arrays to be attached directly to the input leads of IC1 as shown in fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows how to connect the arrays to the switches.

If more than one array has been installed or if the kilohertz digit must change during transmit, a hole must be cut in the rear case half to accommodate the switch package as well as the smaller hole necessary for the SPDT switch. Fig. 6 outlines a method of cutting rectangular holes with a drill press. Cut a plywood block a little larger than the case and attach the plastic cover to the wood so that the drill bit in the press is perpendicular to the surface to be drilled when the block is resting on the smooth side of a larger piece of plywood that is attached to the press's table. Next nail a fence around the point where the bit's long axis intersects the plywood so that the fence's internal dimensions are equal to the dimensions of the small block, plus the dimensions of the DIP, minus the diameter of the drill bit to be used. A
1/16-inch (2-mm) drill bit is about as small as can be used without being too delicate. A smaller-diameter end mill is preferred. Only after lining up the table and practicing on scrap plastic to test the fit should an attempt be made to cut the cover.

Make the hole for S102 by using a high-speed drill and carving out a hole identical to the three already there. Using a sharp hobby knife, cut away a half circle in the top of the escutcheon plate to allow free movement of the switch when the case is installed.

One last detail is the antistatic modification to prevent accidental static discharge from damaging the rig. Typically the shortest path for static is through the serial-number plate and through the ungrounded

---

**fig. 5.** Illustrating the physical location of switches and arrays in the IC-2A.

---

**fig. 6.** Equipment setup for cutting holes into the transceiver case to accommodate switches and diode arrays.
**check out and operation**

It would be worthwhile to test the rig and give it a last visual inspection before reassembly. Check wires for clearance by gently closing the chassis and looking for obstructions. Connect a wattmeter, dummy load and frequency counter to the BNC connector on the top of the 2A. Connect the ground of the power supply to the braid of the coax and clip the positive lead to the battery terminal on the bottom. The supply voltage can be 6 to 11 volts with 8.4 volts being nominal. An ammeter may be used to learn much about what is happening inside but is not necessary.

Turn on the unit and check to see that it operates normally and then check to see if the modification performs as expected. If a fault is detected, check the wiring for shorts and the diodes for leakiness. Above all, use caution and think before acting. The 2A is no place to become reckless.

If operation is satisfactory, close the chassis and inspect closely for pinched wires before tightening the two chassis screws. Plug in the Touch Tone™ pad if present and lower the front half into place while making sure the speaker and microphone wires are not binding. Be sure the chassis PTT arm is not caught on a ledge and can touch the microswitch when depressed.

Put all the SPDT switches in their mechanical mid positions. Slide the plastic PTT lever into the grooves of the rear case half and fit it to the rig. When correctly installed, all the seams are together and the PTT lever operates correctly. When this state occurs, keep the case squeezed firmly together and install the battery plate on the bottom. Be sure to tighten the four screws firmly, but do not over tighten.

After installing the two side screws, give the unit one more checkout on the dummy load. Make sure all switches are fully to one side or the other.

**Conclusion**

While spending a minimum of time and money you can enhance the value of your rig by adding up to four permanent memories that do not require any holding current. Furthermore, if only one or two channels are desired, the remaining two SPST switches can be used to control the frequency of a subaudible tone encoder. The possible combinations are limited only by the needs and the imagination of the individual. Successfully enhancing your rig sets you a step closer to the goal of perfect operation.
Full Break-In Amplifier Module

Full break-in (QSK) is increasingly popular among CW operators due to more and more transceivers featuring full break-in. The problem is how to accomplish full break-in with your present amplifier.

The QSK-1™ module is the solution. It is simple to install, "plug and play" between the transceiver and the amplifier. With the QSK-1™ installed, the transceiver is instantly sensitive to other signals on the band between the transmitted keying pulses. Computerized CW and key board operators will love the QSK-1™. Enjoy conversation-like CW qso's at a full kilowatt.

Post paid continental U.S.A. $59.50

July 31 thru August 13, 1982
Our 23rd year
Have trouble finding time to study for Upgrading? Do it on your vacation at the OAK HILL ACADEMY RADIO SESSION in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia
Two weeks of intensive Code and Theory Study starting at your level.
• Novice to General
• General or Technician to Advanced
• Advanced to Amateur Extra
Expert Instructors — Friendly Surroundings — Excellent Accommodations. Ham Lab set up for all to use.
"A Vacation with a Purpose"

C. L. PETERS, K4DNJ, Director
Oak Hill Academy Amateur Radio Session
P. O. Box 1461, N. Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
(803) 272-6428
Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City/State/Zip ______________________
Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City/State/Zip ______________________

DIAL THIS ANTENNA DIRECT —NO TUNERS

Highest propagation and reception efficiency from minimum power to maximum legal power.

This antenna has no resistors, capacitors or power robbing networks. It is, simply, a self compensating dipole. Connects to 50Ω feedline.

Easily installed as a flat-top or inverted V.
Length: 126"", including ABS end insulators.

Factory direct - $124.95* including shipping in continental U.S.. Shipping weight 6 pounds. Money back guarantee, of course. *Limited time special price. Send check or money order. CA residents add sales tax.

SNYDER ANTENNA CORPORATION
250 EAST 17TH STREET • COSTA MESA, CA 92627 (714) 760-8882
California

C & A ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES
22010 S. WILMINGTON AVE.
SUITE 105
CARSON, CA 90745
213-834-5868
Not The Biggest, But The Best — Since 1962.

FONTANA ELECTRONICS
8628 SIERRA AVENUE
FONTANA, CA 92335
714-822-7710
714-822-7725
The Largest Electronics Dealer in San Bernardino County.

JUN'S ELECTRONICS
3919 SEPULVEDA BLVD.
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
213-390-8003 Trades
714-463-1866 San Diego
The Home of the One Year Warranty — Parts at Cost — Full Service.

SHAVER RADIO, INC.
1378 S. BASCOM AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
408-998-1103
Azden, Icom, Kenwood, Tempo, Ten-Tec, Yaesu and many more.

Connecticut

HATRY ELECTRONICS
500 LEDYARD ST. (SOUTH)
HARTFORD, CT 06114
203-527-1881
Call today. Friendly one-stop shopping at prices you can afford.

Florida

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
1998 DREW STREET
CLEARWATER, FL 33515
813-461-HAMS
Clearwater Branch
West Coast's only full service Amateur Radio Store.

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
621 COMMONWEALTH AVE.
ORLANDO, FL 32803
305-894-3238
Trade-800-468-3238
Inquire at your local store.

Illinois

ERICKSON COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
5456 N. MILWAUKEE AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60630
Chicago — 312-631-5181
Outside Illinois — 800-621-5802
Hours: 9:30-5:30 Mon, Tu, Wed & Fri;
9:30-9:00 Thurs; 9:00-3:00 Sat.

Indiana

THE HAM SHACK
808 NORTH MAIN STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47710
812-422-0231
Discount prices on Ten-Tec, Cubic, Hy-Gain, MFJ, Azden, Kantronics, Santec and others.

Kansas

ASSOCIATED RADIO
8012 CONSER, P. O. BOX 4327
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66204
913-381-5900
America's No. 1 Real Amateur Radio Store. Trade — Sell — Buy.

Maryland

THE COMM CENTER, INC.
LAUREL PLAZA, RT. 198
LAUREL, MD 20810
800-638-4466

Massachusetts

TEL-COM, INC.
675 GREAT ROAD, RTE. 119
LITTLETON, MA 01460
617-486-3040
617-486-3400 (this is new)
The Ham Store of New England
You Can Rely On.

Minnesota

MIDWEST AMATEUR RADIO SUPPLY
3452 FREMONT AVE. NO.
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55412
612-521-4662
It's service after the sale that counts.

Nevada

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
1072 N. RANCHO DRIVE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
702-647-3114
Pete, W3PZA & Squeak, AD7K
Outside Nev: 1 (800) 634-6227

New Hampshire

TUFTS ELECTRONICS
61 LOWELL ROAD
HUDSON, NH 03051
603-883-5005
New England's friendliest ham store.

New Jersey

RADIOS UNLIMITED
P. O. BOX 347
1760 EASTON AVENUE
SOMERSET, NJ 08873
201-469-4599
800-526-0903
New Jersey's only factory authorized Yaesu and Icom distributor. New and used equipment. Full service shop.

ROUTE ELECTRONICS 46
225 ROUTE 46 WEST
TOTOWA, NJ 07512
201-256-8555

ROUTE ELECTRONICS 17
777 ROUTE 17 SOUTH
PARAMUS, NJ 07625
201-444-8717
Drake, Cubic, DenTron, Hy-Gain, Cushcraft, Hustler, Larsen, MFJ, Butternut, Fluke & Beckman Instruments, etc.

Dealers: YOU SHOULD BE HERE TOO!
Contact Ham Radio now for complete details.
Amateur Radio Dealer

New York

BARRY ELECTRONICS
512 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10012
212-925-7000
New York City's Largest Full Service
Ham and Commercial Radio Store.

GRAND CENTRAL RADIO
124 EAST 44 STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10017
212-599-2630
Drake, Kenwood, Yaesu, Atlas,
Ten-Tec, Midland, DenTron, Hy-Gain,
Mosley in stock.

HARRISON RADIO CORP.
20 SMITH STREET
FARMINGDALE, NY 11735
516-293-7990
"Ham Headquarters USA" since
1925. Call toll free 800-645-9187.

RADIO WORLD
ONEIDA COUNTY AIRPORT
TERMINAL BLDG.
ORISKANY, NY 13424
TOLL FREE 1 (800) 448-9338
NY Res. 1 (315) 337-0203
Authorized Dealer — ALL major
Amateur Brands. We service everything we sell!!
Warren K2IXN or Bob WA2MSH.

Pennsylvania

HAMTRONICS,
DIV. OF TREVOSE ELECTRONICS
4033 BROWNSVILLE ROAD
TREVOSE, PA 19047
215-357-1400
Same Location for 30 Years.

LaRUE ELECTRONICS
1112 GRANDVIEW STREET
SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA 18509
717-343-2124
Icom, Bird, Cushcraft, Beckman,
Fluke, Larsen, Hustler, Astron,
Antenna Specialists, W2AUW/2VS,
AEA, B&W, CDE, Sony, Vibroplex.

Texas

MADISON ELECTRONICS SUPPLY
1508 McKinney
HOUSTON, TX 77010
713-658-0268
Christmas?? Now?? See ad index
page.

Virginia

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT BANK
516 MILL STREET, N.E.
VIENNA, VA 22180
703-938-3350
Metropolitan D.C.'s One Stop
Amateur Store. Largest Warehousing
of Surplus Electronics.

Wisconsin

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
4828 W. FOND DU LAC AVE.
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
414-442-4200
Wisc. Wats: 1 (800) 242-5195
Outside Wisc: 1 (800) 558-0411

Ohio

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
28940 EUCLID AVE.
WICKLiffe, OH (CLEVELAND AREA)
44092
216-585-7388
Ohio Wats: 1 (800) 362-0290
Outside Ohio: 1 (800) 321-3594

UNIVERSAL AMATEUR RADIO, INC.
1280 AIDA DRIVE
REYNOLDSBURG (COLUMBUS), OH
43068
614-886-4267
Featuring Kenwood and all other
Ham gear. Authorized sales and ser-
vice. Shortwave headquarters. Near
I-270 and airport.

Oklahoma

DERRICK ELECTRONICS, INC.
714 W. KENOSHA — P.O. BOX A
BROKEN ARROW, OK 74012
Your Discount Ham equipment dealer
in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma
1-800-331-3688 or
1-918-251-3923

SAY YOU SAW
IT IN
ham radio!

NEW!
FROM

KENDWOOD

TS930S

TR9130

TR2500

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-638-4486

THE COMM CENTER
INC.
MD.: 301-792-0600
OPEN MON. THROUGH SAT.
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CMOS timing circuit for frequency counters

This frequency-counter timing circuit uses CMOS ICs. It was inspired by a similar circuit using TTL ICs that appeared in an earlier issue of *ham radio*.

When the article in reference 1 appeared, I was designing a frequency counter and I needed just such a circuit. However, the TTL circuit was of little use to me, so I created a CMOS version to meet my requirements. I thought that others might be interested in a CMOS version of this timing circuit, so here it is.

The circuit

My CMOS version is shown in fig. 1. Pulses of 10 Hz, which in my counter are derived from a LM5369 and a 4017 CMOS counter, are divided by six and enter one-half of a 4518 dual synchronous divide-by-ten counter. The 4518 divides by five by using the 1 and 4 binary-coded weighted outputs to provide a reset pulse through a 4011 two-input NAND gate. This action produces the 2-Hz output and performs the equivalent function of the 7490 divide-by-five counter.

The divide-by-two portion of the 7490 is accomplished by a 4027 J-K flip-flop, IC5, which divides the 2-Hz output to 1 Hz. The other half of IC5 divides the 1-Hz signal to 0.5 Hz. The output of pin 15 of IC5B is used for the gate pulse.

Operation

At this point my circuit differs in operation from Mr. Naslund's. Instead of inverting the 2-Hz pulse to generate the latch and reset pulses, the 2-Hz and 1-Hz pulses are used for this purpose. By following the timing diagram, fig. 2, you can see that the latch pulse appears only when inputs A, B, C, and D are high at IC6A, and that this action occurs only at the end of the gate pulse.

By feeding the 1-Hz input to the other four-input NAND gate (labeled IC6B) instead of the 1-Hz input, the reset pulse can be generated on the next 2-Hz pulse, well in advance of the next gate-enable pulse.

Note that, in my design, the latch and reset pulses are negative instead of positive-going. If desired, a 4082 dual four-input AND gate can be used instead of the 4012 to produce positive latch and reset pulses.

Some advice

Don't use the 4017 or 4018 in place of the 4518, as they will not produce the proper duty cycle ratio for the 2-Hz waveform. Also, the 74C107 dual J-K flip-flop cannot be substituted for the 4027, since it isn't a positive edge-triggered device.

Reference


David H. Bevel

---

fig. 1. CMOS frequency-counter timing circuit inspired by a previous article in *ham radio* using TTL devices.
printed circuit layout and drilling template

Neatness is not one of my natural abilities. As a result, some of my printed circuit board layouts have resembled my junkbox. Rather than give up, or spend hours laying out draftsman-quality boards, I devised the following fast, cheap, and neat method to do both the layout and drilling work. The wiring layout is made using a felt-tip marking pen on standard perforated board having holes on 0.1-inch centers (that's 2.5 mm for you metric fanatics). The orderly array of holes almost forces a neat appearance and matches the pin pattern of dual in-line package integrated circuits.

Perf board is used as a template for drilling PC boards.

The board is then clamped to the copperclad printed-circuit board as shown in the photograph. Once clamped, it is easy to drill through the circuit board using the perforated holes as guides. And the perforated board can be used to drill several circuits one at a time. I have not experienced any noticeable wearing on the perforated board from repeated use. In fact, after the circuit board or boards are drilled — and if I do not expect to make any more copies — I can merely erase the circuit layout from the perforated guide board and it is ready for use with another circuit.

Making a photocopy of the template before erasing is an easy way to record the circuit. After the printed circuit board is drilled, I apply the resist pattern with a resist pen and etch the board with ferric chloride.

John M. Franke, WA4WDL

| PIN 5, IC1 |
| PIN 1, IC4, 10 pins |
| PIN 11, IC4, 8 pins |
| PIN 2, IC5, 11 pins |
| PIN 15, IC5, 1/2" 7 pins |
| PIN 14, IC5, 1/2" 2 pins |
| PIN 7, IC6, 1 latch |
| PIN 13, IC6, 1 reset |
| PIN 10, IC6, 1 count gate |

fig. 2. Timing diagram for the CMOS timing circuit.

---

**July’s Super Specials**

**NEMAL ELECTRONICS**

**COAXIAL CABLE SALE**

**POLYETHYLENE DIELECTRIC**

- RG213 noncontaminating 96% shield mil spec...
- RG214/U double silver shield 50 ohm...
- RG142/U double silver shield 50 ohm Terrier...
- RG11U 96% shield 75 ohm mil spec...
- RG-6/U 96% shield Mil Spec...
- RG62/U 96% shield mil spec 93 ohm...
- RG-58/U Double shield (RG-58 coax) 50 ohm...
- RG-58/U mil spec 96% shield...

**LOW LOSS FOAM DIELECTRIC**

- RG-6/U 50% shield...
- RG-11U 50% shield...
- RG-6/U 97% shield 11 gauge (equal Belden 8214)
- RG58U 80% shield...
- RG58U 95% shield...
- RG59/U 100% foil shield TV type...
- Rotor cable 2-18 ga 6-22 ga...

**CONNECTORS MADE IN USA**

- Amphenol PL-259...
- PL-259 push-on adapter shell...
- PL-259 & SO-239...
- Double Male Connector...
- PL-259 Double Female Connector...
- 1 ft. patch cord w/RCA type plugs each end...
- US-175 or 176...
- US-225 (PL-259 to BNC)...
- US-258 (PL-259)...
- F45A (TV type)...
- US-211/U Type N Male for RG8, Amphenol...
- US-88C/J/U & BNC Male for RG-58, Amphenol...
- US-273 BNC-PL-259 Amphenol...
- 3/16 inch Male Plug for Collins etc. (cutoff)...

Call or write for Free Catalog shipping

Cable — $3.00 1st 100 ft., $2.00 each addl. 100 ft.
Connectors — add 10%, $2.50 minimum.
COD add $1.50. Florida Residents add 5%.

**NEMAL ELECTRONICS**

1327 N.E. 119 St., Dept H, H, Miami, FL 33161
Telephone: (305) 661-5534

July 1982
New! Improved MK V model.

- Silver contact relay keys all ham rigs and most shipboard transmitters.
- Attractive cabinet. Same small size.
- "Available in two keying styles."
  New from Palomar Engineers - the MK V electronic keyer. It transmits with amazing ease at any desired speed from 5 to 50 wpm. Enables anyone to send with the skill of an expert.
  The heavy weighted base of the MK V (31/4 lb) gives that solid feel that makes it a pleasure to send. No sliding across the table. The large 1 ampere silver contact points that key the rig don't burn out like transistors and don't freeze up like reed relays. No jumpers to change for polarity; keys both plus and minus voltages equally well. Just plug it in and go.
  Sends manual, semi-automatic, full automatic, squeeze and iambic. More features than you can pay for.

- COPY
  No special layout or arrangements available. Material should be type-written or clearly printed (not all capitals) in readable type. No slides, charts, or charts and graphs. Material can be less than 250 words, with type-size 10 pt or larger. No drawings or charts of any kind. Material must be original copy. Will pay reasonable cost. Michael Hood, 1215 W. 11th, Amarillo, TX 79101.

- DEALLINE
  15th of second preceding month.

- SEND MATERIAL TO: Flea Market, Ham Radio, Greenville, N. H. 03048.

- QSL CARDS
  QSLs — BE PLEASANTLY SURPRISED! Order our three colored QSLs in all varieties for $8.00 per 100 or $13.00 for 200. Satisfaction guaranteed. Samples $1.00 (refundable). Constantine Press, 1219 Ellington, Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577.
  QSL & RUBBER STAMPS — Top Quality! Card Samples and Stamp Info — 50¢ — Ebert Graphics 5R, Box 70, Westerville, Ohio 43081.
  QSL CARDS: 25¥, Samcard's, 48 Monte Carlo Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15229.

- AMP-LETTER: Devoted to designing, building, and operating Amateur Radio Amplifiers. Sample $2.00. AMP-LETTER, RR 2 Box 39A, Thompsonville, IL 60090.
  WANTED: Manuals for Clegg RF Amplifiers, Sample $2.00. AMP-LETTER, RR 2 Box 39A, Thompsonville, IL 60090.

- TELEGRAPH keys wanted. Dick Randall, 1263 Lakehurst, Livonia, MI 48150.

- HAMFESTS Sponsored by non-profit organizations receive one free Flea Market ad (subject to our editing) on a space available basis only. Repeat insertions of hamfest ads pay the non-commercial rate. Free catalog on request. Please order early. Deadline two months prior to event.

- MOBILE OPERATORS: Antec's Mobile Antennas cover 3.2 to 30 MHz inclusive, with no coil changing. $50 Ohms input. Two models, the MT-1 MANUAL, MT-1TRT REMOTE-TUNED from the operators position. Uses two Hyd. Pumps and Motors. MT-1 $129.95, MT-1TRT $240.00 plus UPS postage. Check your local dealer or write for Dealer List and Brochure. ANTEC, INC., Route One, Box 415, Lansdale, PA 19446. 208-423-1400.


- WANTED: Micror and Mstr II Base Stations 400-420 and 450-470 MHz. Also 2 and 6 GHz solid state microwave equipment. Antek 4, 407 Place, Berkeley, CA 94708.

- VHF COMMUNICATIONS MAGAZINE: A quarterly radio magazine, catering to VHF-UHF-SHF technology. Published in spring, summer, autumn, and winter. Subscriptions — $20 per year. Make check payable to: Selecto Inc., 372 Bel Marin Keys, Novato, CA 94947.


- TUBES, TUBES wanted for cash/trade 304TL, 4CXL00A, 4F590C, 7F7, 7T7, 53, 6LSM. Any high power or special purpose tubes of Eimac/Variac. DCC, 10 Schuyler Ave., Nor, Arlington, NJ 07032. (800) 526-1270.

- INTERFACE the TRS-80 Model III to the real world using the IO port provided. Interface lights, bells, timers, relays, etc. Complete software system with software examples. Send $10 to Ellicott Electric, West Union, IL 62477.


- ROHN TOWERS Wholesale direct to users. All products available. Write or call for price list. Also we are wholesale distributors for Antenna Specialists and Regency FM Radios. Hill Radio, PO Box 1405, 2503 G.E. Rd., Bloomington, IL 61701. (309) 663-2141.

- "NEW" K15B Multi-band Dipole 80-10 (WARC), Mini 8 Coax $17/25/100. 450 Ohm open wire $14/25/100. Details — Kito-Tec, PO Box 1001, Oak View, CA 90002.

- WANTED: Information on the "Gonset 2m sidewinder" Model 900A. Anyone with parts for this unit or where they can be had. Would be willing to purchase a non-op parts unit for parts.


- COLLECTOR GRADE Laboratory instruments for sale: Rubicon, Leeds, Weston, G.P. Prices are fringes of orig. cost, for display. Send SASE for detailed 6 pg. list. Also contains much other equipment, Tektronix, H.P., G.R. parts, and more. Joseph Cohen, 200 Woodside, Winthrop, MA 02152.

- WANTED: Surplus 1-3 kHz HF transmitter type FT-15, Collins TDM or equivalent, or higher power up to 20w SSB not necessary. J. Phinney, 2 Lake Ave. Ext., Danbury, CT 06810. W1LDU.


- RTTY JOURNAL EXCLUSIVELY AMATEUR RADIOLETTE

Tell 'em you saw it in HAM RADIO!

Box 5103 Tacoma, WA 98405 (206) 759-1611, C

Free admission and parking. Prize drawing tickets $15 advance, $20 gate. Refreshments. Gates open 10 AM. KXTH in talk on 52. For information: SASE to Wood Co. ARC, c/o S. Irons, PO Box 73, Luck, OH 44434.

OHIO: NOAFCERT. Saturday, July 24, Lorain County Fair, Wellington. Donation for 52 and $300 advance, $30 gate, children under 12 free. Admission ticket good for prize drawings. Flea market space $1.00 per car. Inquiries, Report available on $300, for receipt by NOARDS. Free overnight camping Friday, no hookups. Mobile check-in prizes 1:00 PM. Mobile check-in in 206, 146, 52525, reservations and information on 146, 1070. For tickets: NOAFCERT, PO Box 354, Lorain, OH 44052.

PENNSYLVANIA: The Mid-Atlantic Amateur Radio Club's annual J.B.M. Hamfest, August 1, 9 AM to 4 PM. Montgomeryville. Tailgate setup 8 AM. Admission $2.50 plus $1.00 additional for tailgate space. Non-licensed $YTLs and children under 12 free. Refreshing food and drinks and more. Inquiries: 9 AM, 146.52 in tailgate space. For information: Mid-Atlantic ARC, PO Box 352, Villafranca, PA 19305.

PENNSYLVANIA: The 5th annual South Hills Brass Fonomakers and Modulators Hamfest, August 1, 10 AM to 4 PM. South Campus, Community College of Allegheny County, Pittsburgh. Admission $2 or $3. Computers, OSCAR and ATV demos, Flea Market. Talk in on 146.170. For information: Andrew L. Pato, WA3PBD, 1433 Sauflleuffer Drive, West Homestead, PA 15120.

PLAYBOY RESORT at Great Gorge, McKeen, NJ — the place to relax and enjoy — see all the manufacturers and dealers' exhibits — attend the vital and informative forums — new-old-attachements — come to all the ARRL Hudson Division Convention, October 30-31. Send SASE now for complete details to HARC, Box 528, Englewood, NJ 07631.

TENNESSEE: The Radio Amateur Convention. Friday, Saturday, July 17, Callaway Park, Nashville. Admission $10 or $3155. Computers, OSCAR and ATV demos, Flea Market. Talk in on 146.1373 and 146.52. For information: Andrew L. Pato, WA3PBD, 1433 Sauflieuffer Drive, West Homestead, PA 15120.

OCCUPATIONAL EVENTS

"Things to do..."

JULY 10-11: The Texoma Amateur Radio Club will operate K5QD from Denison, Texas, to commemorate the City's Western Days celebration. 1400Z, July 10 to 0000Z, July 11 and 1400Z to 2300Z, July 11. 80, 40, 15, 10 meters, lower end of the General phone bands. Certificate available for large SASE or 40€C postage from K5QO, 1300 E. Richards, Sherman, TX 75500.

JULY 10-18: The Racine Megacycle Club will operate W9JLM on the SSB and CW bands during Salmon-A-Rama. W9JLM will operate from the City of Racine's harbor. During the fishing contest, Racine is known as the "Salmon Capital of the World." W9JLM will have 1400Z to 2300Z, July 10, 11, 17, 1100Z to 2300Z, July 18. Frequency: General portion of phone bands on 10, 15, and 20 meters. Go fishing for W9JLM and receive a special GSL. SASE to: W9JLM, Racine Megacycle Club, c/o American Red Cross, Lake Shore Counties, 4521 Taylor Avenue, Racine, WI 53405.

JULY 16-18: The Eastern Michigan Amateur Radio Club will sponsor a special events station for the 1982 running of the Macinac Island Yacht Race. Friday, July 16 from 6 PM to 10 PM EDT; Saturday, July 17 and Sunday, July 18 from 10 AM to 10 PM EDT. SSB frequencis on 40 and 80 meters in 75 and 15 meter General Class phone bands. CW 10 kHz lower edge of Novice bands. Two stations on SSB and one on CW. Call in the contest on 7.0 MHz. SASE available for contacting this station. Our contact will be KD8DO, 1800 E. Michigan Avenue, Harve, MI 48115. Can list check payable to QCWA-2, Torrance, CA.

JULY 17: The Westminster, Ohio Reserve Amatuer Radio Association will operate W8KDL from 1300Z to 1400Z, July 17 to 0400Z, July 18 and again from 1300Z to 1900Z, July 18, from the birthplace of Neil Armstrong, the first man to walk on the moon. W8KDL will operate from 1400Z to 2300Z, 1.80, 3.50, 7.00, 28500 € QRM. CW 10 kHz upper edge of the band at the beginning of the hour. Check-ins invited on 146.52 for OSCAR and ATV demos. For additional information: SASE to K8CQL, PO Box 286, Celina, OH 43522.

JULY 24-25: The Treaty City Amateur Radio Association will operate W6UMD as a special event station from the site of the 1968 Oakland Days celebration. 1300Z, July 24 to 1900Z, July 25. W6UMD will operate 10 kHz from 0000Z to 1800Z.
bottom of the General band on 40 and 20 meters and will venture into the 40 meter Novice band occasionally. For a special certificate send business SASE and QSL to T.C.A.R.A., Box 91, Greenville, Ohio 45331.

JULY 24: Celina, Ohio. Reservoir Amateur Radio Association will operate W8CN from 13000 to 18000 during the Celina Lake Festival. Frequencies: Phone - 3940, 7260, 14285, 21360, 28590 ±500. Check-ins invited on W8BFN/B or 14061/14661. Certificate for QSL and SASE to: WBN, PO Box 266, Celina, Ohio 43502.


JULY 31- AUGUST 1: The Elmira area amateurs will operate W2JZ from Chemung County's annual Good Neighbor Festival. Frequencies: 3160, 21060 Aug. 1, 31200 over 29000 at 7000 Hz. Dimensions: 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 excluding antenna. Custom tuned to your frequency. Low cost, only $50.00. Allow $2.00 for shipping and handling.

We have a complete line of transmitter and receiver strips and synthesizers for Amateurs and commercial use. Write or call for free catalog. We welcome MasterCard or VISA.

GLB ELECTRONICS
1592 Clinton St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14206
1-(716) 824-7969, 9 to 4

new COAX SWITCHES
from Barker & Williamson

Model 593
- Single Pole 3 Position with grounding of all unused positions.
- Crosstalk (measured at 30 MHz) is -45dB between adjacent outlets and 60 dB between alternate outlets.

Model 594
- 2 Pole 2 Position
- Crosstalk 45dB (measured at 30 MHz)

Specifications for both switches:
- Power 1 KW-2 KW PEP
- Impedance 50-75 ohms
- VSWR 1.2:1 up to 150 MHz
- Dimensions 1" high, 2" wide, 3" deep
- Weight 1 lb.
- Mount Wall or desk

Available at your B & W dealer

Barker & Williamson, Inc.
10 Canal St., Bristol, Pa. 19007
Phone: (215) 786-5581

JULY 21: 22: The Huron County Amateur Radio Club will participate in the 169th anniversary of the Battle of Pigeon River by offering from Perry's Victory and Peace Memorial on South Bass Island in Lake Erie. W8WH will be on the air beginning 0000 Z, August 21 to 0000 Z, August 22. SSB frequencies: 3580, 7250, 14285, 21360, 28590 ± 500. Operate on 40 and 20 meters with a special certificate for QSL after sending the contact, send QSL and SASE to ARRL KS8A.

808 N. Main Evansville, IN 47711

AEF
MBA-RO Reader $250.00
MBA-RO Code/Conv Xmt.
MB-M-2 Morse/Manual Keyer $285.00
MK-2 Contest Memory Keyer $95.00
KT-2 Keyer/Trainer $150.00
 parametric 144/220 MHz $35.00

ARRL
Handbook $10.00
Ham Radio & News $8.00
Large assortment of publications

ATLANTIC
H7DZ (10.7 kHz) $75.00
U86 Small Monitor $95.00

ALPHA DELTA
R-2000W Lightweight Power $29.00
R-2000W Lightning Protection $30.00
AMERICAN Amateur Radio Theory $6.75

ASTON
RS7A 3.7-7 Amp Power Supply $49.00
RS12A-12 Amp $95.00
RS24A 20-24 Amp $145.00
RS25A 25-35 Amp $149.00
RS35M 35-55 Amp $195.00

AZDEN PSS 3000/3000
Most accessories in stock $105.00
B&K Folded Dipole (Super Antenna) $105.00
B & M Test Guides $9.95
TNC/ENCODE $36.00
BARNEBERRY HFR $36.00

CUSHCRAFT
AJ Tribander 3 EL $169.00
A4 Tribander 4 EL $209.00
A2-14 EL 2 EL Super Booster $99.00
Many others in stock

DARWIN
CNA 2002 2.5KVA Auto Tuner $425.00
CNA 1001 5KVA Auto Tuner $299.00
CNA 2001 8-10 Mhz Auto Rotor $69.00
CNA 18-15 Mhz $110

DRAKE
T40A Xcvr $1,350.00
T30A Xcvr $1,295.00
T30C ENCODER $795.00
ST 1400 $250.00
SR-300P $395.00
All accessories in stock

HAEL
CT2100 Terminal $695.00
KBB1000 Keyboard $159.00
CVR 685A Teletype $875.00

HY-GAIN
HT/7X7 XTL Tribander $339.00
HT-28X35 EL Tribander $339.00
VT2 Vertically Vertical "Excellent" $360.00
HAT IV Rotator 15 ft. $239.00
Tailwater Rotator 15 ft. $239.00
HATIII 15 ft. kit $239.00

ICOM
IC-707A 400W Transceiver $8,700.00
IC-746 NH 200W Transceiver $6,400.00
IC-746 JH 300W Transceiver $4,600.00

KLM
KX4 4 EL Tribander $1,095.00
KT4X EL Tribander "Beautiful Ant" $1,495.00
KLM-1000-1500 UHF Interface $149.00

LARSEN NLA 1500W 2 Mtr Mag. $39.00

MPS
4440 Voice Mic $155.00
MK-1000 Keyboard $295.00
MK-2100 Keyboard $305.00
MK-2100 2 Mtr All Mode $305.00
MK-2100 More Small Mobile $305.00
MK-2100 More Small Mobile $305.00
MK-2100 More Small Mobile $305.00

MICROTEST
H7DZ (10.7 kH2) $75.00
SHURE
HD70 (10.7 kHz) $59.00
U86 Small Monitor $95.00

TEN TEC
GD-2000 $475.00
GD-3000 $595.00
MC-1000 $425.00
MC-3000 $645.00
MC-5000 $695.00

Get More Details! CHECK-Off Page 92

1212-422-0231
MON-FRI 9AM-5PM SAT 9AM-3PM

More details for switching and electronic equipment is included!
the summer ionosphere

The ionosphere is produced by ultraviolet radiation from the sun ionizing the constituents of the air in the D (80 km) and E (100 km) regions, and on up to about 180 km. The F region (250 km) is usually ionization moved along the geomagnetic field from elsewhere, mainly diffused up from below.

In our hemisphere, ion production is maximum in these D and E regions during the summer months. Remember that the sporadic E season (lots of ionization) is in the summer. Absorption and attenuation of signals in the lower frequency (40-160 meter) bands is the result of ionization in the D region, limiting propagation to 200-400 km during the day but then opening up to 2000 km at night. (The 200 km is in the summertime, the 400 km in the winter.)

The higher frequency bands (10-20 meters) are not much affected by increased summer absorption of signals because those frequencies are so high. But these bands have lower maximum usable frequencies (MUFs) in summer than winter, since the ionization is down lower. A good rule of thumb is that ionization is maximum either in the lower regions or upper regions but not both. Making up for lower MUFs, the longer hours of daylight in summer give more of the day with fairly high MUF. A flat-broad peak to the summer diurnal curve is seen, instead of the high-pointed peak of winter.

The solar flux value derived from measurements at 2800 MHz at Ottawa, Canada, is not ideal, because that frequency is not best for measuring the sun’s ultraviolet radiation — but it’s adequate. The readings date back to 1947 and can provide some useful sun-earth relationships (including substitute for sunspot number, SSN). And we use it as a daily solar predictor. The flux value is proportional to signal attenuation and E region MUF, and to the F region MUF after a time lag of two to three days. The Space Environment Service Center (SESC) in Boulder, Colorado, collects and broadcasts this information on WWV at 18 minutes after each hour. We hope they weather the budget cuts enough to continue. Please write them!

When is the flux/SSN really going to fall distinctly? The envelope of the superimposed curves of the past four to eleven years leads me to expect a drop from the eleven-year cycle peak of 200/140 monthly average. I expect it to hit 150/100 around October. We will see MUFs slowly decrease about twenty percent at mid latitudes in that same period of time. This will begin to change some of our DX operating habits. More later.

last minute forecast

The lower frequency bands (40 through 80 meters) are expected to offer good DX the first week and last few days of the month. The higher bands (10-20 meters) will improve to an excellent DX rating about the 18th to 20th of July. Disturbed days can enhance the rare DX openings about the 1st, 12th, 20th, and 28th. The middle pair may be of shorter duration than the other two longer disturbances.

A total eclipse of the moon is visible on July 6 from 0533 to 0929 UT in the Americas and across to Australia. The moon will be full on eclipse day and will be at perigee on the 19th. Also a partial eclipse of the sun is visible from 1719 to 2009 UT on July 20 in extreme northern Asia, northwestern Europe, northwestern North America, Greenland, Iceland, and the Arctic regions. The sun will be obscured forty-six percent at maximum.

Ten and fifteen meters will provide good worldwide DX during the daylight and early evening hours on most days of the month. Expect conditions to peak during the late afternoon, with long- and short-skip signals.

Twenty meters will be open to some area of the world for the entire twenty-four hour period on most days of the month. The band should peak in all directions just after local sunrise, and again toward the east and south during late evening hours. During darkness, the band will peak toward the west, in an arc from southwest through northwest, that will take in Pacific areas.

Forty meters can often provide good DX from sunset through darkness till just after sunrise, despite the atmospheric noise levels — provided you choose times when local thunderstorm-related static is at a minimum.

Eighty meters can sometimes provide openings to DX areas during darkness and at sunrise, but signals will be weak and static will be strong. For these DX conditions, coastal stations often have a better chance of working DX than do stations in the center of large land masses.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JAN</th>
<th>FEB</th>
<th>MAR</th>
<th>APR</th>
<th>MAY</th>
<th>JUN</th>
<th>JULY</th>
<th>AUG</th>
<th>SEP</th>
<th>OCT</th>
<th>NOV</th>
<th>DEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIA FAR EAST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. AFRICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. AMERICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTARCTICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEANIA AUSTRALIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WESTERN USA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JAN</th>
<th>FEB</th>
<th>MAR</th>
<th>APR</th>
<th>MAY</th>
<th>JUN</th>
<th>JULY</th>
<th>AUG</th>
<th>SEP</th>
<th>OCT</th>
<th>NOV</th>
<th>DEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIA FAR EAST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. AFRICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. AMERICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTARCTICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEANIA AUSTRALIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MID USA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JAN</th>
<th>FEB</th>
<th>MAR</th>
<th>APR</th>
<th>MAY</th>
<th>JUN</th>
<th>JULY</th>
<th>AUG</th>
<th>SEP</th>
<th>OCT</th>
<th>NOV</th>
<th>DEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIA FAR EAST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. AFRICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. AMERICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTARCTICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEANIA AUSTRALIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EASTERN USA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JAN</th>
<th>FEB</th>
<th>MAR</th>
<th>APR</th>
<th>MAY</th>
<th>JUN</th>
<th>JULY</th>
<th>AUG</th>
<th>SEP</th>
<th>OCT</th>
<th>NOV</th>
<th>DEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIA FAR EAST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. AFRICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. AMERICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTARCTICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEANIA AUSTRALIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*July 1982*
TUBES

IC'S

ATLAS FILTERS

ATLAS CRYSTAL FILTERS FOR
ATLAS HAM GEAR

Your Choice $15.95 ea.
IC's

74117  2.70  74116  2.30  74LS155  1.24
74158  2.70  74120  2.00  74LS156  1.04
74133  3.75  74122  1.64  74LS157  0.95
74164  2.75  74123  1.24  74LS158  -0.50
74174  3.75  74125  0.49  74LS160  -0.10
74175  3.75  74126  0.62  74LS161  0.12
74181  9.0  74127  0.73  74LS164  0.14

MOS Cap's

LO3089 LED Flasher IC  $1.25 each
TCA440 AM Receiver IC  $2.19 each
Microwave Pin Switching Diodes
MPN 3400 .52 each or 3/$1.00

RF-IF Audio Amp, w. AGC
MC1590 $1.00 each
MC159G $1.25 each

CAPACITORS

Elco Paper Caps. Part #CQ 20A104, 10 @ 2KV
Sprague/Goodman Ceramic Caps. 69 each
#GN50000, 5.1 to 50 pF
Sprague/Goodman Piston Caps. #G12000, 8 to 12 pF

Eric #1270-016 $1.00 each
Min. attenuation: 50 dB from 200 MHz to 10 GHz, 5000 pF, 200 VDC

Eric #1201-785 $1.25 each
Min. attenuation: 50 dB from 100 MHz to 10 GHz, 5500 pF, 200 VDC

New Sanghun Type 2A Caps. $1.00 each
#CM520332, 032 MD 600 VDC
1/2"x 3/4" x 1 1/4" W
New High Voltage Oil Filled Capacitor
Mfr. #4W2005, Mfr. #2005
53.3 MFD, 3.5 KVDC, Length: 4 1/2", width: 3/4", height: 11"
$29.99 each

Dip Tantalum Capacitors
15 MFD @ 25 VDC

TRIMMER CAPS
Sprague, Stable Polypropylene. 50 each or 10/4.00
not sold mixed
1.2 to 13pF 2 to 30pF 3.9 to 55pF

MOTOROLA R.F. MODULES

RCA CA3028A $1.00 each
Cascade Amplifier, DC-500 MHz
Analog Devices AD505 IC $1.00 each
Low voltage dropper reference.
3-terminal device, V. out-2.5 V, fC
4.5 V x v. in 30 V

MEM 631.5 $5.00 each
Dual gate MOS Fet
Vds = 25V, Id = 30mA
Mhos 2000

LM3089 LED Flasher IC $1.25 each
TCA440 AM Receiver IC $2.19 each
with RF, AGC, mixer, low current draw.

Microwave Pin Switching Diodes
MPN 3400 .52 each or 3/$1.00

RF-IF Audio Amp, w. AGC
MC1590 $1.00 each
MC159G $1.25 each

Fet 1000 V DC input

MICROSEMI CAPS

1.2 to 13pF 2 to 30pF 3.9 to 55pF

MOS FET'S

RF-IF Amp.
#W105, MAC15-6 $1.00 each
TO-220 Traco, 15 Amps 400 V

CARTRIDGE CAPACITOR

Mfr. #4W2005, Mfr. #2005
53.3 MFD, 3.5 KVDC, Length: 4 1/2", width: 3/4", height: 11"
$29.99 each

HIGH VOLTAGE CAPS

22 MFD @ 500 VDC $1.69
150 MFD @ 450 VDC $4.29
225 MFD @ 450 VDC $4.29
600 MFD @ 360 VDC $2.99
800 MFD @ 330 VDC $2.99
1000 MFD @ 350 VDC $7.99
2000 MFD @ 450 VDC $22.99
3000 MFD @ 450 VDC $29.99
4000 MFD @ 450 VDC $36.99

ARCO CAPACITORS

# 304, 100-550 pF $1.50
# 402, 100-550 pF $1.00
# 404, 8-60 pF $1.00
# 405, 5-80 pF $1.00
# 406, 1-120 pF $1.00

TRIMMER CAPS
Sprague, Stable Polypropylene. 50 each or 10/4.00
not sold mixed
1.2 to 13pF 2 to 30pF 3.9 to 55pF

SEMI CONDUCTOR SUPPLIERS

2822 North 32nd Street, #1 Phoenix, Arizona 85008 Phone 602-956-9423

2019-12-18
CERAMIC CAPS:

- 0.001 uf @ 10 KVDC: $0.89
- 0.001 uf @ 2 KV: $4.10
- 0.0015 uf @ 3 KV: $3.10
- 0.01 uf @ 4 KV: $0.70
- 0.01 uf @ 1.6 KV: $1.60
- 0.01 uf @ 1 KV: $6.10
- 0.05 uf @ 3 KV Electro-cube: $3.99
- 0.1 uf @ 2 KV Electro-cube: $3.99

CHIP CAPS:

- 0.033 pf .047 pf $0.89
- 0.047 pf .05 pf $0.89
- 0.068 pf .06 pf $0.89
- 0.01 pf .047 pf $0.89
- 0.03 pf .06 pf $0.89
- 0.06 pf .06 pf $0.89
- 0.12 pf .08 pf $0.89
- 0.15 pf .08 pf $0.89
- 0.18 pf .08 pf $0.89
- 0.22 pf .10 pf $0.89
- 0.25 pf .10 pf $0.89
- 0.33 pf .10 pf $0.89
- 0.39 pf .10 pf $0.89
- 0.47 pf .10 pf $0.89
- 0.56 pf .10 pf $0.89
- 0.68 pf .10 pf $0.89

PISTON TRIMMERS:

- 0.5 - 10 pf... LRC 602418 $1.99
- 0.5 - 7.5 pf... 2.99 ea. or 10/20.00
- 2.5 - 10 pf... 2.99 ea. or 10/20.00
- 6.0 - 6 pf... SFD VC2821A $1.99
- 1.0 - 6 pf... SFD VC2261 $1.99
- 1.0 - 12 pf... SFD VC2261 $1.99
- 1.0 - 6 pf... SFD VC9988 $1.99
- 1.0 - 16 pf... SFD VC1983 $1.99
- 1.0 - 12 pf... SGE TR06 $1.99
- 1.0 - 18 pf... SGE TR06 $1.99
- 1.0 - 10 pf... PCB mount $1.29
- 1.0 - 10 pf... PCB mount $1.29
- 1.0 - 27 pf... with 100 pf lap $1.99
- 1.0 - 10 pf... PCB mount $1.29
- 1.0 - 5.7 pf... 2.50 to 6 pf $1.69
- 1.0 - 5.7 pf... 2.50 to 6 pf $1.69
- 6.0 - 6 pf... SFD VC2821A $1.99
- 1.0 - 3 pf... SFD VC2821A $1.99

MINIATURE CERAMIC TRIMMERS

- 250 each or 10/$4.00
- CV31D350 2 to 8 pf $1.99
- HMO-4075-03 3.5 to 11 pf $1.99
- 300425 3.5 to 13 pf $1.99
- ES-26A 25 to 25 pf $1.99
- 380G 5.1 to 40 pf $3.99
- 380G 5.1 to 40 pf $3.99
- 320G 3.5 to 15 pf $1.99
- 320G 3.5 to 15 pf $1.99
- 320G 5.2 to 40 pf $3.99
- 320G 5.2 to 40 pf $3.99
- 320G 2.5 to 6 pf $1.99
- 320G 2.5 to 6 pf $1.99

DIODES

- IN4148/IN4149 Switching diode
- 30/$1.00 or 100/$3.00
- N-Channel, 450 MHz. Good for UHF/VHF amplifiers, oscillator and mixers.

MINIMUM ORDER $10.00
STUDY TAPES

CODE PRACTICE TAPES FROM HRPG — Practice copying Morse Code anytime, anywhere. Whether you’re upgrading your present license or just trying to up your code speed, a large assortment allows you to choose exactly the kind of practice you need.

QSO SERIES
Each tape $4.95
2/$8.95
3/$12.95

Here’s the way to go for those planning to upgrade their present license to General or Extra Class. Both QSO tapes are reproductions of actual on-the-air CW contacts, similar in content to the FCC code exams. Both tapes are recorded at speeds faster than those encountered in the exams. Get the best practice for that all-important code test by mastering these tapes.

A 90 minute tape of 25 QSOs sent at 15 wpm.
□ HR-QSO-1 $4.95
A 90 minute tape of 30 QSOs sent at 22.5 wpm.
□ HR-QSO-2 $4.95

PLAIN LANGUAGE TEXT SERIES

Now, there’s an opportunity to practice copying code in plain language text, any time of the day. The PLT series is excellent for those who are learning code by the word method. These tapes can also be used to improve sending speed and accuracy by using the provided text and a code practice program to send in time with the tape.

□ HR-PLT1 — $4.95
□ HR-PLT2 — $4.95

15 wpm code for 20 minutes
18 wpm code for 20 minutes
22 wpm code for 20 minutes
25 wpm code for 20 minutes
30 wpm code for 20 minutes
35 wpm code for 15 minutes
40 wpm code for 15 minutes
45 wpm code for 15 minutes
50 wpm code for 15 minutes

Please add $1 for shipping.

Ham Radio’s Bookstore
Greenville, NH 03048

The New Standard... the Ultimate IAMBIC PADDLE

Modern CW technology at its best! Carefully engineered to make optimum use of today’s keyers, the Bencher Iambic Paddle is a symphony of modern materials, design and workmanship. This is the paddle that provides the perfect interface between the CW operator and his rig. Smooth, instantly responsive and fully adjustable to suit your own touch. From the gold plated solid silver contacts to the heavy loaded steel base, it truly is the ultimate.

Standard $42.95
Chrome $52.95
Gold Plated $150.00
At selected dealers or add $2.00 handling

Write:

BENCHEr, INC.
333 W. Lake St., Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 263-1808

Since 1966, HEIL LTD. has built sound systems for groups such as the WHO, STONES, DOLLY PARTON and recording studios. HEIL now directs its expertise to the amateur radio field.

MICROPHONE EQUALIZER

MODEL EQ 200

Most signals contain excessive lows, very high highs that cause them to be muddy sounding, hard to copy, lacking articulation and presence of sibilance and flat sounds. These annoying conditions are NOT solved by audio processing. The answer is EQUALIZATION! Just as broadcasters and recording studios EQ their mic lines, the EQ 200 allows you to reduce distortion, add clarity, presence and sibilance.

The card also has a Two Tone Generator circuit. By installing a few components, you can properly tune your SSB transmitter Two Tone parts Kit $7.00

$49.95
add $3.00 shipping

• High quality speech audio
• Increase talk power, 10dB!
• Equalize any microphone
• Be proud of your signal
• Installs easily in mic lead
• Brighten up MC-50 mics
• Put good lows in D-104

HEIL LTD.
Marissa, IL 62257
618-295-3000

FREE THE GREAT ELECTRONIC THINGS & IDEAS BOOK!
UNUSUAL PARTS, GADGETS & IDEA ITEMS, UNAVAILABLE IN STORES OR CATALOGS ANYWHERE! Bargain prices on everything! New items or out of print/ском postage for your copies!

ETCO ELECTRONICS
Dept AR-7
Keyser, N. Y. 12901

SAY YOU SAW IT IN HAM RADIO
fist fighter keyer

Designed exclusively for straight-key users, the fist fighter is an electronic keyer that accurately times the length of dots, dashes, and the spaces between them. The fist fighter uses a standard 1:3:1 timing ratio so that code sounds clean and crisp. No new hand motions are required, and an automatic tune-up feature is built in so that normal key-down tune-up is possible without the need for extra switches. Speed is variable from about three to over thirty WPM, and a built-in sidetone oscillator with variable tone is provided. The fist fighter uses CMOS digital circuits and it will key grid-block and solid-state transmitters/transceivers. It can be used as a code-practice oscillator and for teaching how to send code properly.

The fist fighter is available in two forms: kit ($59.95 plus $2.50 shipping and handling) and assembled/tested ($79.95 plus $2.50 S/H), each with a limited ninety-day warranty. Additional information and specifications are available from the Blacksburg Group, Box 242, Blacksburg, Virginia 24060; telephone 703-951-9030.

no-radial vertical

Cushcraft has introduced R3, the no-radial 10, 15, and 20-meter gain vertical antenna. R3 is perfect for limited-space applications like condominiums, apartments, mobile homes, and small urban lots. It is a half-wave-length, end-fed 22-foot radiator with remote tuning for broadband coverage. Installation is very simple with only one square foot of space needed. It can also be telescoped for easy carrying and storage.

Because of its unique design, R3 does not need tower, rotator, large support mast, or tuner. It is a complete antenna system for hams who are concerned about neat appearance and maximum performance.

R3 antennas are available through all major Amateur Radio dealers worldwide. For more information, see your local dealer or contact Cushcraft Corporation, P.O. Box 4680, Manchester, New Hampshire 03108; telephone 603-627-7877.

computer logging system

Compu-Log is a fully computerized logging system for the Amateur Radio operator looking for the competitive edge. Compu-Log provides a printed, scored, and duped log complete with dupe sheet. Confirmation of contacts can be printed on address labels in alphabetical order by callsign for attaching to your QSL cards. In addition, many valuable contest and operator statistics can be printed. These include number of contacts each hour on each band and total contacts for each country on each band. For multi-operation stations, Compu-Log gives you a breakdown of the total operating time, indicating number of contacts, duplicates, and contact rate for each operator on each band, and cumulative totals.

Compu-Log is written for the TRS-80 Model I computer with 48k memory, at least one disk drive, and the Epson MX-80 printer. Modified versions for other printers and the TRS-80 Model III can be created.

Versions of Compu-Log for the CQ World Wide DX Contest and ARRL DC Contest are available now. Other versions for the CQ WPX and IARU Radiosport contests will follow shortly. While Compu-Log is written for use by U.S. stations, modified versions for non-U.S. stations can be created.

For more information, contact Contest Software, Peter Chamalian, W1RM, Savarese Lane, Burlington, Connecticut 06013.

IC-290A 2-meter mobile

ICOM announces the IC-290A 2-meter mobile VHF transceiver, priced at $549.00 including the HM8 Touch-tone mike.

The IC-290A includes the following features: five memories plus two VFOs; priority channel; programmable offsets; 5 kHz or 1 kHz tuning; full-scanning capability; and fm USB/LSB/CW capabilities. The compact size of the IC-290A is another excellent feature: 6-11/16 x 2-11/2 x 8-5/8 inches.

For more information, write ICOM, Suite 307, 3331 Towerwood, Dallas, Texas 75234.

automatic SWR meter

Palomar Engineers introduces the new M-827 SWR meter. This new meter computes SWR automatically and displays it on a light bar. The “sensitivity” knob has been elimi-
And speakers are easy to make—and very difficult to design. *Speaker Builder*, a new quarterly from the publishers of *Audio Amateur*, has all the design answers you novice-to-experts need to dramatically improve the quality of sound you're getting from your stereo system. The drivers are relatively cheap and the sources for them are all listed in *Speaker Builder*'s pages. As an experienced ham, you probably know your way around your audio system already. Here's an easy way to make what you have sound a whole lot better at minimum cost.

*Speaker Builder* can save up to two thirds of the cost of the speakers—which translates to almost one third of your outlay for your stereo system. Over 110,000 Americans will build their own enclosures this year—and you can too! Your dream speaker is probably well within reach if you build it yourself. There's a lot of help around already and now, *Speaker Builder* brings it all together in an assortment of articles that are comprehensive and a mix of both simple and advanced projects to help you choose and build the best type for your listening room.

**Bass Reflex**
**Horns**
**Electrostats**
**Transmission Lines**
**Infinite Baffle**
**Specials: Ribbon, Air motion transformers**
**Basic data on passive and electronic crossovers.**

There will be reports on building the many kit speakers and enclosures now available, and a roundup of suppliers for drivers, parts, and kits. Articles range from the ultimate (650 lbs. each) to tiny plastic pipe extension speakers. From time delayed multi-satellites to horn loaded subwoofers, as well as modifications of many stock designs.

**SPEAKER BUILDER**, P.O. Box 494A, Peterborough NH 03458-6094 USA

I've entered my subscription to SPEAKER BUILDER for one year at the special rate of $9.00.

I make that a two year subscription at $18.00.

Check enclosed Charge to my ______ MasterCard Visa

I understand that the unexpired portion of my subscription will be refunded after my first issue if the magazine is unsatisfactory for any reason. Make checks and money orders payable to Speaker Builder. Rates above are for USA only. Outside USA add $2.00 per year for postage. Non U.S. checks must be drawn in U.S. Currency only.

---

**Computer Program Books for Beginners**

---

**Color Computer**

101 Color Computer Programming Tips & Tricks, learn-by-doing instructions, hints, secrets, shortcuts, techniques, insights, for TRS-80 Color Computer. 128 pages. $7.95

55 Color Computer Programs for Home, School & Office, practical ready-to-run software with colorful graphics for TRS-80 Color Computer. 128 pages. $9.95

55 MORE Color Computer Programs for Home, School & Office, sourcebook of useful type-in-and-run software with exciting graphics, for TRS-80 Color Computer. 112 pages. $9.95

---

**Pocket Computer**

Pocket Computer Programming Made Easy, new fast, 'n easy way to learn BASIC, make your computer work for you. For TRS-80, Sharp, Casio pocket computers. 128 pages. $8.95

101 Pocket Computer Programming Tips & Tricks, secrets, hints, shortcuts, techniques from a master programmer. 128 pages. $7.95

50 Programs in BASIC for Home, School & Office, sourcebook of tested ready-to-type-in-and-run software for TRS-80 and Sharp pocket computers. 96 pages. $9.95

50 MORE Programs in BASIC for Home, School & Office, ideal source for lots more useful software for TRS-80 and Sharp pocket computers. 96 pages. $9.95

Please add $2.00 for shipping and handling. Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.

SEND TO: HAM RADIO'S BOOKSTORE
GREENVILLE, NH 03048
(603) 878-1441

---

**A NEW GENERATION of REPEATER CONTROLLERS**

---

**MS 101**

---

**Micro Security**

9307 MEADOWS LANE
GREENFIELD, IN 46140
(317) 894-1201

---

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 92

---
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**WARNING**

**SAVE YOUR LIFE OR AN INJURY**

Base plates, flat roof mounts, hinged bases, hinged sections, etc., are not intended to support the weight of a single man. Accidents have occurred because individuals assume situations are safe when they are not.

Installation and dismantling of towers is dangerous and temporary guys of sufficient strength and size should be used at all times when individuals are climbing towers during all types of installations or dismantlings. Temporary guys should be used on the first 10' or tower during erection or dismantling. Dismantling can even be more dangerous since the condition of the tower, guys, anchors, and/or roof in many cases is unknown.

The dismantling of some towers should be done with the use of a crane in order to minimize the possibility of member, guy wire, anchor, or base failures. Used towers in many cases are not as inexpensive as you may think if you are injured or killed.

Get professional, experienced help and read your Rohn catalog or other tower manufacturers' catalogs before erecting or dismantling any tower. A consultation with your local, professional tower erector would be very inexpensive insurance.

---

**New Products**

The frequency range of the M-827 SWR meter is 1-30 MHz. Power ranges are 20, 200, and 2000 watts. The SWR scale is 1 to 10 with a logarithmic response that gives much improved resolution where you need it. The M-827 is a compact 4 x 4 x 5 inches with a brushed aluminum control panel, baton switches, and a black vinyl cover. The light bars are 2 inches long with a bright red display.

The M-827 SWR meter sells for $97.50. For further information write to Palomar Engineers, 1924-F W. Mission Road, Escondido, California 92025; telephone 714-747-3343.

---

**Micro-RTTY**

Kantronics is introducing the latest development in RTTY send/receive devices with the Micro-RTTY.
2300 MHz VARIABLE DOWNCONVERTER

**ANTENNA KIT**

- 32 WASHERS
- 31 SPACERS
- MOUNTING BRACKET
- 6" RG 174 COAX • 35" ROD
- 6x4" x 4" P.V.C. PIPE
- 2 DRILLED END CAPS • HARDWARE

**POWER SUPPLY KIT**

- P.C. BOARD
- RF CHOKES
- KNOB
- WIRE
- 2 SWITCHES
- 4 DIODES
- LM 317 REG.

**CONVERTER KIT**

- P.C. BOARD PRE-DRILLED
- SOLDER PLATED WITH PLATED THROUGH HOLES FOR A MORE STABLE PICTURE.

**PARTS**

- Converter P.C. Board Plated through holes for stability...$4.95
- Power Supply P.C. Board...2.95
- MF 901...2.00
- NE0213...4.80
- 2835 Diodes...9.50
- .001 Chip Caps. .10/3.95
- Choke Set of 4...1.95
- LM 317 Regulator 1.25
- 'F' Connectors
- Chassis...50
- Wall Transformer
- 12 VAC 700 MA...4.95
- 'U' Bolt...9.50
- BALUN
- 75 to 200 ohm...1.95
- BALUN for rabbit ears...2.95
- *RG 59/U COAX
- WITH CONNECTORS FACTORY MADE
- 100 Ft...$17.50
- 50 Ft...9.50
- 25 Ft...5.75
- 3 Ft...2.50

We will tune converter board for $12.50
We will accept collect calls for orders only on a Visa and Master Card
To Order Call: 317-255-7777 • For information call 317-291-7762
Complete Kit Weight 5 pounds. Please add Shipping Plus Postage $34.95

We will tune converter board for $12.50
We will accept collect calls for orders only on a Visa and Master Card
To Order Call: 317-255-7777 • For information call 317-291-7762
Complete Kit Weight 5 pounds. Please add Shipping Plus Postage $34.95

**NEW SURPLUS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT CATALOG**

**NEW BARGAINS...NEW ITEMS!**
FREE UPON REQUEST!
Send today for your copy of New FREE CATALOG

**SYNTHESIZED SIGNAL GENERATOR**

**MODEL SG1000**

- Made in USA
- $349.50 plus shipping
- Covers 100 to 1000 MHz
- FM & AM
- Covers 100 to 185 MHz in 1 kHz steps with thumbwheel dial
- Accuracy ± 1 part per 10 million at all frequencies
- Internal FM adjustable from 0 to 1000 kHz
- at 1 kHz rate
- Spurs and noise at least 10 MHz below carrier & RF output adjustable from 5-500 mV at 50 ohms
- *Available for immediate delivery.* $349.50 plus shipping
- Add-on Accessories available to extend frequencies, range, and infinite resolution: voice and sub-audible tones, AM, precision 120 dB calibrated attenuator
- Call for details! Dealers wanted worldwide!

**COMPONENTS**

- Amphenol connectors
- B&W coils, switches, antennas
- Hammond and LMB enclosures
- Jackson coils, trimmers
-贺米电容器
- Hammond and LMB enclosures
- Knobs and shaft couplers
- Millen parts
- Toroids, cores, beads, baluns
- Transmitting/Receiving Capacitors
- Air Variables: Cardwell-E. F. Johnson
- Hammond-Miller
- Doorknob: Centralab-Jennings Vacuum Variables: Jennings
- Wire, Cable, Open-wire Trans. line

**KITS**

- Fun-Amp (73 5/82) 2 M Converter (73 4/82)
- R-X Noise Bridge (hr 2/77) 40 meter
- UHF Preamp (73 8/82) L Meter
- Drake R-4C Receiver (OST 7/81)
- Fun-Mitter (73 2/81) Fun-Cver (73 7/81)
- Fun Oscillator (73 2/82) Solid State
- T-R Switch (hr 5/80) Multipurpose UHF
- Fun Oscillator (hr 9/81) Split Band Speech
- Processor (hr 6/80) SWR Meter (hr 10/81)

**Homebrew Headquarters**

- Electronic Rainbow
- TV & FM
- MCM, RF & TV
- More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 92
- July 1982
The Micro-RTTY converts CW from any keyer or keyboard into standard AFSK two-tone RTTY or two-tone CW ID. Micro-RTTY sends and receives RTTY at 60, 67, 75, and 100 WPM, plus ASCII 110 baud.

Special CW characters allow for entering Morse ID mode or sending a carriage return/line feed character without ever touching the unit. A printer attachment is also provided via a back panel connection.

The Micro-RTTY receives any shift of RTTY and displays the message on a ten-character, 3/8-inch high, vacuum-tube fluorescent display.

The package is small, just 2-1/2 by 5-1/2 inches and the 9-Vdc power supply is included.

For more information, contact Kantronics, 1202 E. 23rd Street, Lawrence, Kansas 66044.

Clutterfree modular consoles

Clutterfree modular consoles are made of industrial particleboard finished with Plyocite (polyester) overlays of pecan woodgrain. They are available in two models, single deck or double deck.

These modular consoles consist of seven to ten pieces and are shipped unassembled. Instructions and diagram are enclosed with each unit. (no
Here is the most comprehensive and up-to-date antenna book available. It's chock-full of theory and practical information and includes proven designs for: Yagis, quads, wires, verticals or the more specialized designs: Beverage, curtain arrays and fish-bone antennas. It also has a chapter that covers UHF and VHF antenna design. You'll find antennas for any kind of real estate from the apartment dweller to the true antenna farm. The Antenna Book covers in complete, easy-to-understand language, antenna and transmission line theory and includes the most complete explanation available of the SMITH CHART. Finally there is a thorough discussion of the phenomena of radio wave propagation.

328 pages 14th edition. Softbound Price $8.00 in the US. Elsewhere $8.50 (US FUNDS). Available from your local dealer or direct from:

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC.
225 MAIN STREET
NEWINGTON, CT 06111

HERE'S A GIFT IDEA!
How about an attractive BASEBALL style cap that has name and call on it. It's the perfect way to keep eyes shaded during Field Day, it gives a jaunty air when worn at Hamfests and it is a great help for friends who have never met to spot names and calls for easy recognition. Great for birthdays, anniversaries, special days, whatever occasion you want it to be. Hats come in the following colors: GOLD, BLUE, RED, KELLY GREEN. Please send call and name (max 6 letters per line). $5.00 plus $1.00 for shipping.

HAMILTON'S BOOKSTORE
GREENVILLE, N. H. 03048-0489

CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST

New 5th edition by Perry Ferrell

Bigger and better than the world-acclaimed 4th edition, this new book has 30% more stations listed, more than 7500 operating between the international broadcasting and amateur radio bands, spanning 4–28 MHz. Listings by both frequency and callsign reflect present and post-WARC assignments. Complete list of Coastal CW stations plus Embassy, Aeronautical, Military, Time Sigs, Feeders, VOLMET, FAX, INTERPOL, etc. New details on scheds, emergency channels, alternates, and never-before-published IDs.

In USA: $9.95 Book Mail, or $12.00 UPS. Outside USA: Book Mail $11.00. Overseas Airmail: $US14.00 + $US3.00 Registration to assure delivery.

GILFER SHORTWAVE
Dept. H7, Box 239, Park Ridge NJ 07656

RED HOT SPECIALS
AZDEN PCS 3000 2m Xcvr. $283.00
AZDEN PCS 300 2m Handheld $283.00
AZDEN PCS 2800 10m Xcvr. ........ $203.00
KDK 2030 w/2 TSI Mike ......... $279.00
JANES 2Q5200 1m Xcvr. ........ $365.00
BEARCAT 5150X 50ch Scanner .... $215.00
All MFJ Items ........................ 12% off list
KANTRONICS Mini Colorreader Pkg $247.00
SANTEC 144 MHz Handheld ....... $293.00
TEN-TEC Argosy ............ $435.00
AEA Isolator 144 MHz Antenna ...... $32.00
VOCOM 518 Wave Handheld Antenna $15.00
HUSTLER 48TV Vertical .............. $67.00

Prices subject to change without notice. SASE for our large Specials and Used Equipment Lists.

BEN FRANKLIN ELECTRONICS
115 N. Main Hillsboro, KS 67063
316-947-2269
STILL MORE USABLE ANTENNA FOR YOUR MONEY ... PLUS 30 Meters!

Butternut's new HF6V automatic bandswitching vertical lets you use the entire 26-foot radiator on 80/75, 40, 30, 20 and 10 meters (full quarterwave unloaded performance on 15 meters). No lossy traps. Butternut's exclusive Differential Reactance Tuning™ circuitry uses rugged ceramic capacitors and large-diameter self-supporting inductors for radiation efficiency and DX performance unmatched by conventional multiband designs of comparable height.

For complete information concerning the HF6V & other Butternut products, see your dealer or write for our free catalog.

QUALITY MICROWAVE TV SYSTEMS

2.1 to 2.6 GHz Antennas 34 db Gain (or Greater)

Complete System as pictured $149.95
Down Converter Probe (Mounted, Assembled & Tested) $64.95
Power Supply (12V to 16V) $95.95
Assembled & Tested $59.95
Data Information (Plans) $9.95

PUBLICATIONS

 ghetto 75% 75% 75% 75%

FOR THE SPECIALIZED COMMUNICATION RADIO AMATEUR

AMATEUR TELEVISION MAGAZINE

AMATEUR TELEVISION MAGAZINE

"FOR THE SPECIALIZED COMMUNICATION RADIO AMATEUR"

Surface Surface Airmail Airmail
U.S./Canada All Central All Other
Mexico Foreign S. America Foreign
1/2 year $10.00 $13.00 $20.00 $23.00
1 year $20.00 $20.00 $40.00 $46.00
2 year $38.00 $50.00 $78.00 $90.00
3 year $56.00 $74.00 $116.00 $134.00

ATV, SSTV, FAX, RTTY, Satellites EME Microwave and Computers.
Published 12 times per year by Mike Stone WB9OCQ
P.O. Box N. Louden, Iowa 52255 0408

QUALITY MICROWAVE TV SYSTEMS

2.1 to 2.6 GHz Antennas 34 db Gain (or Greater)

Complete System as pictured $149.95
Down Converter Probe (Mounted, Assembled & Tested) $64.95
Power Supply (12V to 16V) $95.95
Assembled & Tested $59.95
Data Information (Plans) $9.95

Phillips-Tech Electronics
P.O. Box 33205 Phoenix, AZ 85067 (602) 274-2885
C.O.D.'s Special Quantity Pricing

6 MONTH WARRANTY PARTS & LABOR

FCC STUDY GUIDE RADIO TELEPHONE OPERATOR LICENSE

IT'S AMAZING HOW EASY FCC EXAMS REALLY ARE!
The Original Tests Answers Exam manual prepares you at home for FCC Radio telephone license. You get the complete set of multiple-choice examinations - covering all areas tested on the actual FCC exam. Also included - helpful study tips, short cuts, and "Self Study Ability Test." These updated FCC Tests Answers take the mystery out of preparing for current FCC exams. Practical proven Material. $12.95 postpaid.

SEND TO:
HAM RADIO'S BOOKSTORE
Greenville, NH 03048
Please rush me Tests-Answers for FCC License. My $12.95 is enclosed.
Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip

Call 603-878-1441

special tools, glue, or nails are necessary). Assembly time is approximately twenty minutes. Dimensions: height single deck 42 inches; the equipment shelf is 14-1/4 inches front to back with a 9-7/8 inch clearance height; height double deck 60 inches, with clearance heights 8-1/2 inches between equipment shelves and desk top; console deck 16 inches deep at base, desk width 57 inches, depth 30 inches. Desk top is standard 29 inches from the floor, and the space between the pedestals is a generous 22 inches. The assembled weight is approximately 150 pounds, and the console top will support approximately 400 pounds with face plate.

The cost of the consoles is only $203.35 for the single deck, $312.70 for the double deck. The optional face plate can be purchased for an additional $15.10. Drawers are available for your console.

All orders will be processed within seven days. For more information, contact Clutterfree Modular Consoles, P.O. Box 5103, Tacoma, Washington 98405; telephone 206-759-1611.
A module approach...system...Here's how

**FAST SCAN**

for your own custom-designed ATV

TXAS-4 ATV EXCITER/MODULATOR $89 ppd

This wired and tested module is designed to drive the Motorola MWH-510 module in the PA5 10 watt linear. The crystal in the 100 MHz region keeps harmonics out of two meters for max. The video modulator is full 8 k, for computer graphics and color. Requires 13.8 volts reg @ 70 ma Tuned with vrtal on 429.25, 433.9 or 429.25 MHz. Perfect for sync expanding. Two frequencies available.

PA5 10 WATT ATV POWER MODULE $89 ppd

The PA5 will put out 10 watts RMS power on the sync tips when driven with 80 ma by the TXAS exciter. 50 ohms in and out, plus bandwidth for the whole band with good linearity for color and sound. Requires 13.8 volts regulated @ 3 amps.

FMAS AUDIO SUBCARRIER GENERATOR $29 ppd

Puts audio on with your camera video just as broadcast TV does at 11.5 MHz. Requires 12 to 18 volts @ 20 ma Super sensitive TXAS-2, w/6N5059 (preamp), works for stage.

TVC 2 ATV DOWNCONVERTER...$55 ppd

Simple grh-2011 (17 db NF) preamp and double balanced mixer module digits out the weak stations but results in intermode and overload. Connects between u.hf antenna and TV set tuned to channel 2 or 3. Vccp output 100 to 450 MHz. Requires 12 to 18 voltage @ 20 ma. Power is same as TXAS for sync sync expanding. Two frequencies available.

**TXAS, PA5, FMAS and TVC Basic Module Pack**.

Call or write for our complete list of specifications, station set-up diagrams, and optional accessories which include antennas, modulators, detectors, test generators, cameras, etc. WE ARE A FULL-LINE SUPPLIER OF ALL YOUR ATV NEEDS.

TERMS: VISA or MASTER CARD by telephone or mail, or check or money order by mail. All prices are delivered in USA. Allow three weeks after order for delivery. (213) 447-4565 Charge cards only.

**APPLIED INVENTION**

THE SOURCE FOR SOLID STATE / STATE OF THE ART

GaAs FETS by MITSUBISHI

VHF (through 18 GHz)

MUF-1200 (0.25w NF at 144 MHz)

MUF-1402 (12 GHz)

MUF-2402 (24 GHz)

1412 (28.2 GHz) TESTED and FREE BREAK-PRICE

2.3 GHz...preferably next and Low Noise amp

1881 (150mW) (linear PO at 10GHz)

Microwave Modules

MITSUBISHI X BAND Hybrid Integrated Circuits with Detectors (rF - 12 GHz) GaAs FET Oscillators

FD-1035...10 GHz, 15mA output, UHERO Flange $37.75

FD-7535...7.5 GHz, 15mA output, UHERO Flange $37.75

FD-UP11K...Heterodyne receiver 1.08-4.7 GHz range, output 1.0 ma, 3.5 to 4 MHz, 0.5w output, UHERO Flange $34.25

All modules tuneable 1.550 MHz oscillators can be optically FM'd with 90 degree MODL 117 below.

X Band Horn antenna 15.5dBi UHERO-1900 Flange $16.00

**Components**

NEW RECOM RE5T50 signal processor universal active filter

Switched capacitor type. 16 external components. 1000$ 8.00

VITRAMON 7600 Microwave Rated cap for bypass coupling

100v/150v 10.2 14GHz 760bPD80 10.2 14GHz $23.00

760bPD70 2.6 14GHz 150$ $5.00

VOLTROKICS ultra miniature switch caps and 20 0.5 to 6 0.9 GHz 3.19 0.9 GHz 3.19

Polar. EDTG 0.6 GHz Q=1500 @ 100 MHz $3.41

SOLDER IN DISK CAPACITORS for VHF uhf bypassing

RMP, all series 100. 220, 470, 4700, 820 10 2% $2.50

OPTICLONICs from MITSUBISHI and SAMSUNG

MITSUBISHI ML3001 LASER DIODES 3mW at 830 nm CW or pulsed. 1000$ 1000$ monitor, 1000$ 1000$ 1000$ 1000$

SAMSUNG, n0271 high efficiency IR LED, 15 mW $0.75

BPW 3600 type FPN detector $3.00

THERMOCOOL HEAT PUMPS for temperature control

MELCOR FRIGIDIC $2.48

Call for data

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00. ADD POSTAGE & HANDLING $5.00 on Modules (UHERO) $2.50 on other items

N Y STATE RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

SEND $5.00 FOR CATALOG.

R.D. 2 ROUTE 21 HILLSDALE, N.Y. 12529

518-325-3811

**Iron Powder and Ferrite**

**TOROIDAL COres**

Shielding Beads, Shielded Coil Forms Ferrite Rods, Pot Core, Baluns, Etc.

Small Orders Welcome

Free 'Tech-Data' Flyer

**AMIDON ASSOCIATES**

Since 1963

12033 Otsego Street, North Hollywood, Calif. 91607

In Germany: Elektronik-Warenheim - Melles Str. 88, 4930 Delft, 18 West Germany

In Japan: Toyomura Electronics Company, Ltd., 7-9, 2 Chome Sota Kanda, Chiyoda ku, Tokyo, Japan

**Full Service Shop**

- Spectrum Analysis
- Antennas
- New and Used Equipment
- CW-SSB-AM, Etc.
- Towers
- FCC Study Guides
- Code Types
- Books
- Accessories

**SPECTRONICS INC.**

1009 GARFIELD ST. OAK PARK, IL. 60304

(312) 848-6777

More Details? CHECK - OFF Page 92
... for literature, in a hurry — we'll rush your name to the companies whose names you print below.
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Food for thought.

Our new Universal Tone Encoder lends its versatility to all tastes. The menu includes all CTCSS, as well as Burst Tones, Touch Tones, and Test Tones. No counter or test equipment required to set frequency—just dial it in. While traveling, use it on your Amateur transceiver to access tone operated systems, or in your service van to check out your customers’ repeaters; also, as a piece of test equipment to modulate your Service Monitor or signal generator. It can even operate off an internal nine volt battery, and is available for one day delivery, backed by our one year warranty.

- All tones in Group A and Group B are included.
- Output level flat to within 1.5db over entire range selected.
- Separate level adjust pots and output connections for each tone Group.
- Immune to RF
- Powered by 6-30vdc, unregulated at 8 ma.
- Low impedance, low distortion, adjustable sinewave output, 5v peak-to-peak
- Instant start-up.
- Off position for no tone output.
- Reverse polarity protection built-in.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency accuracy, ±1 Hz maximum -40°C to +85°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequencies to 250 Hz available on special order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous tone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST TONES</th>
<th>TOUCH TONES</th>
<th>BURST TONES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>697 1209</td>
<td>1600 2150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>770 1336</td>
<td>1650 2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>852 1477</td>
<td>1700 2250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2175</td>
<td>941 1633</td>
<td>1750 2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2805</td>
<td></td>
<td>1800 2350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST TONES</th>
<th>TOUCH TONES</th>
<th>BURST TONES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>697 1209</td>
<td>1600 2150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>770 1336</td>
<td>1650 2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>852 1477</td>
<td>1700 2250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2175</td>
<td>941 1633</td>
<td>1750 2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2805</td>
<td></td>
<td>1800 2350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Frequency accuracy, ±1 Hz maximum -40°C to +85°C
- Tone length approximately 300 ms. May be lengthened, shortened or eliminated by changing value of resistor

Model TE-64 $79.95

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS
426 West Taft Avenue, Orange, California 92667
(800) 854-0547 / California: (714) 998-3021
The Memory Keyer that started a revolution in CW

Store commands, as well as text, for automatic execution

The Heathkit μMatic Memory Keyer's sneak preview caused a sensation at Dayton in 1981, and the excitement is still running high. Ask about it on the air. Those who own one will tell you it revolutionized their operating practices, eased their hand fatigue, multiplied QSOs - and increased the number of incoming QSLs. In contest, you can prove it's the best everyday.

Inside, a custom microprocessor stores up to 240 characters of text or commands. Variable-length buffers eliminate wasted memory space. Command strings let you sequence speed, weight and repetition alterations or text in any order you desire. Choose the speed (1-99), any of 11 weight settings, plus spacing and message repeat count, then sit back and collect contacts...

Capacitive-touch iambic paddles unplug and store inside the keyer when not in use. Left handed? A two-key function will reverse the paddles! Or a socket will connect to your favorite keyer. To boost copy, a 4-level random 'practice' mode permits 6400 different and repeatable, 3000-character training sessions at any speed you like.

Other features include a built-in sidetone oscillator and speaker with volume/tone controls, phone jack and earphone, message editing, entry error alarm, self-diagnostics, battery back-up and a unique auto-shutoff should you forget. Complete details on the revolutionary μMatic Memory Keyer are in the new Heathkit Catalog and at your nearby Heathkit Electronic Center.*

Send for a free catalog! Write: Heath Company, Dept. 122-914 Benton Harbor, MI 49022
In Canada, contact Heath Canada, 1480 Dundas Street E., Mississauga, ONT L4X2R7.

Visit your Heathkit Store

Where Heathkit products are displayed, sold and serviced.

See your telephone white pages for locations.
*Units of Veritech Electronics Corporation in the U.S.
FT-230R: QUITE A SIGHT!
(AND EASY TO SEE, TOO!!)

Sporting an all-new Liquid Crystal Display, the FT-230R is Yaesu's high-performance answer to your call for a very affordable 2 meter mobile rig with an easy-to-read frequency display! The FT-230R combines microprocessor convenience, a sensitive receiver, a powerful yet clean transmitter strip, and the new dimension of LCD frequency readout. See your Authorized Yaesu Dealer today — and go home with your new FT-230R!

- LCD five-digit frequency readout with night light for high visibility day or night.
- Two VFOs for quick QSY across the band.
- Ten memory slots for storage and recall of favorite channels.
- Selectable synthesizer steps (5 kHz or 10 kHz) in dial or scanning mode.
- Priority channel for checking a favorite frequency for activity while monitoring another.
- Unique VFO/Memory Split mode for covering unusual repeater splits.
- Up/Down band scan plus memory scan for busy or clear channel. Scanning microphone included in purchase price.

- Full 25 watts of RF power output from extremely compact package.
- Built-in automatic or manual tone burst.
- Optional synthesized CTCSS Encode and Decode boards available.
- Lithium memory backup battery with estimated lifetime of five years.
- Optional YM-49 Speaker/Microphone and YM-50 DTMF Encoding Microphone provide maximum operating versatility.

And don't forget! Yaesu has a complete line of VHF and UHF handheld and battery portable transceivers using LCD display!!!

FT-208R - 2 Meters
FM Handheld
70 cm

FT-708R - 2 Meters
FM Handheld
70 cm

FT-290R - 2 Meters
SSB/CW/FM Portable

FT-690R - 6 Meters
USB/CW/AM/FM Portable

Price and Specifications Subject To Change Without Notice or Obligation

YAESU ELECTRONICS CORP. 6851 Walthall Way, Paramount, CA 90723 • (213) 633-4007
Eastern Service Ctr., 9812 Princeton-Glendale Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45246 • (513) 874-3100
"DX-traordinary."

Superior dynamic range, auto. antenna tuner, QSK, dual NB, 2 VFO's, general coverage receiver.

**TS-930S**

The TS-930S is a superlative, high performance, all-solid state, HF transceiver key to the exacting requirements of the DX and contest operator. It covers all Amateur bands from 160 through 10 meters, and incorporates a 150 kHz to 30 MHz general coverage receiver having an excellent dynamic range.

Among its other important features are, SSB slope tuning, CW VBT, IF notch filter, CW pitch control, dual digital VFO's, CW full break-in, automatic antenna tuner, and a higher voltage operated solid state final amplifier. It is available with or without the AT-930 automatic antenna tuner built-in.

**TS-930S FEATURES:**

- **160-10 Meters, with 150 kHz - 30 MHz general coverage receiver.**
  - Covers all Amateur frequencies from 160-10 meters, including new WARC, 30, 17, and 12 meter bands, on SSB, CW, FSK, and AM. Features 150 kHz - 30 MHz general coverage receiver. Separate Amateur band access keys allow speedy band selection. UP/DOWN bandswitch changes in 1-MHz steps. A new, innovative, quadruple conversion, digital PLL synthesized circuit provides superior frequency accuracy and stability, plus greatly enhanced selectivity.
- **Excellent receiver dynamic range.**
  - Receiver two-tone dynamic range, 100 dB typical (20 meters, 500 Hz CW bandwidth, at sensitivity of 0.25 μV, S/N 10 dB), provides the ultimate in rejection of IM distortion.
- **All solid state, 28 volt operated final amplifier.**
  - The final amplifier operates on 28 VDC for lowest IM distortion. Input power rated at 250 W on SSB, CW, and FSK, and at 80 W on AM. Final amplifier protection circuit with cooling fan, SWR/Power meter built-in.
- **Automatic antenna tuner, built-in.**
  - Available with AT-930 antenna tuner built-in, or as an option. Covers Amateur bands 80-10 meters, including the new WARC bands. Tuning range automatically pre-selected with band selection to minimize tuning time. "AUTO-THRU" switch on front panel.
- **CW full break-in.**
  - CW full break-in circuit uses CMOS logic IC plus reed relay for maximum flexibility, coupled with smooth, quiet operation. Switchable to semi-break-in.
- **Dual digital VFO’s.**
  - 10-Hz step dual digital VFO's include band information. Each VFO tunes continuously from band to band. A large, heavy, flywheel type knob is used for improved tuning ease. T.E. Set switch allows fast transmit frequency setting for split-frequency operations. A-B switch for equalizing one VFO frequency to the other. VFO "Lock" switch provided, RIT control for ±9.9 kHz receive frequency shift.
- **Eight memory channels.**
  - Stores both frequency and band information. VFO-MEMO switch allows use of each memory as an independent VFO. (the original memory frequency can be recalled at will), or as a fixed frequency. Internal Battery memory back-up, estimated 1 year life. (Batteries not Kenwood supplied).
- **Dual mode noise blanker ("pulse" or "woodepecker").**
  - NB-1, with threshold control, for pulse-type noise. NB-2 for longer duration "woodepecker" type noise.
- **SSB IF slope tuning.**
  - Allows independent adjustment of the low and/or high frequency slopes of the IF passband, for best interference rejection.
- **CW VBT and pitch controls.**
  - CW VBT (Variable Bandwidth Tuning) control tunes out interfering signals. CW pitch controls shifts IF passband and simultaneously changes the pitch of the beat frequency. A "Narrow/Wide" filter selector switch is provided.
- **IF notch filter.**
  - 100-KHz IF notch circuit gives deep, sharp, notch, better than -40 dB.
- **Audio filter built-in.**
  - Tuneable, peak-type audio filter for CW.
- **AC power supply built-in.**
  - 120, 220, or 240 VAC, switch selected (operates on AC only).
- **Fluorescent tube digital display.**
  - Fluorescent tube digital display has analog type sub-scale with 20-kHz steps. Separate 2 digital displays indicates IF frequency shift.
- **RF speech processor.**
  - RF clipper type processor provides higher average "talk-power", plus improved intelligibility. Separate "IN" and "OUT" front panel level controls.
- **One year warranty.**
  - The TS-930S carries a one year limited warranty on parts and labor.

**Optional accessories:**

- **AT-930 automatic antenna tuner.**
- **SP-930 external speaker with selectable audio filters.**
- **YG-455C-1 (500 Hz) or YG-455CN-1 (250 Hz) plug-in CW filters for 455-kHz IF.**
- **YK-88C-1 (500 Hz) CW plug-in filter for 8.83-MHz IF.**
- **YK-88A-1 (6 kHz AM plug-in filter for 8.83-MHz IF.**
- **MC-60 (S-8) Deluxe desk microphone with UP/DOWN switch.**
- **TL-922A line amplifier.**
- **SM-220 station monitor.**
- **HC-10 digital world clock.**
- **HS-6, HS-8, HS-4 headphones.**

More information on the TS-930S is available from all authorized dealers of Trio-Kenwood Communications 1111 West Walnut Street, Compton, California 90220